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REALIZATION OF THE LOGISTIC APPROACH
IN THE INTERNATIONAL CARGO DELIVERY SYSTEM
Fierce rivalry in the transport market raises serious reassessment and implementation of new approaches to logistics companies and trade
enterprises in marketing of goods. To maintain the volume of domestic sales and output to the external one, producers and trading firms are
forced to expand their trade and economic relations that occur in other regions. The integration of the world economy and policy orientation
of foreign trade to free trade greatly simplify the task of setting up the free trade and economic connections, but the question is how quickly
and efficiently, with the least costs, it is necessary to put the goods in the right region to the customer.
In modern market conditions, international container transportation of goods between Ukraine and the European Union countries has
a prospect of development, as each year the number of orders in transport and logistics enterprises increases. After analyzing the status of
orders, the problem has been detected and widely connected with the method of organization of container cargo delivery in international communication and the formation of rational technology of serviced. To solve this problem a method of logistic approach to the system of containers
transportation has been proposed based on the cybernetic model „white box“. The initial stage of its implementation involves formation of the
limitation system of input parameters and factors that are consistent with the needs of the customer firm and the company performing transportation. Ten alternative order services schemes, each of which takes into account the possible combinations of operations, has been proposed.
Based on the company „Inter Trans Logistic“, which serviced the order of the company „Agricultural Holding August“ for the transportation of rape seeds, 10 tons of corn on demand and a portion of sunflower oil 20,000 liters, according to their applications for transportation,
a logistic approach using a cybernetic model „white box“ has been implemented. Based on the mathematical models of changes in the total
costs of the international container cargo shipping company of the customer, it has been shown that the maximum expenses are occurring
in the implementation of the scheme 1 service order. In that case, the costs have been in the range of 848.72 to 7455.41 US $, according to
a certain series of experiments. Based on the condition of the minimum cost function for container transportation, scheme 1 has been chosen
as limiting scheme of service order against which the assessment carried out changes of the total costs in the implementation of other schemes.
In percentage display according to Scheme 1, the following percentage intervals have been deducted for the reduction of sales costs: Scheme
2 - 12.70 to 34.98%; Scheme 3 - 2.93 to 12.00%; Scheme 4 - 2.06 to 10.88%; Scheme 5 - 1.69 to 4.25%; Scheme 6 - 0.87 to 3.28%; scheme
7 - 0.97 to 2.58%; Scheme 8 - 1.64 to 4.45%; Scheme 9 - 2.66 to 11.77%; scheme 10 - 2.33 to 9.94%.
The results of experimental studies indicate that when the proposed methodology of the logistic approach, using the „white box“ based on
the company „Inter Trans Logistic“ to international container transportation of goods in relation to the application of the company „Agricultural Holding August“ for transportation, the scheme 2 sequence of transport operations has been effective. In its realization the costs for 12.70
to 34.98% has been decreased in comparison with the marginal service scheme.
Keywords: logistic approach, transportation technology, container international traffic

1. Introduction
Transport is a branch of production that provides society vital
needs in goods transportation, and is a part of the infrastructure
production. By providing the transportation goods, transport
makes a significant contribution to development of foreign
economic, scientific, technical and cultural, sports and other
connections of Ukraine, mainly with the European Union
countries. According to this, there is an increasing tendency of
demands for international transport services, both in terms of
volume and nomenclature [1].

The over-saturation of the market, consumer dictation in
the market and rigid competition cause serious difficulties for
producers, trading and sales enterprises in the sale of goods. To
save sales volumes, manufacturers and trading firms are forced
to go on expansion sales at the expense of entering markets
that are located in other regions. And while the world economy
integration and countries foreign trade policy orientation to free
trade greatly simplify this task, so the following question has
been raised: how quickly and efficiently, with the least costs, it is
necessary to put the goods on the market [2].
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Nowadays, in the global market, the process of goods
delivery is associated with the process of performing a series of
works, operations and services, the complex of which will ensure
the efficient goods distribution. In such a situation, transport
companies are faced with the task of using efficient tools,
developing methods and procedures for handling orders for any
cargo owner with the most need for quality services. There is a
need to develop a rational technology for servicing orders, while
the delivery of goods in containers in international traffic has
been organized.
The relevance of international container transportation has
been increased [3]. This is evidenced by the existence and
creation of new large, modern companies that are specialized
precisely in this type of cargo delivery organization. They compete
with each other by offering customers the best, more economical,
faster, better ways to handle orders and deliver in international
containers, and the ability to deliver goods to anywhere in the
world. That is why such process necessitates development of the
efficient container transportation technologies.
Container transportation between Ukraine and the European
Union countries has been recognized as the most modern and
high-quality way of international transportation. That allowed
reducing the share of transport component in the final price of
the goods from 2% to 11%. The selection of rational order service
technology and, as a result, the reduction of shipping costs is a
priority task for many companies whose main goal is, logistically,
to provide the right product in the right amount, quality and at
the right time [4]. The use of containers increases transportation
efficiency, because the costs associated with the movement,
storage and handlings of goods are significantly reduced.
New representative offices of world large companies continue
to open in Ukraine. Thus, in January 2017 it became known that
the international operator FM Logistic began to work in the
segment of the sea container traffic in Ukraine. The third largest
company had been opened in Odessa. The company provides
multimodal services, interacts with port operators, ship-owners
and container lines, customs, railways, carriers to create a single
chain of the cargo delivery.
In the first half of 2018, container terminals in Ukraine
processed 340155 TEU. It is 4.7% more than the volume
processed in the same period of 2017. Growth, compared to
previous year’s indexes, shows that transshipment increased by
24.4%, of course, it is not so impressive, but encouraging the pace
of development and stability.
The developed system solutions in container handling at
container terminals allowed improving the efficiency of production
management using modern technologies implementation in the
ports of China [5-9]. One of the important issues in this system is
the return of empty containers, which is solved by using solutions
derived from developed gravity models [10]. In addition, the study
[10] proposes an effective solution for the container capacity and
the container terminal area.
In the international cargo delivery system, rational
construction of the port infrastructure, container terminal and
adjacent areas is very important, therefore, to determine the
optimal configuration of the location, a two-level programming
system was used. This system took into account the container
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movement in time and allowed to determine the shipping costs
with the maximum positive effect for the operator [11].
Article [12] presents a new advanced solution for handling
the container terminals system. The process of container terminal
manufacturing operations has been described according to
workflow and Data Flow Diagram (DFD). The integrity and
reliability of the new system using the analysis of the Petri Net has
been proven. At the same time, the new solution of the problem is
to rebuild the logistic processes that have low costs, high quality,
greater flexibility, quick and reasonable response to the entire
production system of the terminal.
The authors of the article [13] focus on modeling of the
products chain supply. However, the subspace identification
methods can be used to characterize relations between some
parameters of the supply system. This can be useful if the
internal structure of the system was complicated. The supply
chains can be identified and modeled by deterministic models of
linear states space. The accuracy of the identified model reflects
the relationship between certain system parameters and their
sensitivity estimates [14-17].
After the oil crisis, Japanese “Just-in-Time” logistics systems
have been created at long distances of mutual cooperation
between the manufacturer of cars, spare parts suppliers, their
logistic subsidiaries and third-party logistics suppliers [18].
Processes and operations in goods delivery can be tested,
depending on acceptable methods and approaches for cybernetic
models “black, white and gray boxes” [19].
In order to protect the critical data and cryptographic
keys, drones’ delivery has been provided based on developed
methodology using the cybernetic model of the “white box” [20].
Experimental results showed that the proposed methodology had
been economically efficient and suitable for supply systems with
limited resources. Economic grounds for logistics operations
are grounded in the works of Petraska et al. [21], Gajewska and
Zimon [22], Agbelie [23], Alghaffari, Nguyen, and Chen [24].
In modern market conditions, international container
transportation of goods between Ukraine and EU countries has
a development perspective, as each year the number of orders
has been increased to the address of transport and transportlogistics enterprises. The revealed found the problem associated
with the method of organization of the container cargo delivery
in international traffic and the formation of rational technology
service orders based on cybernetic model of the «white box».
The aim of the study is to develop a methodology for service
orders rational technology formation into the organization of
goods delivery in containers in international traffic with minimal
costs based on the logistic approach of the transportation system
using the cybernetic model “white box”. The object of research the process of service orders in the organization of goods delivery
in containers in international traffic.

2. Materials and methods
The general scheme of service orders in the organization of
container goods delivery in international traffic between Ukraine
and the European Union countries may include a lot of main
operations using different types of transport (road, rail, sea).
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Figure 4 The sequence of operations as per scheme 4
Figure 1 Set and structure of operations according to cargo delivery
technology as per scheme 1

Figure 2 The sequence of operations as per scheme 2

Figure 5 The sequence of operations as per scheme 5

Figure 3 The sequence of operations as per scheme 3

Figure 6 The sequence of operations as per scheme 6

As practice shows, in terms of economic considerations, the
combination of different modes of transport is usually used.
To minimize the total shipping costs, the task is to select a set
of certain operations, taking into account the requirements of the
customer serviced.
The schemes of service orders in the organization of goods
delivery in containers in international traffic are formed from the
list of operations:
1 - Receipt of an application for transportation from a potential
client;
2 - Specification of departure and destination ports;
3 - Selection of appropriate container and determination of its
availability;
4 - Search for container among partner companies;
5 - Selection of the type of a vehicle for transportation of goods;
6 - Determination of appropriateness of the auto transport
usage;
7 - Determination expediency of the rail transport usage;
8 - Search for transport vehicles among their own;
9 - Vehicle rental in partner’s firms;
10 - Identification and search of loading and unloading
mechanisms;
11 - Choosing customs brokerage office;
12 - Choosing port delivery scheme;
13 - Determination of reasonability of the auto transport in the
destination country;

14 - Determination of reasonability of the rail transport in the
destination country;
15 - Agreement with the client goods delivery costs;
16 - Contract execution with the contractors and financialpayment, shipping documents;
17 - Supply container and vehicle under load;
18 - Container movement to the terminal;
19 - Transfer and storage of the cargo at the port terminal;
20 - Transfer and overload of the container on the vessel;
21 - Vessel movement to the territory of a foreign state;
22 - Goods transferring into the terminal of the port and
unloading the container from the vessel;
23 - Customs clearance in the port;
24 - Storage at the terminal territory;
25 - Vehicle delivery and container loading;
26 - Inside vehicle container movement to its destination;
27 - Unloading the container from the consignee’s vehicle;
28 - Cargo unloading outside the container;
29 - Transfer to the recipient.
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Ten alternative order schemes have been offered (Figures
1-10), each of which takes into account possible combinations of
operations. Thus, for example, the first scheme (Figure 1) has the
following features: the transport enterprise does not have its own
containers, transport for containers transportation to the port
is automobile, there is an own transport vehicle, transportation
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Figure 9 The sequence of operations as per scheme 9
Figure 7 The sequence of operations as per scheme 7

Figure 10 The sequence of operations as per scheme 10

Figure 8 The sequence of operations as per scheme 8

from the port is done by the motor transport, an unloading of
containers from the vehicle and unloading the cargo is organized.
The difference between the second scheme (Figure 2) from
the first (Figure 1) is that the enterprise has its own containers,
the transportation to the port comes over the rail transport,
vehicles are rented from partner firms, the transportation from
the port - by the rail transport, cargo from the containers is not
unloaded, and immediately transferred to the recipient (Figure 2).
Alternatively, to the second in the third scheme (Figure 3),
the transportation of the cargo to the port is carried out by auto
transport, and the transportation from the port - by the rail one.
In the following scheme (Figure 4), the transportation of
the cargo to the port is carried out by the rail transport and the
transportation from the port - by the automotive one.
The main feature of the scheme (Figure 5) is the combination
of the auto and rail transports during the transportation of
containers to the port and from the port and cargo unloading
outside containers at the transfer to the recipient.
The combination of the rail and auto transport in the process
of bringing containers to the port and bringing them off the port
is shown in scheme six (Figure 6).
The following combinations of operations are displayed in the
scheme (Figures 7-10): combining types of transport, availability
of own or rental vehicles, loading and unloading mechanisms,
storing containers at the terminal or immediate reloading them
into vehicles, transferring to the recipient of the cargo, unloaded
from containers or transfer of downloaded containers.
The costs are the most important parameter when choosing
the best option for the scheme of service orders when organizing
the container cargo delivery in international connections [16]. For
this reason, the following research develops a logistic approach to
choosing a sequence of operations of the order service scheme,
which would provide an opportunity to evaluate and optimize
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Figure 11 Schematic of displaying the proposed methodology of the
logistic approach to the transportation system based on the cybernetic
model “white box”

the associated costs of time, resources and funds. The limited
resources in the delivery system have been considered, as well.
The use of models in this case requires not only their
theoretical development, but the experimental verification on
actual materials, as well. The process of processing orders in
the organization of the container cargo delivery in international
liaison is considered as a complex system, which has a complex of
interconnected and interacting subsystems. For a more complete
and accurate characteristics of the research object, a schematic
representation of the logistic approach, based on the “white box”,
has been proposed (Figure 11).
This scheme clearly indicates which parameters significantly
affect the object of the study and how they are interrelated.
[25-26]. The adaptation of the cybernetic model “white box” is
based on the four established types of connections between the
groups of major processes and the main factors that have been
formed in the proposed method, namely: between groups of main
processes (1-7); between input parameters (Ас, qclk) and groups
of main processes (1-7); between groups of main processes (1-7)
and output parameters (Vdel); between groups of main processes
(1-7) and environmental factors (Ltrans, Qorg, Ncp, Po-i). The scheme
of Figure 2 shows the main processes that occur in organization
of containers goods delivery in the international traffic of the
company “Inter Trans Logistic”: 1 - acceptance of the application
for transportation; 2 - evaluation of the company’s capabilities for
application and choice of service order scheme; 3 - registration
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of documents; 4 - loading and unloading work with a cargo; 5 loading and unloading operations with the container; 6 - customs
operations; 7 - moving the container.

3. Results
The input parameters that influence the process of container
cargo transportation in international traffic are: number of
containers Ac; nominal capacity of one container qc1k. External
factors are: distance transportation Ltrans; volume of one order Qord;
number of customs points Ncp; costs of a particular transaction
Po - i. As a starting point, from the logistic point of view, the total
shipping costs have been chosen Vdel, as well.
The system constraints, derived from the analysis of order
“Agricultural Holding August”, which establishes trade and
economic ties with partners from Turkey, Italy, Spain, France and
the UK for transportation of established packaged rape seeds, 10
tons of corn on demand and part of 20,000 liters of sunflower
seeds oil and the possibilities regarding this order of the transport
and logistics company “Inter Trans Logistic” have the following
form:
Z 1 # Ac # 2
]
] 10 # q clk # 30;
] 1000 # A c # 9000;
[
] 10 # Q ord # 30;
] 2 # N cp # 6;
]
\ 5 # Po - i # 100.

(1)

(2)

For further numerical calculation it is necessary to evaluate the
input parameters and factors of the environment in the economic
equivalent, namely, in the form of freight costs, consisting of
a number of components:
Vdel = Vl.u.w + Vtrans + Vc.d + Vc + Vc.s + Vdoc,

(3)

Vl.^ u. hc arg o = Q ord $ C cl.uarg o .

(5)

In formula (5) there are costs of loading or unloading the
cargo to / from one container, US$/t.
The costs of loading and unloading the container in / out of
the vehicle are:
Vl.^ u. hcont = A c $ C cont
l.u .

(6)

In formula (6), the loading or unloading costs per container
are given in US$/unit.
The costs of transportation of containers by different modes
of transport are the following:
(7)

where Vw.cargo - costs of mileage vehicle unladed, US$; VAT - costs
of transportation by road, US$; VRW - transportation costs by rail,
US$; VST - costs of transportation by sea, US$.
It is worth saying that the costs of mileage vehicle unladed
have been determined by taking into account the costs of moving
a car per one kilometer and the corresponding distance.
The costs of transportation by the road, rail or sea are:
^

h

^

h

AT RW, ST
AT RW, ST
V AT^ RW, ST h = Q ord $ L trans
$ C trans
,
^
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h

AT RW, ST
- the distance of transportation by the
where L trans
AT^ RW, ST h
appropriate type of transport; C trans
- transportation costs
per one ton-kilometer by the road, rail or sea.
The costs of the cargo customs declaration have been
determined by taking into account the time of delay at the
customs office tt.i and the cargo delaying costs per one hour at the
border office Ct.i :

Vc.d = t t.i $ C t.i $ N cp .
where Vl.u.w - loading and unloading costs, US$; Vtrans - transportation
costs, US$; Vc.d - costs of cargo customs declaration, US$; Vc rental costs of vehicles, containers, US$; Vc.s - costs of contractor
services, US$; Vdoc - registration costs of financial-payment,
commodity-accompanying documents, US$.
Economic indicators, in the form of costs for specific
operations, according to the proposed methodology of the logistic
approach to the system of transportation based on the cybernetic
model «white box» (Figure 12), have been estimated in stages
according to the rates of transport operations of the company
«Inter Trans Logistic».
As costs of loading and unloading operations are related to
the cargo and containers, they can be calculated by the formula:

(4)

where Vl.cargo - costs of loading the container cargo, US$; Vl.cont costs of loading the cargo container in a vehicle, US$; Vu.cont - costs
of unloading the container from the vehicle, US$; Vu.cargo - costs of
unloading the cargo from the container, US$.
The costs of loading and unloading the container by cargo
are the following:

Vtrans = Vw.c arg o + V AT + V RW + VST ,

As a target function for the logistic approach to the
transportation system based on the cybernetic model «white box»,
the function of the total costs of the cargo delivery from a set of
parameters and factors has been chosen. Under such conditions,
the target costs function should go to its minimum:
Vdel = f ^ A c, q c1k, L trans, Q ord, N cp, Po - i h " min .

Vl.u.w = Vl.c arg o + Vl.cont + Vu.cont + Vu.c arg o ,

7

(9)

Rental costs of vehicles, containers are:
Vc = A c $ C c ,

(10)

where Cc - rental costs of one vehicle (container) per day is defined
as the average market in the territory of Ukraine.
The costs of contractor services Vc.s take into account costs of
brokerage agency services Cbr, the cargo insurance costs Cins and
the security services costs Csec:
Vc.s = Q ord $ ^ C br + C ins + C sec h .
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0
(а)

(b)

Figure 12 Schemes of container transportations by the company “Inter Trans Logistic” in accordance with the orders of the company
“Agricultural Holding August” on the territory of Ukraine (a) and on the international traffic (b)

Table 1 Levels of factors variation
Parameter

Minimum value

Maximum value

Number of customs offices, pcs

2

6

Distance transportation, km

2000

10000

Volume of one order, t

10

30

The costs of a particular operation (service), US$

5

100

Table 2 Results of the experiment plan with allowance for the limit values
Levels of variation

A series of
experiments

Number of customs offices, pcs

Distance transportation, km

Volume of one order, t

The costs of a particular operation
(service), US$

1

6

10000

30

5

2

6

10000

10

5

3

6

2000

10

5

4

2

10000

30

100

5

2

2000

30

100

6

2

2000

10

100

7

2

10000

10

100

8

6

2000

30

5

9

2

2000

10

5

10

6

10000

30

100

11

6

2000

10

100

12

6

2000

30

100

13

2

10000

30

5

14

6

10000

10

100

15

2

2000

30

5

16

2

10000

10

5
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Table 3 The calculation results of total costs for the international cargo container delivery for ten alternative service orders
Total costs of cargo delivery, US$

Series of
experiment

Scheme 1

Scheme 2

Scheme 3

Scheme 4

Scheme 5

Scheme 6

Scheme 7

Scheme 8

Scheme 9

Scheme 10

1

7455.41

6338.74

6588.74

6644.29

7144.29

7210.96

7262.81

7151.70

6649.85

6714.67

2

2377.63

2075.78

2159.11

2177.63

2251.70

2273.92

2292.44

2255.41

2179.48

2199.85

3

851.70

586.89

623.92

698.00

723.92

786.89

779.48

720.22

629.48

677.63

4

7452.42

6335.75

6585.75

6641.31

7141.31

7207.97

7259.83

7148.72

6646.86

6711.68

5

2874.64

1869.09

1980.20

2202.42

2557.97

2746.86

2720.94

2543.16

1996.86

2145.01

6

848.72

583.90

620.94

695.01

720.94

783.90

776.49

717.23

626.49

674.64

7

2374.64

2072.79

2156.12

2174.64

2248.72

2270.94

2289.46

2252.42

2176.49

2196.86

8

2877.63

1872.07

1983.18

2205.41

2560.96

2749.85

2723.92

2546.15

1999.85

2148.00

9

848.72

583.90

620.94

695.01

720.94

783.90

776.49

717.23

626.49

674.64

10

7455.41

6338.74

6588.74

6644.29

7144.29

7210.96

7262.81

7151.70

6649.85

6714.67

11

851.70

586.89

623.92

698.00

723.92

786.89

779.48

720.22

629.48

677.63

12

2877.63

1872.07

1983.18

2205.41

2560.96

2749.85

2723.92

2546.15

1999.85

2148.00

13

7452.42

6335.75

6585.75

6641.31

7141.31

7207.97

7259.83

7148.72

6646.86

6711.68

14

2377.63

2075.78

2159.11

2177.63

2251.70

2273.92

2292.44

2255.41

2179.48

2199.85

15

2874.64

1869.09

1980.20

2202.42

2557.97

2746.86

2720.94

2543.16

1996.86

2145.01

16

2374.64

2072.79

2156.12

2174.64

2248.72

2270.94

2289.46

2252.42

2176.49

2196.86

The registration costs of financial-payment, commodityaccompanying documents are:
k

Vdoc =

/ C regj $ n rj .

(12)

all possible combinations of connections and values have been
tabulated in Table 2.
Calculations of total costs in the studied ten schemes have
been made in Microsoft Excel, and the results are shown in Table 3.

j=1

Equation (12) takes into account the costs of processing
documents k of type Cregj and the number of documents of the
appropriate destination nrj.
The method of mathematical planning experiment has been
used to implement the developed methodology of the logistic
approach to the efficient organization of the container cargo
transportation. To this end, a plan of a full-factor experiment
has been prepared due to four external factors: the distance
of transportation, the volume of one order, the number of
customs offices, the costs of a particular operation, the minimum
and maximum value of which is determined by the system of
restrictions Equation (2) between Ukraine and the European
Union countries (Table 1). In forming levels of varying factors
that affect goods transportation cost in international connections,
it is necessary to set the maximum values that will correspond
to the order of the company “Agricultural Holding August” by
transporting the cargo by “Inter Trans Logistic” company. The
number of customs offices has been taken into account, which can
maximally affect the transport costs. The minimum number will
be 2 (initial and final), and the maximum number - 6 points for
international traffic in relation to the application of the company
“Agricultural Holding August” and the established route of rice
3. The volume levels of orders have been formed from firm
applications. Costs of operations (services) are reflected in the
unit derived from the analysis of costing services company “Inter
Trans Logistic”.
For given factors, the number of experiments series is 16. As 2
levels of variation has been chosen, so designate them as follows:
“-” - 1st level of variation (min), “+” - level 2 (max). After that,
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4. Discussion
To substantiate the developed methodology of the logistic
approach for choosing a rational technology for servicing
orders for international container transportation of goods and
e influence of parameters on the criterion of their efficiency
(expenses), a regression analysis has been chosen. Among
the investigated factors, the following connections have been
considered: linear function with nonzero coefficient; linear
function with zero coefficient; power function with nonzero
coefficient; power function with zero coefficient. To construct the
model, the Microsoft Excel program was used, which employs
a program for calculating regression mathematical models. Using
the above-mentioned cases of analytic regression functions,
a regression analysis has been performed for each alternative
order service (Figures 1-10). It has been determined that for
each operation scheme (Figures 1-10) the linear function with
a non-zero coefficient is the best, because in that case the value
of determination coefficient R is maximum and equals to 0.9. The
regression coefficients have been estimated by: the standard error;
the meaning of “t-statistics”; “P-value”; significant indicators.
According to results of this assessment, factors such as the
number of customs offices and the price of a particular operation
have not been taken into account in the mathematical model of
costs. Thus, the general formula of the regression model of costs
is the following
V mdel = a 0 + a 1 $ L trans + a 2 $ Q ord ,
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Table 4 Determination results of regression models unknown coefficients
Indicator

The value of unknown coefficients of regression models for the corresponding schemes
Scheme 1

Scheme 2

Scheme 3

Scheme 4

Scheme 5

Scheme 6

Scheme 7

Scheme 8

Scheme 9

Scheme 10

a1

-2254

-2293

-2262

-2279

-2490

-2429

-2466

-2500

-2385

-2345

a2

0.52

0.48

0.48

0.47

0.48

0.46

0.48

0.48

0.49

0.48

a3

197.6

158.7

164.7

169.4

178.2

182.5

182.9

178.1

166.1

159.6

Figure 13 Total costs for international container delivery according to a series of experiment planning experiments indicating the maximum and
minimum costs of the developed transport order schemes

where m - the number of the corresponding order service scheme,
a0, a1, a2 - unknown coefficients of the regression equation Ltrans,
Qord. Results of determining the coefficients of regression (13)
have been presented in Table 4. According to the mathematical
model for the ten service schemes, the calculated values of
expenditure have been calculated and are presented in the form
of a graph in Figure 13.
With implementation of the container delivery company
“Inter Trans Logistic”, order service company “Agricultural
Holding August” for the transportation of rape seeds, 10 tons of
corn on demand and a portion of sunflower oil is 20,000 liters,
according to the applications have been systematized in Table 1.
From the analysis of the graphic representation of the total cost of
international container delivery of the goods of the customer firm
(Figure 13), it follows that the maximum costs will be according to
the scheme of order maintenance. In this case, the costs have been
in the range of 848.72 to 7455.41 US $, according to a certain
series of experiments. Proceeding from condition (2) and analysis
of the data presented in Figure 13, scheme 1 has been selected for
the marginal order maintenance service, concerning which the
estimation of change of general expenses at realization of other
schemes has been carried out. In percentage display according to
Scheme 1, the following intervals have been received: reduction of
expenses for the implementation of the order: scheme 2 - 12.70 to
34.98%; Scheme 3 - 2.93 to 12.00%; Scheme 4 - 2.06 to 10.88%;
Scheme 5 - 1.69 to 4.25%; Scheme 6 - 0.87 to 3.28%; scheme
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7 - 0.97 to 2.58%; Scheme 8 - 1.64 to 4.45%; Scheme 9 - 2.66 to
11.77%; scheme 10 - 2.33 to 9.94%
Results of experimental studies indicate that when the
proposed methodology of the logistic approach, using the “white
box”, to international container transportation of goods in
relation to the application for transportation, the scheme 2
sequence of transport operations has been effective. In its
realization, the costs have been decreased for 12.70 to 34.98% in
comparison to the marginal service scheme 1.
In the future it is planned to build based on the obtained
results an imitation model based on the developed methodology
and models in the environment of Petri Networks taking into
account the risk factors at each stage of the process of the
container delivery of goods in international traffic.

5. Conclusions
• It has been revealed that the proposed method of logistic
approach to the container transportation system, based on
the cybernetic model of the “white box” allows to take into
account in more detail, form the possibilities of the transport
and logistics enterprise in relation to the order and effectively
choose the order of the service maintenance with the
minimum expenses for carrying out transportation.
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• Using the logistic approach to the container transport
system, based on the cybernetic model of the “white box”,
based on the company “Inter Trans Logistic”, serving the
order of the company “Agricultural Holding August” for
the transportation of packaged rape seeds, 10 tons of corn
on demand and part of 20,000 liters of sunflower seeds oil,
according to applications, maximum expenses 848.72 to
7455.41 US $ have been received according to scheme 1 of
service of this order.

11

• Results analysis of experimental studies of changes in
costs during the transportation, at the request of the firm
“Agricultural Holding August”, indicates that an efficient
scheme of transport operations has been Scheme 2, because
at the same time costs of 12.70 to 34.98% have been reduced
in comparison with the limit scheme 1 of the transport order
service by the company “Inter Trans Logistic”.
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Jiri Cejka - Martin Telecky*

INFLUENCE OF ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL FACTORS
ON THE PUBLIC RAIL TRANSPORT
The goal of the paper is to assess the territorial development in terms of the public rail transport in conditions of the Czech Republic or,
more precisely, in the south of Bohemia. The capacity utilisation of the railway line No. 190 in the direction from Ceske Budejovice to the
target station of Strakonice is analysed and the suitable deployment of the set of wagons, intended to be used in providing the basic transport
services in the low-populated areas, is evaluated. The paper is concerned with the current situation in utilising the capacities on the railway line
No. 190 with respect to the future utilisation of the railway links that will be affected by economic factors in the form of the reduced fare for
students and pensioners. To this end, the mathematical and statistical methods, which will pre-define the suitability of the choice of capacities
of the set of wagons in providing the basic transport services, will be applied.
Keywords: public tramsport, the railway links, territory development, expected mean value

1. Introduction
Principles of the territorial development define the spatial
planning documentation for the whole regional territory, while
refining and developing the objectives and tasks of the spatial
planning in accordance with the territorial development policy.
The strategies for achieving these goals are being determined and
the planning activities of individual municipalities or towns are
being coordinated, [1].
The essential part of the territorial development is to submit
the future plans for the construction of a new railway corridor and
restoration of other railway lines which will intersect the chosen
regions and have a significant influence on building other partial
structures. The economic and political factors directly affect
future decision-making and have an influence on the investment
matters in the process of creating and establishing the living
standard of individual citizens, [2-4].
The issue of the low-populated areas is currently being
analysed from the viewpoint of providing the transport services by
means of the public line transport and the public rail transport.
The goal is to interconnect individual modes of transport in order
to provide a sufficient transport capacity by means of individual
linksinr the current economic, political and living conditions.
The preferences of citizens (consumers, passengers) mostly
provide, in the form of questionnaires, complaints or other forms
of information, the suggestions, which become the subject of the
decision making on investments and the future changes in the
territorial development. The public transport, as a competitor
to a private motor vehicles transport, is being addressed most
frequently. The goal is to reduce the volume of the private motor
vehicle transport and to support the public line and rail transports
due to their environmental friendliness and the related financial
savings of citizens, [5].
The economic situation in the Czech Republic has been
positive in recent two years. The investment opportunities in the

form of building the transport infrastructure (roads, railways, etc.)
are on the rise. The economic development and the general life
satisfaction increase, [6-8].
Citizens prefer innovation in the quality of the rendered
public transport services. They require more frequent providing
of the basic transport services in the low-populated areas in
more frequent time intervals. The reason is also the problem
of an insufficient number of parking places for passenger cars,
especially in bigger towns. In Spain, for instance, the high-speed
railway corridors are being built and developed to save the
passengers´s time and to reduce the mental costs. [9-11].
The paper also deals with the issue of the public rail transport
as the offering of the transport services with the expected number
of the railway links and the transport capacity being provided.
The mathematical and statistical methods, which evaluate
the suitability of the choice of variants being considered in the
decision-making under risk in the public rail transport have
been applied within the data analysis. The data are taken from
the carrier´s internal database. The chosen methods serve
for identifying the key factors that are adapted to the issue in
question. The analyses have been made for the railway line No.
190, which has provided the current results and expectations for
the future volume of passengers travelling in the Ceske Budejovice
- Strakonice section1. The data contain the number of passengers
transported within providing the basic transport services on
working days in the low-populated areas per a specific period of
time (July 2018).
The following two basic approaches have been chosen in the
decision-making under risk:
• Rule of the expected mean value,
• Rule of the expected mean value and variance.
In determining the subjective probabilities allocated to
individual random phenomena, the relative size method was
chosen. This method works on the principle of the limited number
1 by RegioPanter 650, Locomotive 240+Bdt+BDs
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Figure 1 Evaluation of individual railway links on the railway line No. 190 (Ceske Budejovice - Strakonice)
Table 1 Capacity utilisation and number of passengers transported on the railway line No. 190
Time of railway link

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Number of
passengers
transported as per
railway links

04:55 AM - 06:00 PM

182

215

182

173

116

868

06:16 AM - 07:22 AM

382

410

245

2161

937

187

07:30 AM - 08:35 AM

357

499

207

611

330

2004

10:18 AM - 11:20 AM

306

197

482

240

332

1557

12:18 PM - 13:20 PM

732

340

718

489

1037

3316

14:30 PM - 15:32 PM

322

323

442

248

383

1718

Total number of passengers
transported

2836

1761

2413

2171

2443

The highest volume
of passengers
transported on
a working day

of random phenomena on condition that individual probabilities
of random phenomena equal to one, as follows
probability = p 1 + p 2 + p 3 + g + p n = 1

(1)

The rule of the expected mean value E(x) is determined
according to the following formula:
expected mean value = / i = 1 xi ) pi
n

2/2019

variance = / i = 1 6 xi - E ^ x h@ ) pi
n

2

(3)

The variant is chosen based on the lowest variance value
[12-13].
The input data and the calculation are shown in the results.

(2)

If the maximizing criterion applies to the entering table, the
variant containing the greatest value will be optimal. In case of
the minimizing criterion, on the other hand, the variant with the
lowest value is taken into account.
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The rule of the expected mean value and variance D(x) is
determined according to the following formula:

2. Results
The data provided by Ceske drahy, a.s. for the South
Bohemian Region have been analysed.
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Table 2 Expected number of transported passengers after the application of the decision-making theory method of risk
Choice of a suitable capacity/

Maximizing criterion

expected number of passengers transported within 1 working day
by means of 6 railway links

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

150 (900)

-21150

-21150

-21150

-21150

-21150

200 (1200)

-18540

-9720

-9720

-9720

-9720

250 (1500)

-20340

1710

1710

1710

1710

300 (1800)

-22140

-90

13140

13140

13140

350 (2100)

-23940

-1890

20160

24570

24570

400 (2400)

-25740

-3690

18360

36000

36000

450 (2700)

-27540

-5490

16560

38610

47430

Probability of a random phenomenon

0.6

0.2

0.1

0.05

0.05

Table 3 Results of the method of expected mean value and variance
Rule of the expected mean value

EX

150 (900)

-21150

200 (1200)

-15012

250 (1500)

-11520

300 (1800)

-10674

350 (2100)

-10269

400 (2400)

-10746

450 (2700)

-11664

Rule of the expected mean value and variance

Appropriate to deploy the InterPanter with five wagons

Variance

150 (900)

0

0

200 (1200)

18670176

4320.89991

250 (1500)

116688600

10802.2498

300 (1800)

214707024

14652.8845

350 (2100)

340147269

18443.0819

400 (2400)

448084224

21168

450 (2700)

539490294

23226.9304

Figure 1 shows the average numbers of passengers transported
in July 2018 on working days by means of six railway links.
Railway links on the railway line No. 190 represent the complete
offering of passenger trains. Fast trains and express trains, which
do not serve the low-populated areas, were not included. The
above Table shows individual railway links and the number of
passengers transported by them in selected time intervals, as well
as the total evaluation.
Overall, Monday is the busiest working day with a total
number of 2836 passengers. The busiest railway link on working
days is the train departing from Ceske Budejovice at 12:18 and
arriving at Strakonice at 13:20, see Table 1.
In July 2018, the average number of transported passengers
was 11624. Monday was the busiest working day. Taken in
an ascending order, the order is as follows: Monday, Friday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Tuesday.
The government and the Ministry of Transport of the Czech
Republic have decided on the grant of discounts for students
and the persons above 65 years of age. The above groups of
passengers will pay 25 % of the fare only. The remaining 75 % will

VOLUME 21

Standard
deviation
Appropriate to deploy RegioPanter

be compensated to the carriers from public budgets (of the state,
municipalities or towns/cities). The prerequisite for the grant
of discounts for students is that the students must hold a valid
ISIC card (full-time study) and the passengers below 15 must
be holders of the pupil´s ID card. The decision on the grant of
discounts became effective in September 2018. Table 2 assumes
the random phenomena (number of passengers in certain values),
options of the set of wagons deployment as per the provided
capacities and stating of subjective probabilities for individual
random phenomena based on of the relative size method. The
random phenomenon (1000 passengers) becomes the most
probable consideration with a probability of 60 %.
The following data upon which the entering table will be set
are under consideration. Considering the following structure of
passengers:
a) 60 % students (pupils) and passengers above 65, who pays 25
% of the fare,
b) 10 % passengers - reduced fare - 25 %,
b) 10 % passengers - reduced fare - 50%,
d) 20 % passengers paying the full fare.
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Structure of sales from passengers transported on the railway
line No. 190 (Ceske Budejovice - Strakonice):
a) Students (full-time study) and pupils, pensioners: CZK 232,
b) Passengers entitled to a reduced fare (25 %): CZK 70,
b) Passengers entitled to a reduced fare (50 %): CZK 47,
d) Passengers paying the full fare: CZK 93.
Based on the economically substantiated costs, the costs
per one travelled kilometre, in the case of passenger trains, are
as follows as per the type of the set of wagons deployed and the
allowable capacity:
1) Capacity of 150 places: CZK 169 per train-kilometre
2) Capacity of 200 places: CZK 174 per train-kilometre
3) Capacity of 250 places: CZK 179 per train-kilometre
4) Capacity of 300 places: CZK 184 per train-kilometre
5) Capacity of 350 places: CZK 189 per train-kilometre
6) Capacity of 400 places: CZK 194 per train-kilometre
7) Capacity of 450 places: CZK 199 per train-kilometre.
The total number of travelled train-kilometres according to
the timetable amounts to 60 train-kilometres. The total capacity
of 6 railway links is set. The train (wagon) turnover is not
considered. All values have been taken from the primary reports
on costs and sales from transport operations in the public rail
transport.
The Table 3 inputs contain the negative values. This is why
the revenues from passenger transport fail to sufficiently cover
the operating costs of selected railway links. If the rule of the
expected mean value is applied, the variants will have negative
values. It means that the economic result is expected to be always
negative and not positive. From the loss minimization viewpoint,
it is appropriate to choose the variant of the set of wagons with a
capacity of 350 passengers within one railway link. With 6 railway
links deployed, the total capacity is 2100 passengers.
The rule of the expected mean value and variance reviews the
appropriate variant based on the assumption of remote distances
from the expected mean value. The lowest value will represent
the most advantageous variant. In this case, it is appropriate to
choose the first variant, i.e. the deployment of the set of wagons
with a capacity of 150 passengers within one railway link.

3. Conclusion
Economically substantiated costs are always higher than the
price of (revenue from) the fare in the South Bohemian Region.
The reason is the lower number of transported passengers and the
preference of the private motor vehicles transport. The public rail
transport is, as a rule, in the red. The economic result is negative
(loss). For the future providing of the basic transport services by
the public rail transport, it is necessary to compensate the loss
with the financial means from public budgets. This implies that
the economically substantiated costs are compensated (to zero)
and the carrier will continue to obtain the compensation or an
adequate profit, which is stipulated in the public service contract.
The data have been analysed for the period of July 2018 when the
students and the persons above 65 were not granted a discount of
75 % off the regular fare. The results show that a total number of
passengers transported by means of the six railway links on the
line No. 190 (Ceske Budejovice - Strakonice) amounted to 11624.
The number of passengers is expected to considerably increase
when the carrier offers a reduced fare (75 %). The goal is to prefer
the public transport over the private motor vehicles transport. The
carriers strive to serve the low-populated areas, while innovating
the provided services and coordinating the railway network. The
results point to the possibilities of selection of chosen variants,
which may be expected after applying the mathematical and
statistical rules (approaches).
Another problematic area is the reduction of the value added
tax rate (VAT) on fares, effective since February 2019. The VAT is
the main source of income for funding the public transport. In the
last months, the passengers were still paying the first reduced rate
of VAT, i.e. 15 %. The Senate of the Czech Republic strives for the
VAT rate reduction to 10 % of the fare within the amendment of
the VAT Act. This will result in the further monetary outflow, i.e.
the lack of income going into public budgets. The paper contains
the assumptions of the considered changes, which will become the
basis for drawing-up the next publication.
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HOLOLENS USED FOR PRECISE POSITION TRACKING
OF THE THIRD PARTY DEVICES - AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES
A completely new area of HoloLens usage is proposed. The Hololens is an augmented reality device, which provides the high precision
location information. Such an information is normally used to accurately position holograms within the real space with respect to the viewer
(user of HoloLens). The information is precise enough to use it for reporting the position for the purpose of autonomous driving. Several experiments have been executed in vast areas (20 m x 40 m) in order to find out the potential error coming from vibrations or other effects when
moving the HoloLens. The results show that the technology can be used for spaces, which are previously known by the system - pre-scan of the
space is needed. The big advantage of the system is its readiness for indoor positioning applications with no additional infrastructure needed,
simultaneous localization and mapping, complex space mapping and reached precision. The disadvantage is mainly the costs.
Keywords: position tracking, Microsoft HoloLens, infrastructure-less

1. Introduction
The precise position tracking is an important thing on the
way to the so-called Industry 4.0. The device, which is being
operated autonomously, needs to know its current position and
according to required trajectory adjust its movement. Positioning
is a hot topic outdoors and indoors. Outdoors positioning
relies mainly on the built infrastructure of satellite belts around
Earth - Glonass, Beido, GPS or Galileo. The precision of the
GPS, with cooperation of other global positioning systems,
can achieve the order of tens of millimeters [1]. The trend of
combining the multiple systems in order to enhance accuracy of
positioning information is an interesting concept, especially in
urban areas [2]. The demand for precise positioning is mainly
due to the expansion of autonomous vehicle control into real life.
The precise outdoor and indoor positioning requires very often
some kind of infrastructure (external referencing systems). In the
outdoor case, that is mainly global positioning system, mobile
network [3] or other built speciality proprietary infrastructure [4].
Such systems are susceptible to failures due to unavailability of the
required infrastructure [5].
As a result, there is a demand to solve the precise positioning
for various purposes without any additional infrastructure [6].
This demand is accented especially for indoor position tracking.
There is a huge potential of autonomous vehicle control in wellknown spaces for tedious manipulation. One can name a few
examples: transportation of medical material within hospitals
[7] or paper manipulation in data centers [8]. In [7] a powerlink
interface for a fast data transmission was used. The Pathfinder
used front and rear lidar and special software available from
GitHub for the precision position tracking.
The LIDARs (light detection and ranging) are often used
as a part for autonomous SLAM (simultaneous localization and
mapping) [9]. The LIDARs costs can be as small as 100$ and

hence readily employable for even low cost small autonomous
vehicles - Figure 1.
Disadvantage of the LIDARs can be the fact that the devices
scan the environment usually only in one plane and they can have
problems with glass obstacles (imagine e.g. glass doors) [10]. The
LIDARs, when correctly used with appropriate software for the
SLAM task, provide reliable information on the current position
with the high level of accuracy typically in the range of millimeters
(defined as a mean error distance between the estimated location
and the real location) [11].
An interesting device, for very precise position tracking
using the depth camera, is Intel RealSence D435 - Figure 2.
The measuring depth reaches as far as 10 m. In [12] it was used
even for the health treatment outcome (gait analysis and facial
tracking).
There are other proposed ways how to accurately, to a certain
level, track the position using some kind of small infrastructure RFID [13], RSSI [14].
A promising technology for position tracking is utilization of
the ultra-wide band (UWB) localization. One of the best working
devices is SEWIO [15]. As reported, since it is a relatively new
system, the accuracy and tag’s battery life has to be further
improved. The UWB technology needs a grid of anchors, whose
proper placement is crucial for obtaining good positioning results
[16]. The worst scenario for the UWB localization systems is
a narrow corridor. The estimated position of the robot from the
UWB system is fluctuating in the order of tens of centimeters
[16]. Remedy to this can be a denser anchor grid. Nevertheless,
the needed infrastructure is relatively easy to implement.

2. Autonomous AR-based position tracking
For this project of autonomous transport vehicle, an easy-todeploy and ready-to-use system was sought, which would not need
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Figure 1 LIDAR DF-DFR0315

Figure 2 Intel RealSence D435

Figure 3 Microsoft HoloLens head-mounted kit - user tracking corridor

any additional infrastructure. Based on the above search for up-todate used technologies was decided to examine another SLAM
device, which was to the best of authors’ knowledge, not yet used.
In the past, some SLAM methodologies were proposed
and implemented on autonomous robot, such as LSD-SLAM,
REMODE, ORB-SLAM. Their differences can be distinguished
based on the type of method, which ORB and REMODE use the
feature-based, but LSD-SLAM implements direct method. The
ORB and LSD visualization are built-in, while the REMODE
utilizes ROS/R Vis feature. The REMODE has no camera
trajectory module, but ORB and LSD SLAM do have [17].
The Microsoft HoloLens, Figure 3, which is direct based, has
built-in visualization and no camera trajectory module; is a headmounted device used to project augmented reality (AR) into the
users’ field of view. The HoloLens is an optical see-through device
with many sensors - gyroscope, magnetometer and accelerometer.
It also includes the positional tracking subsystems - depth
camera with 120° x 120° FOV (field of view) and four grayscale
cameras. Nowadays, the big limitation of the HoloLens is its
cost (thousands of USD) and from the user point of view very
disturbing small field of view 30°H and 17.5°V. It is used for many
purposes ranging from educational deployments to easy robot
manipulation programming [18].
The HoloLens has a database of environments in which the
device was operated. If a new environment is presented it is added
to the database list. The HoloLens possesses a unique algorithm,
which is based on the depth camera and four grayscale cameras
with cooperation from other sensors (gyroscope, accelerometer).
The device is constantly monitoring its neighborhood as far as 5
meters away from its cameras. It uses a proprietary correlation
algorithm to find the actual position based on the data coming
from various sensors.
In this project, the focus was on an autonomous vehicle
control in known environment. As already previously stated such
a scenario is widely implementable for many real world usages.

Hence, one can scan the environment in which the vehicle
is moving using the HoloLens. A special program in Unity
and Microsoft Visual Studio was created and loaded into the
HoloLens. The program was taking system generated location
information from the HoloLens and sending it to a Ubuntu based
server where a Node-RED server was installed.
A simple code, generating actual position string, is added to
the Main Camera object within the Unity scene. This GameObject
is moving with the move of the glasses.
A string was created, which is composed of position (x, y,
z) and rotation (a, b, c) information. This string is sent both to
glasses (in order the user to see his actual position) and also to
server via the UDP.
For sending information, a UDP packet was preferred since
it is a simple connectionless protocol without any handshaking.
There was no need for any guarantee of delivery, ordering or
protection, since the packets are sent with high frequency and
hence few packets loss is not crucial.
In the code, the SendUDPMessage method was used from
the UDPCommunication class, which is defined to be available
for no Unity environments - hence the statement “#if !UNITY_
EDITOR“. When the code is loaded to HoloLens all the code
within pragmas “#if !UNITY_EDITOR“ is processed.
The UDPCommunication class is all in the “#if !UNITY_
EDITOR“ statement, since this functionality is not supported in
the Unity (but it is supported in HoloLens). For sending an async
and threading principles are used. A helper function for memory
stream was used, as well.
The messages are sent to a convenient server where the
Node-RED is installed. In a simple flow, it was possible to
parse the received data and send it immediately to a MSSQL
database. The Node-RED interface (Figure 4) was chosen for easy
implementation ability and availability of immediate responses
to certain not valid data obtained from the UDP messages.
Moreover, it enables easily debugging of the whole application.
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Figure 4 The Node-RED interface for sending data to database

Figure 5 Autonomous vehicle movement along the designated path - red dots real measurements, distance
in x direction is 38 m and distance in y direction is 13.5 m from the origin at the column

Figure 6 Deviation of reported position by the HoloLens with respect to the real position;
red and green - horizontal movement, blue and black - vertical movement

3. Tests
The preciseness of position determination was tested. On
the testing polygon in vestibule of Institute for Nanomaterials,
Advanced Technologies and Innovation, Liberec a sufficiently
big space (roughly 50 x 30 m) was at disposition for testing
autonomous vehicles. The polygon is shown in Figure 5. The
application was started when leaning on the middle column
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(start of red dots - column 2) and looking directly to the
uppermost column (column 3). In such a way it was certain that
the coordinate system is positioned well. The vestibule and the
connecting corridors were prior scanned also with the help of
the HoloLens. It was tried to move the vehicle close to the walls
of the corridors in order to evaluate the measured position. As
visible from Figure 6 the positions are quite precise following the
walls of the corridor.
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Figure 7 Errors in position location at the start/finish column (green x
direction, red y direction)

Figure 8 Autonomous vehicle movement trajectory in “free space”

Figure 9 Left - ground plan projection of moving on the staircase, right - vertical projection

In these tests the focus was on movement within corridors.
As stated in [16] such a setup is challenging for precise
position monitoring for the UWB based positioning devices. The
corridor was 2.5 m wide. Compared to the results from [16] the
better deviations from the real movement were achieved. The
movement was a simple inline movement along the walls. Figure
6 shows similar results of maximum deviation not exceeding
approximatelly ± 20 cm from the projected trajectory. Red and
green lines are measurements when the vehicle was moving
along the „horizontal“ long corridor and blue and black lines are
measurements when moving along the „vertical“ short corridor see Figure 5.
The measurements were repeated many times. The trajectory
was starting always at one of the columns (column 2 from Figure
5) and finishing at the same place. The error was measured as an
absolute value of the difference of x and y position coordinates
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between the start and finish. Ideally it should be 0. The results are
shown in Figure 7.
In Figure 7 an abnormal peak in error measurement between
start/finish for measurement number 6 is visible. It was no clear
what has caused it. It could be some excessive vibration during the
movent of the vehicle.
The measurement in the free space - vestibule, was continued.
The vehicle was moving again along the walls in order to be able
to compare measured positions with the real ones. The trajectory
is visible in Figure 8. The position error was up to ± 28 cm in x
and y axes.
The potential of monitoring the elevation of autonomous
vehicle was further tested. One can imagine the use in the case as
when the vehicle is driving to elevated areas for freight loading. In
this case, the HoloLens only mounted on the head when moving
on the staircase was used. The results are shown in Figure 9 as
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Figure 10 Measured points when moving along the staircase; detail the points depicted in the graph

x-y and x-z rectangular projections. The 3D trajectory is clearly
visible. The measured and real elevations were compared and the
fluctuations were no more than 32 cm - Figure 10.
Several tests were performed in order to find out the feasibility
of using the HoloLens for position tracking. This approach was
used in order to construct an autonomous vehicle with the new
concepts of controlling. The next task will be a design of a system
for controlling more vehicles in one area. The idea is to develop
an industrial autonomous vehicle and for such cases cooperation
of several units is a necessity [19]. It is perceived that proposed
solution can be in these days costly but a strong decline in the
price is anticioated as the AR platform spread accross.

4. Conclusion
The achieved experiment showed feasibility of the HoloLens
for easy and readily available position tracking. A program for the
HoloLens was presented. The program is reporting the current
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position of HoloLens. The position data is stored into MSSQL
database. A third party device (e.g. web browser) is depicting the
data onto the real map of the space. It was even tried to monitor
the posible precise location in the 3D space - the staircase use
case. The precision of position tracking was evaluated and the
results show precision up to 30 cm. Important thing about the
proposed system is its infrastructure-less functioning.
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DETERMINATION OF PARAMETERS OF ASYNCHRONOUS
ELECTRIC MACHINES WITH ASYMMETRICAL WINDINGS
OF ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES
This article is devoted to development of a method for calculating the parameters of an asynchronous motor of an electric locomotive with
asymmetrical windings of stator and rotor. A method for determining self and mutual inductances of the stator and rotor phases of an asynchronous motor with asymmetric windings and their relations to mechanical variables is proposed. It is based on comparing two equations of
stored magnetic energy, one equation calculated through induction, magnetic field strength and geometrical dimensions and another equation
calculated through the parameters of the motor circuits. It is shown that the obtained solutions correspond to the previously existing methods,
but they give the additional possibilities in mathematical modeling. The proposed technical solution allows higher accuracy developing of
a mathematical model of a drive with an asynchronous motor having asymmetrical stator and rotor windings for studying dynamic processes
during the operation of the specified drive, in particular, the drive of auxiliary machines for electric locomotive, where an asynchronous motor
with asymmetrical stator windings is used as a phase release.
Keywords: magnetic field induction, mutual inductance, self-inductance, magnetic field strength

1. Introduction
The search for effective methods for obtaining a picture of
dynamic processes in an electric drive with an asynchronous
electric motor and the study of the operating modes of electric
machines for specific technical applications require a reasonable
choice of the most appropriate method for the given case
of mathematical modeling of the indicated electric drives.
Considering the possibility of building a mathematical model
of an asynchronous electric machine, it is necessary to take
into account that such a selection should assume the possibility
of accounting a number of assumptions [1-7]. First, it shall be
deemed that the system of voltage of the asynchronous motor is
symmetrical and sinusoidal and the stator and rotor windings are
symmetrical. It is also necessary to assume that the stator and the
rotor of the asynchronous machine are smooth.
In this regard, one interesting circumstance should be noted.
Although the actual supply voltage system is asymmetric and
non-sinusoidal and stator and rotor windings of the asynchronous
motor are not always symmetrical, the methods for asynchronous
machines modeling, when the stator and the rotor windings
are symmetrical and the power supply system is sinusoidal, are
widely used. The works on the asynchronous machines modeling
can be a proof of the same [8-13]. The mathematical models,
obtained with the help of these methods, allow to investigate
dynamic processes in electric drives with asynchronous motors
and to study the operating modes of electric machines under
the condition of symmetry of the stator and the rotor windings
and with a high-quality power supply system of the electric

machine. This is an evidence that the topic of researches devoted
to the development of mathematical models of asynchronous
motors with asymmetrical windings and with asymmetry and
non-sinusoidal of the supply voltage system, as well as the
development of methods for determining the parameters of an
asynchronous motor applied in these models, is relevant.

2. Analysis of methods for determining the parameters
of asynchronous motors
When building each of the models of an asynchronous
motor analyzed in [1-13], its own system of motor parameters is
required, and, respectively, its own method of determining these
parameters.
Calculations of parameters using catalog and reference data
of an asynchronous motor have a large inaccuracy and can only
be used for the qualitative assessment of the energy, operating
and mechanical characteristics of the motor [14]. The calculation
of the parameters according to the results of the experiments is
highly accurate and can be used to assess the energy efficiency
of asynchronous motors, but with the time invariant parameters
of asynchronous motors. With an asymmetrical non-sinusoidal
power supply system, stator winding induction harmoniously
depends on the angle between the phase currents of the stator
and the rotor. This angle is variable in the conditions of a poor
voltage supply system. This imposes certain restrictions on the
use of the solutions proposed in [14]. The method of determining
parameters with reference to a specific time interval is based on
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the processing and recording of available information about a
motor such as phase currents and voltages [15]. It provides the
ability to select the desired method of determining parameters
with reference to time for a specific type of motor model.
However, the following question remains, i.e. what parameters of
an asynchronous motor can be determined having an information
about phase currents and voltages, which is relevant for creating a
mathematical model of an asynchronous motor under conditions
of power supply from the system with a source of poor-quality
electrical energy.
In [16], mathematical relations between the parameters
of an asynchronous motor and its phase currents and voltages
are given for a model of a generalized two-phase asynchronous
machine for coordinates α - β, d - q. But the mathematical tool
and the algorithm of its use for determining motor parameters are
provided only conceptually. It has been mentioned above that the
models in coordinates d - q and x - y are strictly connected to the
field speed of the stator or rotor and can be used only in the case
of powering the stator with only sinusoidal voltage.
In [17], the authors adapted the model of an asynchronous
motor in coordinates d - q to a non-sinusoidal voltage supply
by switching from the model in coordinates a, b, c to model in
d - q by applying the Park’s transformation. The transition to the
model in a, b, c from model in coordinates d - q is carried out
using the inverse Park’s transformation. Model parameters are
calculated using equivalent - T. The calculation of the parameters
of an asynchronous motor for equivalent - T is given in [18], it
does not take into account such phenomena as displacement
of the rotor current, steel loss and magnetic circuit saturation.
In the study [19], a method was developed for determining the
parameters from the catalog data using an equivalent scheme for
an asynchronous motor taking into account current displacement
and capacity losses of steel, but the authors did not consider the
phenomenon of saturation of the motor magnetic circuit. This
problem is considered in [20], where reactivity is scrutinized as a
function of the saturation level of the magnetic circuit.
The solutions obtained in [18-20] allow one to determine
parameters of an asynchronous motor, but under the condition
that its stator and rotor windings are symmetrical. The operation
of an asynchronous motor with electric or magnetic asymmetry
of the stator windings leads to an uneven distribution of losses
in copper through the stator phases and the occurrence of
variable components of the electromagnetic moment and power
consumption [21].
The asymmetry of active resistances and inductances can
be considered as their deviation from similar parameters when
motor windings are symmetrical [22]. This algorithm will allow
us to calculate and build a model of an asynchronous motor with
asymmetry of windings. But the question regarding the calculation
of parameters of asynchronous motors, which are powered from
a single-phase power supply network, which is important for the
class of asynchronous motors, used to break down a single-phase
power supply system into a three-phase one, still remains open.
In [23] it was assumed that a single-phase motor for
transforming parameters could be represented as an ideal
transformer and the coefficient of voltage deviation from the
symmetrical mode was replaced by the ratio of voltages. However,
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the mathematical tool and the algorithm of its application are
given only conceptually in [23-24].
Determining the parameters of asynchronous motors in the
specified modes powered by a single-phase network allows one
to build a mathematical model to find the energy, mechanical
and performance characteristics of this motor in the given
mode with a great accuracy [25]. Due to asymmetry, not only
transient processes, but also the established modes are dynamic,
therefore, in any coordinate system, they are described by
differential equations. To obtain static parameters as a function
of a variable, this system is differentiated analytically, after which
it is integrated numerically with respect to this variable. When
performing differentiation, there may be a question of method
convergence. In addition, this technique does not show the
dependence of inductance on the geometrical dimensions of the
corresponding windings, which is important when the windings of
an asynchronous motor are asymmetrical.
When modeling the drive for auxiliary machines of electric
locomotives of the series VL-80T,K, the phase release, which is
an asynchronous motor with a square-cage rotor powered by a
single-phase network, can be replaced by a system of asymmetric
voltage sources [26]. To set the asymmetry of voltage sources,
vector diagrams of currents and voltages shall be built and the
asymmetry parameters shall be determined using a vector diagram
of voltages. For building of diagrams, it is necessary to know
such parameters of a real asynchronous machine as the active
resistances of the stator and rotor windings and the self and
mutual inductances of these windings.
The proposed method for determining the phase and mutual
inductances of an asynchronous motor can be applied during
the modeling of dynamic processes of drives with asynchronous
motors, which have asymmetrical stator and rotor windings and
can be powered by poor quality power systems, in particular, to
simulate dynamic processes for drive of auxiliary machines of
electric locomotives of the VL-80T,K series.

3. Development of requirements for the magnetic
structure and phase zones arrangement
in a generalized model of an asynchronous motor
Consideration of electric machines in the article is based on
the fundamental assumption that machines can be represented by
linear circuit systems with lumped parameters that move relative
to each other. Since the two elements of the electric machine
(the stator is a fixed element, the rotor is a rotating element)
are in relative motion, the question arises about the choice of a
suitable coordinate system for recording the equations of motion.
There is some freedom in choosing a coordinate system for
studying any specific devices and a specific task and the desired
form of equations of motion usually dictate this choice. The true
coordinates shall be used when choosing the Lagrange function
to record the equations of motion [27].
In practice, various methods of electric machines building
are used, one of which is shown in Fig. 1 [28]. The considered
machine consists of six groups of concentrated coils (one coil per
group is shown), which are called phase zones. Three of these
phase zones are located in the slots of the static magnetic system
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Figure 1 The salient-pole machine having 3 axels and 2 p poles

called the stator, the other three - in the slots of the magnetic
system, which rotates are called the rotor. For the analyzing tasks,
the boundaries of the magnetic system and the phase winding
shown in Figure 1 as concentrated will be represented in the form
of the continuous structure represented in Figure 2 [28]. Here, the
phase zones are sinusoidally distributed main layers and the stator
poles projections are shown by radial conductivity, which varies as
a function of the angle. It is assumed that the magnetic structure
and phase zones arrangement in the generalized physical model
(Figure 2) should satisfy the conditions, the main of which are as
follows [28]:
1. Electric spatial angle φel and mechanical spatial angle φ are
related by the following expression:
(1)

{ el = p $ { = n $ {

where { el ‑ angle in electrical spatial radians; { ‑ angle in
mechanical spatial radians; p ‑ the number of machine pole
pairs; n ‑ the number of periods of the spatial distribution of
the current layer.
2. It is assumed that in the generalized model, the coils are
sinusoidally distributed in space, so that the current i,
connected to the clamps of the phase zone, creates a surface
current density K( { ) = i·Z·cos n· { , where Z = w/l - the linear
density of the conductor current layer, w - the number of turns
of the winding, l - the length of the winding.
3. The phase zones of both the stator and the rotor are shifted in
space by 120 electrical degrees, i.e. magnetic axes of the phase
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zones are shifted by 2π/3 of electrical radians or by 2π/3n
mechanical radians.
4. Stator-to-rotor gap is space between the magnetic systems of
the stator and the rotor. It is assumed that one side of the
stator-to-rotor gap is magnetically “smooth” and the other has
magnetic irregularity (pole projections) periodically repeated
through π of electrical spatial radians or through π/2 of
mechanical radians.
5. When determining the strength in salient-pole machines, the
stator-to-rotor gap will be uniform, which value is g and is
equal to the average size of the stator-to-rotor gap for a salientpole structure. The unevenness of the stator-to-rotor gap will
be taken into account in the idealized model, using the radial
magnetic inductivity, which is changing in space:
n rad = n - n 2 $ cos ^ 2 $ r $ { 8 h .

(2)

6. Each of the three phase zones, located on the stator, has
different number of turns. The rotor phase zones also have
different numbers of turns.
7. The stored electrical energy, which is used to describe the
machine, is considered only as a zero-order field energy or
a static magnetic field energy. The energy of the electrostatic
field is neglected, which allows ignoring the effect of
capacitors inside the windings and between them. All the
electric fields, created by a change in time of magnetic fields
or relative motion in a magnetic field, are not included in the
energy function describing the system. These electric fields
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Figure 2 Current layers created by sinusoidally distributed coils in a generalized machine

occur when deriving the equations of motion from the energy
function of the system written for the magnetic field energy.

4. Development of an algorithm for determining self
and mutual inductances of stator and rotor
To determine the inductions of a generalized machine and
their connections with mechanical variables, two equations of
stored magnetic energy are used, namely, one through the magnetic
induction B, the magnetic field strength H and dimensions:
1 $ # H $ B $ dv [29] and another one through chain
Wm = 2
1 $ / / L $ i $ i with subsequent equating
parameters: W m = 2
ij
i
j
of these two equations.

i

j

The first step to calculate the machine inductance is
calculation of the magnetic induction at all the points of the
machine. Significant reserve of magnetic energy is only in the
stator-to-rotor gap and the inductances can be calculated using
the values B and H in the gap, which are obtained from the
calculation of the machine static field pattern in accordance with
clause 7. Only the influence of the magnetic field existing in the
stator-to-rotor gap should be taken into account when considering
a generalized machine. In this case, the generalized machine will
be a model of a real machine, which reflects its properties related
to the transformation of energy.
The presence of the salient-poles is taken into account by the
fact that the magnetic inductivity is different at various points in
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space; therefore, the salient-poles will only affect the magnitude
of the magnetic induction B [28]. The magnetic field strength
H is found from the assumption of the salient-poles absence.
The magnetic field strength H is determined for a system with
a uniform stator-to-rotor gap, which is considered in cylindrical
coordinates ρ, { s , z. At the same time, rotor surface radius is
ρ = rs, radial dimension of stator-to-rotor gap g = rs - rr and axial
length of stator-to-rotor gap l b . Six current layers determine the
six laws of distribution of the surface current density, i.e. three
for the rotor and three for the stator. These surface currents flow
in the axial direction (z). In accordance with Figure 2 and taking
into account the fact that when finding H, the surface of the stator
bore is assumed to be smooth and six current layers create the
following surface current densities.
Internal stator surface is (ρ = rs):
k sa ^ { s h = a z $ i sa $ Z sa $ cos ^ n $ { s h ,

(3)

k
k sb ^ { s h = a z $ i sb $ Z sb $ cos n $ a { s 23 $$ r
n ,

(4)

k
k sc ^ { s h = a z $ i sc $ Z cs $ cos n $ a { s 23 $$ r
n ,

(5)

where Z sa , Z sb і Z sc are linear densities of conductors of the three
stator current layers.
Similarly, the magnetic field strength on the rotor surface
(ρ = rr) is determined with taking into account that { r = { s - { .
Using the conclusion given in [16], the equation for finding
the magnetic field strength of a phase can be written as follows:
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H sa . - a t $ nr$rg $ i sa $ Z sa $ sin ^ n $ { s h .

(6)

The magnetic strengths for the other two phases of the stator
and the three phases of the rotor are determined similarly.
The resulting field in the stator-to-rotor gap is found by
adding:
s
b

s
a

s
c

r
a

r
b

r
c

(7)

Ht = H + H + H + H + H + H .

k
L rrcc = L rrccn + L rrccn2 $ cos 2 $ n $ a { + 23 $$ r
n ,

L rrab = L rrba = L rrabn $ cos 2 3$ r + L rrabn2 $

k
$ cos 2 $ n $ a { + 23 $$ r
n

L rrac = L rrca = L rracn $ cos 2 3$ r + L rracn 2 $

k
$ cos 2 $ n $ a { + 23 $$ r
n

(19)

,

(20)

,

(21)

The equation for magnetic induction B is obtained from
equation for H and the magnetic inductivity is taken as a variable.
Then

L rrbc = L rrcb = L rrbcn $ cos 4 3$ r + L rrbcn2 $ cos 2 $ n $ { ,

(22)

L sraa = L raas = ^ L saar n + L saarn2 h $ cos n $ { ,

(23)

B = a t $ _ n - n 2 $ cos ^ 2 $ n $ { s h i $ ^ H ht ,

k
L srab = L rsba = ^ L srabn + L srabn2 h $ cos n $ a { + 23 $$ r
n ,

(24)

k
L srac = L rsca = L rsacn $ cos n $ a { - 23 $$ r
n +
,
k
+ L rsacn2 $ cos n $ a { - 23 $$ r
n

(25)

k
L srba = L rsab = L rsban $ cos n $ a { - 23 $$ r
n +
,
k
+ L rsban2 $ cos n $ a { - 23 $$ r
n

(26)

(8)

where (Hp) is given in Equation (7).
Equations (7) and (8) can be used to determine the
accumulated energy by the spatial integral over volume of the
stator-to-rotor gap. The stator-to-rotor gap of an idealized model
of a salient-pole machine corresponds to a change in the axial
coordinate z from O to lβ, angle { s from 0 to 2π, coordinate ρr
from 0 to g, moreover, g is the average value of the stator-to-rotor
gap of a salient-pole machine.
Total energy in the stator-to-rotor gap is as follows:
lb

Wm =

g 2r

# # #
0

0

0

1 $ $ $^
r
s
h=
2 B H rr dt d{ dz

lb

g 2r

# # #
0

0

0

1$
2

$ 7_ n - n 2 $ cos ^ 2 $ n $ { s h i $ ^ H h2tA $ ^ dz $ rr dt r $ d{ s h .

(9)

Substituting Equations (7) and (8) into Equation (9), the
energy in the stator-to-rotor gap is determined by integration.
The accumulated energy, determined by Equation (9), can
be equated to the stored energy expressed through the following
circuit parameter:
1 $//L $i $i .
Wm = 2
ij
i
j
j
i

(10)

Adjusting Equations (9) and (10) and assuming that the
mutual inductance Lij shall be equal to Lji in the assumption of a
linear system, the following equations for inductance is obtained:
L ssaa = L ssaan + L ssaan2 ,

(11)

L ssbb = L ssbbn + L ssbbn2 $ cos a 4 3$ r k ,

(12)

L sscc = L ssccn + L ssccn2 $ cos a 4 3$ r k ,

(13)

L ssab = L ssba = ^ L ssabn + L ssabn2 h $ cos a 2 3$ r k ,

(14)

L ssac = L ssca = ^ L ssacn + L ssacn2 h $ cos a 2 3$ r k ,

(15)

L ssbc = L sscb = L ssbcn $ cos a 4 3$ r k + L ssbcn2 ,

(16)

L rraa = L rraan + L rraan2 $ cos 2 $ n $ { ,

(17)

k
L rrbb = L rrbbn + L rrbbn2 $ cos 2 $ n $ a { + 23 $$ r
n ,

(18)
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k
L srbb = L rsbb = L srbbn $ cos n $ { + L srbbn2 $ cos n $ a { - 23 $$ r
n , (27)
ss
k
L srbc = L rscb = L sbscn $ cos n $ a { + 23 $$ r
n + L bcn2 $ cos n $ { ,

(28)

k
L srca = L rsac = L srcan $ cos n $ a { + 23 $$ r
n +
,
k
+ L srcan2 $ cos n $ a { - 23 $$ r
n

(29)

sr
k
k
L srcb = L rsbc = a L srbcn $ cos n $ a { - 23 $$ r
n + L bcn2 $ cos n $ { , (30)

k
L srcc = L rscc = L srccn $ cos n $ { + L srccn2 $ cos n a { + 23 $$ r
n ,

(31)

Equations (11)-(31) determine all the self and mutual
inductances with respect to six pairs of electrical terminals.
The nature of these inductances is of the considerable interest.
Inductances that have index n ^ L sn, L srn 2 h are functions of
magnetic inductivity μ, while an index n ^ L sn2, L srn2 h correspond
to inductances, which are functions of inductivity μ2.
The method of expressing magnetic inductivity (8) allows
one to conclude that all the terms with index μ will be present
in equation for any machine with a uniform stator-to-rotor gap,
while terms with index μ2 will occur in the case of a salient-pole
machine, that is, a machine with uneven stator-to-rotor gap.
In equations for the non-salient-pole machine, all these terms
will be equal to zero. Obviously, for a machine with a uniform
stator-to-rotor lβ gap, all the self-inductances are constant and
all the mutual inductances are cosine-shaped functions of the
spatial angle n·φ between the respective coils on the stator and
the rotor. This kind of spatial change in mutual inductance can
be expected when sinusoidally distributed coils rotate relative to
each other. Terms appearing due to the presence of the salient
poles are similar to terms included in the equations for the nonsalient-pole machines, except for the rotor self- inductances. The
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Table 1 Comparison of the results of the calculation of inductance carried out by using the proposed method and data obtained experimentally
№

Parameter

Calculated

Experimental

Inaccuracy

1

Phase inductance of stator winding for phase А

0.242 mH

0.235 mH

-2.97 %

2

Phase inductance of stator winding for phase В

0.694 mH

0.684 mH

-3.31%

3

Phase inductance of stator winding for phase С

0.822 mH

0.836 mH

1.67%

4

Phase inductance of rotor winding for phases А, В, С

0.076 mH

0.079 mH

3.95%

5

Mutual inductance

0.391 mH

0.39 mH

-2.56%

self-inductances of stator are constant and the mutual inductances
of the stator and the rotor are changed in proportion to the cosine
of the spatial angle n·φ. This follows from the fact that the rotor
is magnetically smooth and, accordingly, the stator inductances
should not depend on its position and the mutual inductances
of the stator and rotor should be similar to those for machines
with a uniform stator-to-rotor gap. The latter is a consequence of
the energy conservation law, which leads to equality of mutual
inductances. It is easy to see that the self inductance of the rotor
due to the salient polarity is a function of the rotor position and
varies according to the cosine law of the double electrical spatial
angle 2·n·φ. This is a consequence of the fact that the angular
coordinate of the full cycle of changes in the size of the statorto-rotor gap is equal to half the phase zone. Thus, the change in
the mechanical spatial angle φ to 2π corresponds to 2·n cycles of
change of the rotor induction due to the presence of salient poles
at the stator.
Thus, inductances are shown as functions of an independent
coordinate { .
To verify the adequacy of the method, the phase and mutual
inductances of the asynchronous motor NB-455А, which is used
as a phase release on electric locomotives of VL-80T,K series were
calculated and compared to results obtained experimentally [13].
This motor has symmetrical rotor windings and asymmetrical
stator windings. The results are listed in Table 1.

As can be seen from the Table 1, inaccuracy of inductance
calculations does not exceed 5% of the data obtained
experimentally. This indicates that the proposed method for
determining the inductance of an asynchronous motor with
a square-cage rotor having asymmetrical windings is adequate.

5. Conclusion
The problem of finding the phase and mutual inductances
of an asynchronous motor with asymmetrical stator and rotor
windings is considered in the article. The method for determining
the phase and mutual inductances of asynchronous motor
stator and rotor phases of asynchronous motor with asymmetric
windings and their relations with mechanical parameters has
been improved. The method is based on a comparison of the two
equations of stored magnetic energy:
• the equation written through induction, magnetic field
strength and geometrical dimensions;
• the equation written through the parameters of the motor
circuits.
Comparison of results of an asynchronous motor parameters
calculation to results obtained experimentally indicates a high
accuracy of the proposed method.
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EFFECT OF APPLIED CURRENT DENSITY OF PLASMA
ELECTROLYTIC OXIDATION PROCESS ON CORROSION
RESISTANCE OF AZ31 MAGNESIUM ALLOY
Impact of applied current density during the plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) process on corrosion resistance of AZ31 magnesium alloy
was studied. The PEO coatings were prepared using four different current densities with values of 0.025 A/cm2, 0.05 A/cm2, 0.1 A/cm2 and 0.15
A/cm2 in electrolyte consisting of 10 g/l Na3PO4.12H2O and 1 g/l KOH. Morphology and chemical composition of the coatings was examined
using the scanning electron microscopy and EDS analysis respectively. Electrochemical characteristics of ground and coated samples were
measured by means of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in 0.1 M NaCl solution. Obtained data in form of Nyquist diagrams were
analysed by equivalent circuit method. Results of experiments showed that value of applied current density had significant effect on protective
performance of the PEO coatings prepared on AZ31 magnesium alloy surface.
Keywords: magnesium alloy, plasma electrolytic oxidation, corrosion resistance

1. Introduction
The main reason, which impedes the wider usage of
magnesium alloys in technical applications is their high reactivity
and the resulting low corrosion resistance in most of the practical
environments. The high rate of corrosion degradation is attributed
to presence of inclusions in the structure of the Mg alloys which
form microgalvanic cells and thus promote corrosion of the Mg
matrix or grain boundaries. Particularly harmful elements are
nickel, cobalt and iron. Another cause of insufficient corrosion
resistance is the presence of a naturally created surface film
based on MgO/Mg(OH)2. The chemical composition of this
film depends on the environment to which the alloy is exposed.
According to the E-pH diagram, this film is stable only in strongly
alkaline environments. In acidic and neutral conditions it does not
provide adequate protection [1-3]. Nowadays, there are several
well-known methods of protecting Mg alloys such as cathodic
protection, platting and preparation of various coatings. The last
category is one of the most evolving methods. The surface of the
magnesium alloys can be modified in various ways depending on
the desired final properties, with surface pre-treatment being very
important as well. Frequently used surface treatment methods
are cathodic electrodeposition techniques or anodic oxidation.
A perspective technique called plasma electrolytic oxidation is
getting a lot of scientific attention as it is a method for preparation
of protective coatings on Mg alloy in a non-expensive way. In
this process, unlike conventional anodic oxidation, much higher
voltages are reached/applied and the obtained coatings have
a ceramic-like character. The disadvantage is the porosity of these
layers resulting from nature of the PEO process. The advantage of
the PEO is that there is a variety of environmentally acceptable
electrolytes and secondly it is also possible to use both DC and
AC power sources. The preparation of such layers is relatively
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complicated in terms of the obtained coating properties as there
is a number of variables in the PEO process such as the value of
applied current/voltage, time of preparation, optimal composition
of the electrolyte and the applied frequency in the case of
alternating power sources. Those parameters have significant
impact on the overall properties of the PEO layers [4-6]. This
paper is focused on the effect of applied current density on the
morphology and chemical composition of prepared layers and on
corrosion protective function in an aggressive chloride containing
environment.

2. Experimental material and methods
The experimental material AZ31 magnesium alloy produced
by continuous casting has been homogenizing at 420 ° C for 16
hours. Its chemical composition, detected by the EDXRF analysis
on the ARL QUANT’X EDXRF Spectrometer is shown in Table
1.
Metallographic samples have been prepared according
to the standard metallographic procedures recommended for
magnesium alloys. The AZ31 Mg alloy microstructure has been
observed by optical microscope ZEISS Axio Observer Z1.m. The
images have been created using AxioVision Rel 4.5 software. An
etchant consisting of 2.5 ml of acetic acid, 2.1 g of picric acid,
5 ml of demineralized water and 35 ml of ethanol has been used
to visualize the microstructure. The etching time has been set to
10 seconds. In the end samples have been rinsed by demineralized
water, ethanol and dried by stream of air.
Prior to the PEO coating process, each sample has been
ground by an emery paper p1000 to provide the same roughness
across the treated surface. Subsequently, samples have been
rinsed by demineralized water, ethanol and air-dried. The plasma
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Table 1 Chemical composition of AZ31 magnesium alloy
Component

Al

Zn

Mn

Si

Cu

Fe

Mg

wt. %

3.31

0.65

0.23

0.114

0.004

0.001

balance

a)
b)
Figure 1 Equivalent circuits for diagrams with one capacitance loop (a) and two capacitance loops (b)

electrolytic oxidation has been carried out using a laboratory
DC power source Keysight N8762A with parameters 600 V/
8.5 A and output of 5100 W. The two-electrode system has been
used with the sample AZ31 involved as an anode. The cathode
has been provided by stainless steel plate. The PEO has been
carried out in an electrolyte composed of 10 g/l Na3PO4.12H2O
and 1 g/l KOH and its pH has been stabilized at 12.3. During the
PEO procedure, the electrolyte has been cooled with water and
constantly stirred with a laboratory stirrer for better distribution
of species. The electrolyte temperature was kept below 50 ° C.
Four current densities with values of 0.025 A/cm2, 0.05 A/cm2,
0.1 A/cm2 and 0.15 A/cm2 have been applied on the surface with
the preparation time of 10 minutes. Applied current has been
maintained at a constant value. The morphology of the prepared
PEO coatings has been observed using the Carl Zeiss Merlin
scanning electron microscope and chemical composition has been
examined by EDS analysis.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy has been used as
a tool for evaluation of the corrosion resistance of the ground
and PEO coated samples. Measurements have been performed
in 0.1 M NaCl at the temperature of 22 ± 1 ° C on a laboratory
potentiostat VSP Biologic. The measured frequencies have been
ranged from 100 kHz to 10 mHz. The amplitude of the applied
voltage has been set to 15 mV. The mean value of the sine voltage
has been equal to the open circuit potential reached after 24
hours of exposure. The outputs of these measurements are the
Nyquist diagrams, which can be quantitatively described using
the equivalent circuit method (Figure 1). Simple Randels circuit
(Figure 1a) has been used for analysis of diagrams with one
capacitance loop. Diagrams with two capacitance loops has been
analysed by circuit shown in Figure 1b. The most important
circuit element for evaluation of corrosion resistance is Rp called
the polarization resistance. The higher the Rp value is obtained the
higher corrosion resistance is provided. If the Nyquist diagram is
formed by the two capacitance loops, the resulting resistance of
the surface is given by the sum of the partial resistors Rp1 and Rp2.
The element RΩ expresses the resistance of the electrolyte and
the element CPE (constant phase element), which replaces the
capacitance C in the circuit, simulates the inhomogeneity of the
measured surface [7].
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Figure 2 Microstructure of AZ31 Mg alloy

3. Results and discussion
The AZ31 magnesium alloy microstructure (Figure 2) is
formed by polyhedral grains of solid solution of aluminum, zinc
and other alloying elements in magnesium. The intermetallic
phase of Mg17Al12 is also present in the microstructure. The
average grain size is 220 μm. It is also possible to observe twins
that were probably formed by deformation during the cutting and
samples preparation [8].
The SEM images in Figure 3 show the PEO coatings prepared
at a current density of 0.025 A/cm2 (a) 0.05 A/cm2 (b), 0.1 A/cm2
(c) and 0.015 A/cm2 (d). From the photo documentation, it can
be seen that all the layers exhibit a porous structure typical for
the PEO process. The formation of micropores is associated with
the presence of molten oxides and gas bubbles produced during
the discharges occurred on the surface of samples [6]. It is also
possible to observe several microcracks resulting from stresses in
the PEO layer during rapid solidification of molten substances
in a contact with cold electrolyte [9, 10]. Chemical composition
of the coatings obtained by EDS analysis is shown in Table 2. It
can be seen that from this point of view there is not a significant
difference within individual coatings. Therefore it can be assumed
that applied current density does not have marginal impact on the
chemical composition of PEO coatings. Moreover, it is clear that
PEO coatings are consisting of elements present in the electrolyte
(P, Na, O) and elements, which came from Mg substrate (Mg, Al).
This claim is in good agreement with work [11].
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Figure 3 Morphologies of PEO coatings prepared at 0.025 A/cm2 (a), 0.05 A/cm2 (b), 0.1 A/cm2 (c) and 0.15 A/cm2 (d), mag. 2000x
Table 2 Chemical composition of AZ31 magnesium alloy
at. %

0.025 A/cm2

0.05 A/cm2

0.1 A/cm2

0.15 A/cm2

Mg

14.7

12.2

11.5

10.8

O

28.3

26.1

24.5

29.2

P

13.3

14.6

12.4

14.2

Al

0.34

0.14

0.15

0.16

Si

-

0.04

0.04

0.03

Na

1.16

1.74

1.89

2.68

Table 3 Roughness parameters of the PEO coating prepared with different applied current density
0.025 A/cm2

0.05 A/cm2

0.1 A/cm2

0.15 A/cm2

Ra [µm]

0.884

1.016

1.698

2.041

Rz [µm]

8.412

8.763

14.300

17.317

It can be seen that with the increasing current density the
layers are more rugged. This is also confirmed by roughness
measurements (Table 3) which show increasing trend of Ra and
Rz parameters with increasing energy input. Prepared coatings
are formed on the surface of the magnesium alloy by intensive
discharges which are responsible for formation of the layers. The
higher the applied current density the more intensive/larger the
discharges are occurring on the surface. However, they are less
in numbers [9]. More intensive discharges consequently melt
a greater amount of material and form a more rugged layer. Layers
prepared at 0.1 A/cm2 and 0.15 A/cm2 exhibit imperfections in
the form of small particles located around the pores and their
occurrence is more extensive at the highest applied current
density. For a more detailed description of their effect on the
quality of the layer, its chemical composition will be performed
and deeply studied in the future experiments.
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The Nyquist diagrams for different PEO layers and ground
samples measured in 0.1 M NaCl after 24 h of exposure are
shown in Figure 4. In all the cases, except for 0.1 A/cm2, the
diagrams are created by two capacitive loops. Occurrence of one
capacitance loop in diagram assumes homogeneous conditions
on the measured surface during dissolution and two capacitance
loops point to the presence of areas with different electrochemical
behaviour [7]. Corresponding electrochemical characteristics are
shown in Table 4. When comparing polarization resistances, it
can be seen that all of the PEO layers exhibit a significantly higher
Rp compared to the ground sample with the value of 6765 Ω.cm2
and thus have a positive influence on the corrosion resistance.
It is resulting from the formation of an effective barrier, which
slows down penetration of solution and thus provides sufficient
protection for the Mg substrate against harmful activity of the
chloride ions present in testing environment. When comparing
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Figure 4 Nyquist plots of ground PEO treated samples of AZ31 Mg alloy measured in 0.1M NaCl
Table 4 Electrochemical characteristics of ground and PEO coated samples of AZ31 Mg alloy in 0.1 M NaCl
RΩ (Ω.cm2)

Rp1
(Ω.cm2)

Rp2
(Ω.cm2)

Rp
(Ω.cm2)

CPE1
[F.sn-1]

CPE1
[F.sn-1]

n1

n2

ground

115

3699

3066

6765

1.10-5

2.10-3

0.9

0.9

0.025 A/cm2

120

5875

3340

9215

7.10-6

4.10-4

0.9

0.9

0.05 A/cm

119

18 909

15 592

34 501

6.10

2.10

0.9

0.7

0.1 A/cm2

128

18 399

-

18 399

6.10-6

0.15 A/cm2

133

11 313

5874

17 187

7.10-6

2

the individual layers, differences in the polarization resistance
values have been observed. It is obvious that polarization
resistance has increased with the increasing applied current
density from the 9215 Ω.cm2 reached by 0.025 A/cm up to the
applied current density of 0.05 A/cm2, where the maximum of
Rp with the value of 34 501 Ω.cm2 has been reached. With a
layer prepared at 0.1 A/cm2 decrease of the resistance has been
observed from 18 399 Ω.cm2 to the 17 187 Ω.cm2 reached by the
0.15 A/cm2. This trend can be explained by the synergic effects
of several factors. As it was mentioned before, the roughness of
the layers has increased with increasing applied current density
and the occurrence of heterogeneities and larger pores associated
with intensive discharges has been observed. Heterogenities and
porosity has increased surface roughness and therefore larger
electrochemically active area has been in contact with electrolyte
[3, 4, 12]. That is why the PEO layers formed at higher current
densities (0.1 A/cm2 and 0.15 A/cm2) have been attacked more
intensively by aggressive chloride ions compared to a more
uniform layer obtained at a current density of 0.05 A/cm2. In
the case of the layer prepared at 0.025 A/cm2 its thickness and
compactness are probably not high enough due to the insufficient
energy input which has resulted in less intensive sparking effect
and thus less promoted formation of the coating. Therefore, the
lowest polarization resistance across the prepared layers has been
reached. These observations are in good agreement with the
results presented in works of [11, 13].
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-6

-4

0.9
2.10-4

0.9

0.8

4. Conclusions
According to the performed experiments and analysis several
conclusions can be stated:
• Prepared PEO coatings revealed porous structure typical for
plasma electrolytic oxidation process.
• Roughness of the PEO coatings increased with the increasing
applied current density. In the cases of 0.1 A/cm2 and 0.15 A/
cm2 heterogeneities were observed.
• All of the created PEO layers reached higher values of the
polarization resistance compared to the ground samples in
0.1 M NaCl and thus positively influenced the corrosion
resistance of AZ31 Mg alloy.
• The highest corrosion resistance was provided by the PEO
coating created with current density of 0.05 A/cm2, which
reached more than 5-times higher polarisation resistance
value of 34 501 Ω.cm2 compared to the ground samples,
which reached Rp value of 9215 Ω.cm2.
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EFFECTS OF PASSIVE AND ACTIVE DECONTAMINATION
ON METAL MATERIALS CONTAMINATED BY SULPHUR
MUSTARD (YPERITE)
This paper reports the results of the experimentally determined effects of decontaminating agents on metal surfaces resulting from passive
and active decontamination after sulphur mustard (Yperite) contamination. The paper includes an analysis of the experimentally obtained
results for each metal (Zinc, Nickel, Aluminium, Brass, Steel, Copper).
Keywords: decontamination, yperite, metal, surface, pH potential

1. Introduction
Decontamination refers to a set of methods, procedures
and means used to remove effectively contaminating substances.
Since the complete removal of contaminating substances is rarely
perfect (due to residual / secondary contamination), the definition
can be amended by saying that the goal of decontamination is to
reduce the harmful effect of contamination to a safe level or to
eliminate it.
This paper deals with the effect of decontaminating agents
on the surfaces of decontaminated metals contaminated with
sulphur mustard (HD), known as active decontamination, or
uncontaminated with HD, the so-called passive decontamination.
Knowledge of the effects may indicate the necessity to use
a different material or surface treatment for the selected metal.
The most frequently used chemical procedures for
decontamination during the liquid phases are strong oxidizing
agents in hydrogen peroxide type solutions, ozonization and
decomposition with strong acids or alkalis. Decontaminating
agent application then depends directly on the form and extent of
decontamination and on the type of the decomposed substance.

2. Experiments
For the purpose of the experiments, the decontaminating
solutions Hvezda SCH [1-2] a two-component agent with
combined decontaminating effects, were selected. The component
trade name CC contains in particular hydrogen peroxide, while
the component trade name AB includes an ethoxylated fatty
alcohol, sodium hydroxide. The key component is quaternary alkyl
(C12-C16) benzyl dimethyl ammonium chloride and a hypochlorite
mixture - solution containing 2.5 % by weight active chlorine and
2 % by weight sodium hydroxide.
During the experiments, the focus was on the materials used
for the construction of critical infrastructure, specifically on
those used for the construction of Prague’s Metro, an important
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constituent part of municipal transport in Prague. Thanks to
the long-time cooperation with the Prague Public Transport
Company, the operator of Prague’s Metro, the surface testing
samples of materials, which were actually used, were acquired,
see Table 1.

3. Passive decontamination
Surfaces of the samples were scanned using digital
microscopes. Time of exposure to decontaminating solutions was
1 and 3 hours, and the solutions were applied by manual spraying.
The surfaces of metal samples (0.4 m-2) were divided into 4 areas
with defined circular zones for testing the content of 7 cm-2.
The H1 and H3 regions were reserved for the Hvezda solution
with the times of exposure 1 and 3 hours, while the hypochlorite
mixture was applied to the N1 and N3 regions with the times
of exposure 1 and 3 hours. After exposure to decontaminating
solutions, the surfaces of individual samples were dried up,
washed with distilled water and scanned. A total of 8 samples were
processed in the aforementioned manner. The scanned images
were compared. Changes on the surfaces were so significant that
it was decided to have these changes examined and assessed
at the Department of Material Engineering at VSB - Technical
University of Ostrava.
Both of the used decontaminating solutions were alkaline
(pH 13-14) with oxidizing nature (having the potential metals
Ecor ≈ 0.5-1 V if a standard hydrogen electrode is used). Based on
the E-pH diagrams, it was possible to assess the thermodynamic
possibility of formation (stability) and the type of corrosion
products in the given region. However, E-pH diagrams do not
allow the rate of corrosion formation (kinetics) to be determined.
Both peroxide and hypochlorite have the strong oxidizing effects.
The pH values of individual environments were ascertained
directly by measurement or calculated based on composition.
The value of potential taken up by the metal was determined as a
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Table 1 Overview and designation of used materials
No.

Name

No.

Name

K1

Zinc-plated metal sheet

K5

Stainless steel (18/8)

K2

Nickel

K6

Stainless ferritic steel (Cr12)

K3

Aluminium (99 %)

K7

Copper (99 %)

K4

Brass (CuZn30)

K8

Zinc - iron

Figure 1 The potential-pH diagrams for various environments

Figure 2 The K1 sample after passive decontamination

compromise between the oxidizing properties of the environment
and the grade of the metal concerned [3].
The E potential-pH diagram, Figure 1 shows the designated
regions with depicted corrosion potentials of metals in selected
environments. The higher the value of (corrosion) potential
metals, the stronger the oxidizing effect of the environment.
Aerated waters and solutions have their potential in the upper
part of the respective region, while deaerated ones in the lower
part of the respective zone (highlighted in yellow). The area of
thermodynamic stability is delimited by the a-b line segments.
(The pH-dependent range of potential values in which the water
is stable, the thermodynamically stable oxygen gas above the line
b and the gaseous hydrogen below the line a).
Detailed assessment of changes in metal surfaces after the
passive decontamination was carried out by the stereomicroscope
and metallographic examination microscope focusing on
the areas designated by the circles (magnification 400 times).
Table 2 provides an overview of changes on surfaces of each metal
following the passive decontamination.

roughness. In addition, light stains, typical of zinc corrosion
products (ZnO, Zn(OH)2, etc.), could be seen on the zinc-plated
sheet metal.
The more intense change in the colour shade for N1 and N3
(compared to H1 and H3) corresponds to the corrosive effect of
chlorides on the exposed zinc-plated surfaces. The Zinc corrosion
can proceed in both acidic and alkaline environments (pH 12-14).
Assessment of changes in the K2 sample - nickel. The surface
of the K2 metal remained unchanged after having been exposed
to the decontaminating agents.

Assessment of changes in the K1 sample - zinc-plated steel
metal sheet, Figure 2.
In the dark areas in samples N1 and N3, clusters of
microscopic corrosion pits (dots) with hemispherical profile were
detected. The dark areas were formed by aggregates of the dark
adhesive corrosion products. The H1 and H3 samples did not
include such microscopic dots, but shallow microscopic irregular
depressions with rougher inner surface were discovered in them.
Under the microscope, it was further detected that the dark areas
did not result from different corrosion of zinc cells with different
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Assessment of changes in the K3 sample - aluminium
(99 %), Figure 3.
Numerous darker stains (with the size of 0.01-0.1 mm) and
numerous dark dots (with the diameter ranging from 1 to 10
μm) can be seen under the microscope, when the gauge line is
observed in the forming process direction on the original surface
not exposed to the decontaminating agents. After the exposure
to the decontaminating solutions, all regions (H1-N3) were
covered with thin, uneven, nearly continuous layers of the light
grey deposits of salts, very likely of the Al(OH)3 based corrosion
products. According to the E-pH diagram Figure 4, aluminium
and its alloys are subject to corrosion in alkaline environments
(pH ≥13). On the surface of the regions under review, black dots
were observed in the field of view of the stereomicroscope, as well.
The observed surface included microscopic pits and corroded
borders of grains, which were greater the longer they were
exposed and for the hypochlorite mixture [4]. The more extensive
affected areas H1 and H3, compared to N1 and N3, result
from application of the tenside that increases the wettability of
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Figure 3 The K3 sample after passive decontamination

Figure 5 The K4 sample after passive decontamination

Figure 4 The E-pH diagram (Pourbaix) for aluminium exposed to water,
area “Al” - Immunity region, area “Al3+ and AlO2-”- Corrosion region,
area “Al2O3.H2O”- Passive region

Figure 6 The K6 sample after passive decontamination

the surface where the solution was applied (with the application
of the same quantity of solution in all cases).
Aluminium Al (Standard potential Eo = -1.66 V) is well
resistant to atmospheric exposure and effects of the neutral
solutions, since in the given environment (with pH values ranging
from 4 to 10), it is protected by a thin layer of oxide and which is
thermodynamically stable. In acidic or alkaline environments, Al
oxides dissolve and Al metal corrodes faster emitting hydrogen.
Solutions containing Cl- ions (ClxOy-) cause pit corrosion (pitting)
where the passive decontamination is applied (Al2O3) [5].
Assessment of changes in the K4 sample - brass (CuZn30),
Figure 5.
Outside the exposed areas, under the microscope, depressions
of mechanical origin (bruises, scratches), lengths of the order of
tenths of millimeters and widths of the order of hundredths of a
millimeter, were found. This concerns a copper alloy containing
zinc with the concentration of 30 % by weight (CuZn30).
The alloy contains copper with a high electrochemical grade and
zinc with a low electrochemical grade. Brass is generally resistant
to atmospheric corrosion. This resistance is slightly worse than in
the case of pure copper and decreases with the increasing content
of zinc. This alloy is prone to the selective (extraction) corrosion
of zinc in certain environments due to the transport of zinc atoms
to the solution or due to the development of corrosion products,
the so-called surface dezincification.
The E-pH diagram for the specified brass probably exists.
However, it is possible to use the E-pH diagram for copper
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and zinc where corrosion can be expected in alkaline aqueous
solutions with oxidizing effect, leading to the anodic stripping
of the ZnO22- and CuO22- anions (see section covering zinc-plated
sheet metal and copper). The greenish or green and blue areas
may be deposits of chlorides (hypochlorites) of copper.
Assessment of changes in the K6 sample -Stainless ferritic
steel sheet, Figure 6.
Depending on the degree of darkening of the exposed areas,
increasing the time of exposure increases the degree of surface
corrosion; further, the solution that includes sodium hypochlorite
has the more intense effects. The K6 sample included numerous
microscopic pits (with the diameters ranging from 0 to 50 μm,
with the depth ranging from 10 to 20 μm), which were the same
inside the exposed regions as well as outside of them. The pits
were formed during the final treatment of the sheet metal and not
as a result of exposure to the solutions. The surfaces also included
light dots in these places. The microscope revealed local deposits
of salts under which areas with a metallic lustre had formed with
the same pits as in other areas.
According to the E-pH diagram, Figure 7 and other findings,
steel materials are passivated in oxidizing environments. If
the solution with oxidizing effects contains chlorides, or where
applicable hypochlorite, the pit corrosion develops particularly in
solutions with oxidizing effects.
Because the Diagram E-pH for the steel sample CR12 shows
a diagram for steel AISI 304 (CrNi18-10) and 316 (CrNiMo1711-2), areas of uniform corrosion, immunity, pit corrosion (dots)
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Figure 7 The E-pH diagram for steel 304 and 316 in the aqueous solution of 0.1 mol/l NaCl
(Key: electrolytic polishing/elektrolyticke lesteni, mechanical polishing/mechanicke lesteni, protection/ochrana, electrolytic polishing:
without pit corrosion/elektrolyticke lesteni: bez bodove koroze, mechanical polishing/mechanicke lesteni, protection/ochrana)

Figure 8 The K7 sample after the passive decontamination

and passivity of steel AISI 304 and 316 in the aqueous solution
of 0.1 mol/l NaCl (3.5g/l Cl) at the temperature of 25 °C
were experimentally determined. Under the protective potential
(protection in the diagram), the perfect passivity occurred; above
this potential, passivity was imperfect. The areas of uniform, as
well as pit corrosion, are more extensive in the case of AISI 304
steel. The pit corrosion is also affected by the surface treatment
(such as polishing) [3]. Steel Cr12 has the point of occurrence
of the point corrosion slightly shifted to the lower values of
breakdown potential compared to CrNi18-10 even in alkaline
region. In alkaline environments, all the aforementioned steel
materials are subject to an increased potential of pit corrosion
(pitting) breakdown with increasing pH values.
Assessment of changes in the K7 sample - copper (99 %),
Figure 8.
Three types of pit corrosion can develop on copper in
aqueous solutions. The brown areas are likely to represent copper
oxides, green copper chloride dihydrate.
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Figure 9 The E-pH diagram for copper in water, area “Cu” - Immunity
region, area “CuO and Cu2O”- Corrosion region, area “Cu2+ and
CuO22+”- Passive region

Copper shows good resistance to atmospheric corrosion, cold
as well as warm water, unless the flow rate exceeds several meters
per second. The standard potential of copper (standard potential
Eo = + 0.34 V, SHE) is higher than that of the hydrogen electrode.
In the absence of oxidizing substances, copper therefore resists
corrosion in acidic environments (non-oxidizing acids).
On the other hand, in the presence of oxidizing substances
with a higher reduction potential, Cu dissolves (the Cu2+ region)
such as in the aqueous solutions of HNO3, in aerated H2SO4 acid,
in the solution of FeCl3 or in the solution containing peroxide,
or where applicable hypochlorite NaClO (with oxidizing effects)
depending on concentration. Corrosion also develops in strong
alkaline solutions (pH 13-14) with oxidizing effects (E > 0.4 V,
the area of CuO22- ), or where applicable copper oxides are formed
(CuO) with protective effects (pH 10-12), Figure 9.
Assessment of changes in the K8 sample - zinc - iron, Figure 10.
The description is similar to K1. The N3 and N1 solutions
acted on a smaller area (compared to the K1 sample); darker
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Table 2 Overview of changes on the surfaces of metals
Hvezda

No.

H1

Hypochlorite solution
H3

K1

no changes

grey stains

K2

no changes

no changes

K3

light grey and
dull appearance, smaller area

K4

the rim of the area
is green with brown dots
inside

K5
K6

N1

N3

dark grey areas and

dark grey and black

stains

stains

no changes

no changes

light grey appearance

light grey appearance

light grey and dull
appearance, larger
area
the rim of the area
is greenish with more
distinctive brown dots
inside

large brown areas,

large brown areas,

light orange and pink

light orange and pink

stains

stains

no changes

no changes

no changes

no changes

grey area, light dots with
residues of salt

grey area, light dots

dark grey area,

dark grey area,

with residues of salt

light dots (with salt)

light dots (with salt)

darker brown

dark brown dots,

dark brown dots,

areas and light dots

turning pink

turning pink

minor changes,

dark grey areas, light

weak darkening

as well as dark cells

K7

brown areas and light dots

K8

minor changes, weak
darkening

sharp-cut grey (black)
area, cells corroded to
various extent

Figure 10 The K8 sample after passive decontamination

Figure 11 An example of the scanned K7 sample (magnification 80 times), on the left is a photograph of the delimited area prior to the application
of the N - hypochlorite mixture decontaminating solution and after exposure to the hypochlorite mixture after 1 hour (N1) and 3 hours (N3)

appearance of exposed areas (using the same amount and
concentration of solution on both plates K1 and K8).
Figure 11 shows images of the K7 sample surfaces before
and after exposure to the decontaminating solution. Significant
changes on the surfaces due to exposure to the hypochlorite
mixture and changes in colour with light or dark dots can be seen
here.
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4. Active decontamination
Surfaces of samples were scanned using digital microscopes.
The surfaces were contaminated with HD and after 30 minutes
the decontaminating solutions were applied with a manual sprayer.
The contaminating substance in the place of “HD” application
was removed only by using a paper pad. After 60 minutes from
the beginning of the test, the liquid (mixture resulting from
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Figure 12 The effect of HD on the K4 sample (on the left, the surface prior to exposure to HD and after the exposure to HD)
Table 3 Overview of changes on the surfaces of each metal following the active decontamination
No.
K1

Type of metal
Zinc-plated metal sheet

Effects on surface
HD
no changes

Hvezda
no changes
change, dulling

Hypochlorite mixture
blackening

K2

Titanium zinc (99 % Zn)

no changes

K3

Aluminium (99 %)

no changes

K4

Brass (CuZn30)

K5

Stainless steel (18/8)

no changes

no changes

no changes

K6

Stainless ferritic steel

no changes

no changes

no changes

K7

Copper (99 %)

no changes

no changes

visible drops of HD

K8

CU anodised aluminium

no changes

visible drops
of HD

decontamination) was removed, the surface washed with distilled
water and dried; changes on the surfaces were visually assessed.
Samples with the dimensions 50×50 mm were used for
the tests. The K2 - nickel sample was replaced by a titanium
- zinc sample (the originally used sample was not affected by
the decontaminating solutions) and the K8 sample - zinc - iron
(which is almost identical with the K1 sample) was replaced
by a sample of Cu anodised aluminium that is widely used in
Prague’s Metro.
The surface of the metal samples was divided into 4 regions:
top left - the original surface, top right - contamination with HD,
bottom left - Hvezda solution, bottom right hypochlorite solution.
Exposure to HD without subsequent decontamination
resulted in no visual changes on the surfaces of the metal samples,
with the exception of the K4 sample with traces remaining in
the place of contact with applied HD drops, Figure 12.
The effects of HD and follow-up decontamination left
visible changes on the surface of the K1 through K4, K7,
and K8 samples. Considering the shorter time of exposure
to the decontaminating solutions compared to the passive
decontamination, those changes were less intense and affected
smaller areas than in the case of the passive decontamination.
The surface of the K2 sample, which remained unchanged after
application of passive decontamination, visually changed after
active decontamination, which can be ascribed to the concurrent
effects of HD and decontaminating agents. Table 3 provides
an overview of changes on surfaces of each metal following the
active decontamination.
After the material has been decontaminated, the secondary
contamination of the space may occur temporarily due to the
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stain
no changes
Change

blackening
dulling
change and visible
drops of HD

disruption of

destruction of

the surface layer

the surface layer

delayed release of the contaminant (or decomposition products
formed by the HD reaction with the decontaminant) sorbed
on the surface or within the structure of the exposed material.
Therefore, it is extremely important to know not only the effects
of the contaminating substance and decontaminating agents
on the surfaces of the materials, but also the efficiency of
decontamination and the related potential of the secondary
contamination.
Additional tests ascertained the efficiency of active
decontamination and residual concentration of HD. The samples
of metals were covered with a special paper reacting to HD
released from the material or its surface by changes in colour.
The changes were observed within a time interval of 15 minutes.
No residual contamination was proven in any of the samples of
metals.

5. Conclusion
The samples of metals made of nickel and stainless steel
were not affected by the processes of decontamination. In
the remaining samples, changes in colour of the surface following
both passive and active decontamination appeared. Such changes
do not always have a negative effect on the quality of the metal
surface. Some components of the decontaminating solutions
create a protective layer as well (such as metal oxides). On
the other hand, the changes make the surface of metal look
inaesthetic. The results of the tests imply that it is advisable to
treat the surface of the metals prior to their use.
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STUDY INTO IMPROVEMENT OF THE HATCH COVERS
OF GENERAL-PURPOSE OPEN WAGONS TO PROVIDE
STRENGTH UNDER OPERATIONAL LOADING DIAGRAMS
The article presents the results of research into the strength of the hatch covers of general-purpose open wagons. It was detected that strength of the standard hatch covers is not provided in operational loading diagrams. Therefore, new designs of the hatch covers for open wagons
were proposed. The results of the strength calculation, implemented with the finite element method, make it possible to conclude that at basic
and additional operational loading diagrams the strength values for proposed designs of hatch covers do not exceed the admissible values. The
research conducted can contribute to a higher strength of the carrying structures of the bodies of general-purpose open wagons in operation,
thus, guaranteeing a higher operational efficiency of the rail transport.
Keywords: hatch cover, locking support, framing, strength calculation

1. Introduction
The development of foreign economic relations between
Eurasian countries mostly depends on the transport industry,
the leading component of which is railways. In order to provide
the fail-safe transportation it is necessary to supply railways with
adequate rolling stock [1-2].
One of the most damaged elements in the carrying structure
of open wagon bodies, as the most popular types of wagons
in operation, is the hatch cover (Figure 1). It is caused by its
considerable operational loading, because this structural element
forms the floor of an open wagon.
A frequent cause of damages of the hatch covers in operation
is the loading/unloading of open wagon bodies at sea ports and
private enterprises.
In order to provide strength of the hatch covers of open
wagons, it is necessary to determine and analyze the strength
values in operational loading modes.

2. Analysis of recent studies
The study into the stress-strain state of the hatch cover of
open wagons, when part of freight falls on it, is presented in
[3]. The results of calculation made it possible to conclude that
the standard hatch cover design does not satisfy the strength
conditions. The strength research into the hatch cover of open
wagons under other loading diagrams is not conducted in the
study.

Study [4] deals with results of research into the character and
influence of different freight bogies on strength of the carrying
structures of wagons.
The methods to improve the carrying capacity of open wagon
bodies, to provide their fastening strength on the deck of a train
ferry, are given in [5].
However, in that study is not covered the problem of
the strength research for the hatch covers of open wagons in
operational conditions.
Influence of round tubes, introduced in the carrying systems
of freight wagons, on the physical-mechanical properties, is
studied in [6-7]. The research into dynamic loading and strength
of the open wagon body does not consider the hatch covers in
the structure. Thus, the model takes into account the elements
rigidly interacting.
A longer service life for obsolete open wagons is substantiated
in [8]. In order to determine the dynamic loading on the body of
an open wagon at shunting impacts the mathematical model was
designed, the solution of which was considered for the research
into strength of the body of an open wagon with consideration of
operational wear of structural elements.
Besides that, the works do not study the strength of the hatch
covers in open wagons for operational loading modes.
The observation of structural peculiarities of open wagons
is provided in [9]. It considers advantages and disadvantages of
the failure-proof designs of open wagons and tendencies of their
improvement.
However, methods to improve hatch covers for open wagons
are not considered.
Problems of the rolling stock design for heavy-cargo
transportation are studied in [10-11]. Dynamics and strength
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c
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Figure 1 The basic damages in the hatch covers of open wagons in operation: a - break in the framing, b - tear of the locking support,
c - damages in the framing, d - tear of the sheet

are studied with advanced methods using ProMechanica and
CosmosWorks software. While designing the carrying structure
of a carrier, the possibility to use various materials for it is
investigated, as well.
The influence of friction between the body and the bogie
on dynamic values of a wagon motion is presented in [12].
The modelling was conducted with mathematical techniques in
DYNRAIL software.
However, the studies mentioned do not pay attention to
determination of the strength values for the hatch covers of
general-purpose open wagons.
Research into the dynamics of a wagon with multi-body
methods is presented in [13]. The computation was made in
the MSC Adams software complex. Study [14] determines the
influence of structural peculiarities of wheel sets on the motion of
transport facilities on curve sections.
All investigations mentioned above do not study the strength
of the structural elements of transport facilities under operational
loading.

3. Objective of the article
The study presents possibilities to improve hatch covers
for general-purpose open wagons to provide adequate strength
at operational loading diagrams. To achieve the objective the
following tasks are presented:
1. Strength calculation of the hatch covers of a general-purpose
open wagon. Substantiation of its required improvement;
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2. Improvements of the hatch covers of a general-purpose open
wagon to provide adequate strength at operational loading
diagrams;
3. Strength calculation of the improved hatch covers for generalpurpose open wagons;
4. Durability calculation of the improved hatch covers for
general-purpose open wagons.

4. Presentation of the basic material of the article
In order to determine the strength values of the hatch covers
for the general-purpose open wagons, the spatial model of a hatch
cover was built in the SolidWorks software and strength was
calculated with the finite element method in the CosmosWorks
software.
The strength calculation was made at basic loading diagrams
for hatch covers in compliance with normative documents [1517]:
• effect of the equally distributed loading Рв = 69.9 kN of the
hatch cover area which consists of the gravity force of the
hatch cover and dynamic loading;
• effect from a load of Р’в = 50 kN distributed in the center
(25х25 cm) of the hatch cover;
• effect from cyclic impact loads on the hatch cover, the
numerical values of which equal 500; and
• fall of 150-kg freight on the hatch cover from a height of 3 m.
The calculations conducted demonstrated that when 150-kg
freight fell on the hatch cover from a height of 3 m, the maximum
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Figure 2 Results of the strength calculation for the hatch cover of an open wagon when 150-kg freight falls on the hatch cover from a height of 3 m,
a - stress state, b - displacements in the units

equivalent stresses appeared in the locking supports and equaled
approximately 900 MPa (Figure 2a), the maximum displacements
in the structural units were fixed at the locking supports and
equaled 18.8 mm (Figure 2b), the maximum strains were 1.72∙10-2.
Thus, at a given loading diagram the strength of the hatch cover
was not provided [15-17].
At other basic loading diagrams, the strength values of the
hatch cover were within the admissible ones.
For improved strength research of the hatch cover of an open
wagon the additional diagrams of possible loads in operation were
considered:
1) simulation of the hatch cover opening while unloading the
freight - non-torsion (without consideration of operation
of torsion(s)) and non-simultaneous (at first for one of the
supports) impact of the hatch cover against the supports
of the intermediate beams of the wagon frame with the
maximum opening angle;
2) simulation of the hatch cover opening while unloading
freight - non-torsion (without consideration of operation
of torsion(s)) and simultaneous impact of the hatch cover
against supports of the intermediate beams of the wagon
frame with the maximum opening angle;
3) non-simultaneous opening of the hooks - the hatch cover of
the loaded wagon rests on one hook and one support (with
one hook open and one closed); and
4) tightening (closing) of the hatch cover of an unloaded wagon
with force.
The calculations conducted showed that at a non-torsion
non-simultaneous impact against the supports of the intermediate
beams of the wagon frames the maximum equivalent stresses on
the hatch cover appeared at the hinge and equaled approximately
400 MPa; the maximum displacements in the structural units
were fixed in the corners of the hatch cover from the locking
supports and were approximately 11.7 mm; the maximum strains
were 2.6∙10-3.
For non-simultaneous opening of the hooks of the hatch
cover the maximum equivalent stresses appeared in the hinges,
diametrically placed to the locking supports, the mechanism of
which was closed; they equaled approximately 400 MPa. The
maximum displacements in structural units were detected in
the area of the locking supports, whose mechanism was closed;
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they equaled approximately 11.5 mm, the maximum strains were
7.6·10-3.
At other additional loading diagrams the strength values for
the hatch cover were within the admissible ones.
In order to provide strength of the hatch cover the authors
proposed essentially new structures (Figure 3).
The design description of a polymaterial framing of variant
I for the hatch cover with standard fastenings (Figure 3a):
• plane of the hatch cover consisted of the upper and lower
sheets with the gap of elastic (viscous-elastic) substance;
• the upper 2.5-mm corrugated sheet;
• the lower 2.5-mm corrugated sheet. The corrugations reflected
the upper sheet on the admissible sections;
• framing was made with an E-shaped profile of a 5-mm curved
sheet filled with elastic (viscous-elastic) substance along the
perimeter and in the middle of the hatch cover. Its height was
adopted for installation of standard fastening elements on the
cross beam and lower framing of an open wagon;
• hinges of the hatch covers (elements interacting with the
center sill) were welded on the hatch cover (not riveted); and
• fastening supports to the lower framing of the side walls of
a standard structure.
A feature of the hatch cover in variant II was the structure
of the two horizontal sheets with a substance of elastic-viscous
damping characteristics in between. The framing of the hatch
cover was of E-shaped profile (Figure 3b) curved of a sheet
and filled with an elastic (viscous-elastic) substance along the
perimeter and in the middle part of the hatch cover. Its height
was adopted for mounting standard fastening elements to the
center sill and the lower framing of an open wagon. The hinges
of the hatch cover (elements that interact with the center sill)
were welded on the hatch cover (not riveted) and the supports
were mounted to the lower framing of the side walls of a standard
structure.
Variant III of the hatch cover was characterized by the
coating made of a plain sheet (Figures 3c, 3d) of a convex
configuration (pre-loaded), to provide the adequate strength at
impact loading. Besides, the hatch cover framing was filled with
a viscous substance of damping characteristics.
The variants of the hatch cover for open wagons proposed
were designed for strength at the basic and additional loading
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Figure 3 The improved structures of the hatch covers, a - variant I, b - variant II, c and d - variant III

diagrams mentioned above. The results of the calculation are
given in Table 1. The maximum loading of the hatch covers
proposed could be observed when 15-kg freight fell on it from
a height of 3 m and the strength of the hatch covers was provided
[15-17]. Results of the strength calculations of the improved hatch
covers at the least favorable diagram are given below.
The improved structures of the hatch covers were also
calculated for reliability at the least favorable loading modes.
At a symmetric loading cycle the reliability of the hatch
covers (in loading cycles) was determined by the safety factor of
fatigue strength [18]:
N = N0 $ nm ,

(1)

where
No is the test base;
n is the safety factor of fatigue strength;
m is the parameter of a fatigue curve.
-1
n= v
va ,

where σВР is the strength limit, MPa;
Considering a non-symmetric loading cycle the hatch cover
reliability was determined as:
m
N = N 0 $ b v +v}-1 $ v l ,
1
a
m

(5)

where v m is the average stress value, MPa;
} 1 is the variable, the numeric value of which can be
-1 - v 0
determined as } 1 = 2 $ vv
;
0
v 0 is the endurance limit at the zero additional loading
mode, MPa.
The calculations conducted for all the variants of improved
hatch covers demonstrated that the adequate strength was
provided.

5. Conclusions

(3)

where N is the number of cycles before damage.
For steel the endurance limit values can be determined as:
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(4)

(2)

where
σ-1 is the endurance limit, MPa;
σa is the amplitude stress, MPa.
m = lnlnvN 0--lnlnvN ,
a
-1

v -1 . ^ 0, 1 - 0, 5 h $ v BP ,

From results of the research conducted the following
conclusions can be made:
1. In order to provide the adequate operational strength of the
hatch covers of a general-purpose open wagon the authors
proposed some improvements.
2. Results of the strength calculation of improved hatch
covers showed that strength values at basic and additional
operational loading diagrams are provided.
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Table 1 Results of the strength calculations of the improved hatch covers
Maximum equivalent stresses,
MPa

Loading diagrams
Basic

Displacements in the structural
units, mm

Deformations

І

ІІ

ІІІ

І

ІІ

ІІІ

І

ІІ

ІІІ

effect from the uniformly
distributed load across the hatch
cover area

150

170

140

13

7

14

5.34∙10-1

1.2∙10-1

1.61∙10-3

effect from the distributed load on
the center (25х25) of the hatch
cover

130

140

130

10

4

10

6.87∙10-3

7.91∙10-3

1.14∙10-3

drop of 150-kg freight on the hatch
cover from a height of 3 m

220

220

220

13

7

13

5.91∙10-1

1.18∙10-1

1.91∙10-3

non-torsion non-simultaneous
impact of the hatch cover on
the supports of the intermediate
beams of the frame

120

150

183.5

4

10

3.41

8.5∙10-2

3.4∙10-2

1.24∙10-3

non-torsion simultaneous impact
of the hatch cover against
the supports of the intermediate
beams of the frame

60

90

85.9

3

9

0.94

6.7∙10-2

2.68∙10-2

7.06∙10-4

non-simultaneous opening
of the hooks

200

200

214.2

14.4

9

17.9

5.2∙10-1

2.65∙10-2

2.1∙10-3

tightening (closing) of the hatch
cover of an unloaded wagon with
force

75

100

6.3

5.1

9

0.36

2.24∙10-2

2.44∙10-2

3.75∙10-5

Additional

3. The calculation for reliability of the improved hatch covers
at symmetrical and non-symmetrical loading cycles was
conducted. The results made it possible to conclude that
for all the variants of improved hatch covers the reliability is
provided.

4. Implementation of the proposed hatch covers for open
wagons in operation can decrease the amount of damaged
freight and encourage higher efficiency of open wagons.
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VOLTAGE STRESS REDUCTION ON COMPENSATION
CAPACITORS OF WIRELESS CHARGING SYSTEMS
FOR TRANSPORT AND INDUSTRIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
The paper deals with a proposal for circuit configuration of series-series (SS) compensated wireless power transfer (WPT) system with
reduced voltage stresses on compensation capacitors. Nowadays, a huge effort is given for the development of reliable, efficient and robust wireless charging systems and therefore the circuit configuration and component selection are crucial to meet suitable operational characteristics.
For this purpose, the current trends in WPT systems are outlined in the first section. Next, the analysis of frequently utilized WPT system configuration is provided and the most critical issues related to practical utilization are discussed. Consequently, the proposal of how to eliminate
negative aspects is given. All theoretical statements are supported by mathematical apparatus of the proposed system and consequently by the
simulation analysis.
Keywords: wireless power transfer, resonance, capacitor, voltage stress

1. Introduction
Development of power electronics in last decades enables
the massive rise of consumer and industrial electronic devices.
Together with this rise, the autonomy of electronics becomes
also very important. This means that self-operation without
the necessity of component supplement with grid electricity
acts as a major feature how to become independent. The way
of such realization is the utilization of energy storage systems
like accumulators or super capacitors. Nowadays, almost in
every application, the usage of long-durability accumulators is
necessarily inevitable (cell-phones, laptops, lighting, biomedical,
etc.) [1-3]. Current trends in energy recharge are still mostly
based on the wired chargers, but the wireless power transfer
(WPT) is increasingly getting into the forefront of technology
when talking about advanced charging systems [4-5].
IPT (inductive power transfer), as well as CPT (capacitive
power transfer), are the most pervasive methods used for wireless
charging [6-8]. IPT is most common and is applicable to many
power levels and gap distances. CPT is only applicable for power
transfer with inherently small distances. There are also various
requirements for main circuit configuration e.g. configuration
of resonant compensation network etc. This affects the system
transfer characteristics and electrical behavior of key circuit
components [9-10]. It is now well known that series-series
compensation is the most suitable for the wide spectrum of
practical applications. However, one disadvantage is typical and
must be carefully considered, it is voltage stress of compensation
capacitors. This voltage stress is several times higher (it depends
on the operational quality factor) against the supply voltage.
For that reason, the structural design of optimal compensation
capacitor is quite a difficult issue. A possible way is to use either
a special high-voltage capacitor which is very expensive or series-

parallel connection of several capacitors even with high-voltage
sustainability. This can be a limiting factor for many applications
especially when the cost comes into account.
This paper proposes a solution for SS compensation system
with reduced voltage stress of compensation capacitors. Given
recommendations are initially expressed by the mathematical
apparatus, while dependencies of critical variables (compensation
capacitor voltage) are identified. The principal operation of
system proposal is then verified by the simulation model with
high level of validity.

2. Series-series resonant compensated WPT system
The equivalent circuit of the WPT system with resonant
compensation configured in series-series topology is shown in
Figure 1. The compensation capacitors C1 and C2 are connected
to the primary and the secondary coil in series. Based on this,
the resonant tank acts as a band-pass filter with relatively good
selectivity.
It is generally known that to maximize the output power,
both parasitic resistances (R1 and R2) must be minimized
as much as possible [11]. To evaluate the behavior of the
system, the basic circuit analysis was performed. The simulation
parameters are taken from two identical experimental prototypes
of coupling coils. Their values are therefore the same on the
primary and the secondary side. The principal design procedure
has been already described in [12-13], therefore it won´t be
discussed here more in detail. The self-inductances are equal to
L1=L2=127.4 mH, parasitic resistances are R1=R2=0.447 W and the
load is RL=30 W. The operational frequency range is set according
to the main resonant frequency (frange=290 kHz÷340 kHz). Both
compensation capacitors have also the same capacity C1=C2=2 nF.
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Figure 1 The equivalent circuit of WPT with series-series resonant
compensation

Figure 4 The voltage on the compensation capacitor C1 for standard SS
WPT system

Figure 2 Power delivered to the load in case of resonant coupling with
series-series compensation

Figure 5 The voltage on the compensation capacitor C2 for standard SS
WPT system

Figure 3 Transmitting efficiency in case of resonant coupling with seriesseries compensation

Figure 6 The equivalent circuit of WPT with series-series resonant
compensation and reduced voltage stress on compensation capacitors

In the simulation, the minimal mutual inductance Mmin=1 mH
corresponds to the transmitting distance 55 cm while its maximal
value Mmax=20 mH represents the distance 10 cm. Simulated
distance range was chosen according to requirements for battery
charging of electrical vehicles, i.e. for the transportation systems.
Power delivered to the load and the resulting efficiency is seen
in Figures 2 and 3. The figures are constructed (using MATLAB)
as follows. The operating (switching) frequency is given in x-axis
while the y-axis represents the various mutual inductance. It is

therefore, a 3D interpretation of particular quantities expressed
as a function of two variables.
Based on this, it is clear that the operation of the system can
be ensured under various conditions. It depends on the target
application and actual system conditions whether high power and
mid-range efficiency or very high efficiency and mid-range power
are required. Mentioned parameters are strictly dependent on
the optimal load (value of RL) of the WPT system, which is for
individual cases different and must be therefore exactly identified
[13].
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Figures 4 and 5 show the voltage stress of particular
compensation capacitors (C1, C2). It can be seen that even for
the very low value of supply voltage (in this case 30 V), the peak
voltage at each component is several times higher than the supply
voltage. The situation is most critical when the system operates
at a resonant frequency, or at its close range and also when the
low value of mutual inductance is formed by high operational
distance. Carefully designed capacitor structure and its physical
configuration is therefore the most difficult issue [14-17].

3. WPT system with reduced voltage stresses
on compensation capacitors
As previously mentioned, most limiting factor for practical
use of S-S compensated WPT system is high voltage stress on
compensation capacitors. A possible way how to solve this
problem is to use either an appropriate series-parallel connection
of discrete capacitors with the required value of capacitance and
voltage sustain level or special high voltage capacitors which are
usually very expensive [18-19]. Another possibility is to lower the
coils’ inductance which reduces the overall stress voltage across
the resonant tank. This solution may debase the value of the coil’s
quality factor and consequently shorten the usable distance range.
Figure 6 shows proposed resourceful circuit modification
which significantly reduces voltage stress on compensation
capacitors. The solution uses ordinary components and is
therefore cheaper. The system may be sufficiently described by
the loop current method as seen in Equation (1). It is considered
that the variables marked with ^ are considered as peak values.
Both compensation capacitors are replaced with
a combination of capacitors and transformers whose secondary
circuits are tuned at the resonant frequency given in Equation
(2). The system behavior is quite sensitive to the selection of
primary inductance Lp and transformer voltage ratio n. Its leakage
inductance must be minimized as much as possible.
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(2)

(3)

With the simplification of (1) in the way the transformers
are considered as ideal with voltage ratio n, we may derive
a general equation for voltages on compensating capacitors (3) in
dependency on the frequency.

4. Frequency analysis of proposed system
In order to validate the proposed circuit solution, the system
analyses have been done using Equation (1). The output power,
transmitting efficiency and voltage stress on C1 and C2 corresponds
to a voltage ratio of compensation transformer n=2.
The simulation parameters are same as used in the previous
model and thus the self-inductance equals to L1=L2=127.4 mH,
parasitic resistance is R1=R2=0.6 W and the load is RL=30 W.
The analyzed frequency range frange=310 kHz÷320 kHz is not as
wide as found in the previous case. Primary inductance of both
compensation transformer on the transmitting and receiving
side is set to LP=10 µH. Secondary inductance is calculated
from Equation (3), LS=2.5 µH. The parasitic resistances on
the secondary side of the compensation transformer plays an
important role and was therefore minimized RS=0.025 mW.
Primary resistances are considered within resistances R1 and R2.
Finally, compensation capacitors C1 and C2 were determined from
Equation (4) and C1=C2=110 nH. Minimal mutual inductance is
Mmin=1 mH while its maximal value Mmax=20 mH.
Simulation results for the low value of transformer ratio
are shown on Figures 7-10. As mentioned before, frequency
operational range became narrower which is obvious from all
discussed results.
Principal aim for our modified S-S system is to reduce voltage
stress on compensation capacitors. Compared to the standard
solution the voltage (Figures 4 and 5) on the compensation
capacitors is due to compensation transformer reduced up to
3-times (Figures 9 and 10) for individual operating regions.
On the contrary, it can be seen (Figure 8) that even low
value of parasitic resistances measured on the secondary side
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Figure 7 Power delivered to the load (n=2)

Figure 9 The voltage on the transformed (n=2) compensation
capacitor C1

Figure 8 Transmitting efficiency (n=2)

Figure 10 The voltage on the transformed (n=2) compensation
capacitor C2

of compensation transformers greatly influences transmitting
efficiency. Similarly, to other variables, the frequency range
became narrower whereby area with high efficiency (above 90%)
became smaller as compared to Figure 3.
The previously described analysis of the proposed system
behavior was further verified by the circuit simulation in timedomain, whose results are shown within the next chapter.

5. Simulation analysis of proposed system
The proposed circuit solution was verified also with the use of
transient simulation (Figures 14 and 15) implemented as PSpice
model. Figure 11 shows the full circuit configuration which is
suitable for charging or supplying various devices in this case
for demonstration lap-tops, tablets or LCD displays, but it is not
explicitly excluded that the proposed methodology is suited just
for this kind of application. All key circuit components are set
according to the previous model described in section IV. i.e.:
• U1=30 V
• LS=2.5 µH.
• L1=L2=127.4 mH
• RS=0.025 mW.
• R1=R2=0.6 W
• C1=C2=110 nH.
• RL=30 W.
• Mmin=1 mH
• frange=310 kHz÷320 kHz
• Mmax=20 mH.
• LP=10 µH.
VOLUME 21
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Only two mutual positions (mid-distance and maximal
distance) of transmitting and receiving coils are simulated. The
minimal considered distance is 25 centimeters which corresponds
to the coupling coefficient between respective coils k=0.09 (M=11
mH). The maximal distance investigated is 55 cm which changes
the coupling coefficient in k=0.04 (M=5 mH).
Investigation of the transfer properties of standard SS
resonant WPT system and WPT system with compensation
transformer were realized within frequency sweep analyses. It is
obvious that for selected mutual positions the system reaches the
maximal available power and efficiency precisely at the resonant
point. This operating state is optimal for the transmitting power
and the efficiency but in case of standard circuit configuration
(Figure 1) it is highly stressful for the resonant capacitors (Figure
12), where maximum of the voltage stress is achieved for the
resonant point of operation [10]. Similar situation but for the
system with compensation transformer is shown in Figure 13.
The maximal power delivery and efficiency are achieved again
close to the resonant point, and capacitor voltage stress is at
its peak, but compared to results from Figure 12, it is half of
its value. It must be mentioned here, that the resonant points
are different when standard and optimized WPT systems are
considered. This is caused by the slightly different capacitor value
when compensation transformer is considered, while its value is
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Figure 11 A simulation model of the proposed WPT system voltage on the transformed (n=2)
compensation capacitor C1

Figure 12 Transfer characteristic for standard SS resonant compensated WPT system (resonant point = 303 kHz)

dependent on the integer value of the number of compensation
transformer turns.
On the other hand, the achievable power transfer was
decreased from 110 W to 55W and efficiency from 80% to
65%. This was expected because of the existence of parasitic
components of compensation transformer (parasitic resistances
of windings, leakage inductance). Those must be decreased as
much as possible that will be the main topic for the future works,
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which will be related to optimization works on the compensation
transformers as well as on the experimental verifications of the
system proposal.
Consequent simulation experiments have been done within
time-domain (Figures 14 and 15), while the mutual distance
between the transmitting and receiving side was considered for
the situation, where M = 5 µH (distance = 55 cm). In comparison
to the proposed compensation technique the voltage stress of
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Figure 13 Transfer characteristic for WPT system with compensation transformer (resonant point = 315 kHz)
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Figure 14 Simulation results of WPT system without compensation transformer (standard SS compensated system) operated at the the resonant point
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Figure 15 Simulation results of WPT system with compensation transformer operated at the resonant point

capacitors in the case of standard SS compensated WPT system
is almost 4 times higher. Capacitor voltage stress for standard
solution is around 2 kV for transmitting side, while for receiving
side it is around 750 V (Figure 14). Proposed solution is acting as
follows; transmitting side has voltage stress at the level of 600 V,
while receiving side around 200 V (Figure 15).
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, a new compensation technique for the resonant
WPT system is presented. The simple design procedure is given,
whereby the negative effect of individual circuit components is
identified. The proposed solution significantly reduces the voltage
stress of compensation capacitors. This is basically dependent on
the design of the compensation transformer. Within proposed
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system, reduction of the voltage stress was achieved up to
3-times lower compared to standard WPT system. Simulation
clearly shows all fundamental advantages and disadvantages
for further practical use. It was found that the proper design of
the compensation transformer will be important issue for future
works, thus it has the most significant impact on the whole
system behavior while thinking about system efficiency and
power delivering capability. Practically all investigated variables
are influenced by the values of parasitic resistances on the
transformer secondary side where high circulating current occurs.
In other words, the higher transformer ratio enables to reduce
voltage stress markedly, but on contrary it increases circulating
secondary currents. Therefore, it is necessary to find out a suitable
compromise that will meet all design requirements.

Future work will be focused on the practical verification of
proposed solution and on its system optimization.
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KEY ASSEMBLING ISSUES RELATING TO MECHANICAL
VIBRATION OF FABRICATED ROTOR OF LARGE
INDUCTION MACHINES
In many applications, where rotating machines of high power are used, high demands on reliability and safety are laid. Precise manufacturing procedures has to be kept even in case of machines retrofits when e.g. rotors are newly assembled. Even small inaccuracies or misguiding
the precise technological procedure can lead to improper running of the machine and it can result in shut-down of complete drive. In case
of primary circuits of nuclear power plants, it further means the shut-down of the whole power plant. Consequently, it results in significant
financial losses (foregone profit and cost given by problem fixing). The paper presents a methodology of vibration origin investigation in case
of large rotating machines which are part of drives like pump, compressors etc. The methodology is based on the detection of undesirable vibration using a diagnostic system on-site and further it uses mathematical modelling of corresponding mechanical parts to reveal the vibration
origin. The modelling along with the measurement showed that the detected dangerous vibration is caused by misguided assembling of the
rotor of the machine.
Keywords: induction, machine, rotor, vibration, unbalance, assembling

1. Introduction
Not only the industry but the whole today’s society is virtually
dependent on a continuous supply of electric energy. With the
electricity our work is easier which increases the comfort of our
lives and gives us a sense of safety. A smooth operation of power
plant is therefore very important aspect for a successful and
continuous development of our civilization.
Key function elements of conventional thermal, nuclear,
and hydroelectric power plants are rotating electrical machines.
Besides the power generator the power plant utilizes a large
amount of supporting drives (conveyors, pushers, ...) and auxiliary
systems (mills, pumps, ...), which together form a huge functional
unit. Even a brief function drop-out of any auxiliary system may
lead to incidental power plant downtime and thus the power
outage.
The power plant operation puts very high operational demands
on machines, especially in terms of wide range of dynamic loads.
Therefore, it is very important to regularly monitor the vibration
of the machines and perform any maintenance earlier than
necessary and as planned. This is particularly relevant to large
power machines whose rotors have a complicated structure.
One of the major properties of electric machine rotors is their
mechanical stiffness [1-6]. Rotors must resist mechanical stress,
which primarily comprises centrifugal forces, rotor vibrations,
thermal dilatation and the interference press fit [7-12]. In addition
to tangential forces producing the machine torque, rotors are also
affected by electromagnetic forces in a radial direction [13-18].
These forces gain much higher amplitudes, but they are mutually
cancelled [19-21] due to the symmetric mounting of the rotor.
If this symmetry is destroyed, for instance, as a result of faulty

balancing of the rotor or its eccentric mounting, a unilateral
magnetic force occurs [22].
In motors of small dimensions, whose diameter hardly
exceeds one meter, the rotor magnetic circuits can be punched
from a single sheet. In such a case, the issue of clamping
forces can be ignored [23-25]. With a segment layout of rotor
laminations, the sufficient clamping force must be achieved by
a design with a proper number of clamping bolts, their proper
diameter and position taking into account the magnetic flux and
saturation of the magnetic circuit.
Rotors of large diameters constitute a different situation. In
this case, the number, size and location of the holes for clamping
bolts are not critical. The size of the magnetic yoke makes the
design trouble-free. The major problem, however, is the size of the
mass rotating along the large diameter of the rotor. This leads to
substantial centrifugal forces and to the necessity of large friction
forces between the individual lamination segments. The necessary
friction force is achieved by a large clamping pressure. The
maximum value of the clamping force is predominantly limited
by the stiffness in the area of ventilation ducts. If the clamping
force is insufficient, the segments are loosened, which leads to an
imbalance of the rotor. A small clamping force results in loosened
ventilation sheets and their shift to the ventilation gap.
The aim of the article is to present a methodology of
determining the source of vibration of large machines. The
methodology is based on on-site vibration measurement and on
analysis of related phenomena like rotor-stator dynamics, analysis
of material stress and clamping force of the rotor packet. Other
works relating to rotor vibration can be followed in [25-37].
In many applications, only the vibration measurement,
which is usually part of a diagnostic system, is presented.
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Figure 1 Annular ring segment of a large asynchronous machine

Figure 2 Rotor packed mounted on the spider arms - odd lamination layer on the left side and even lamination layer on the right side

The diagnostics can only determine whether the vibration is
acceptable or not, since the methodology presented here goes
behind and tries to propose a particular procedure for the
vibration origin determination.

2. Rotor packet assembling design
A rotor stack is assembled by stacking up steel laminations
(see Figure 1). In a steady-state, a magnetic flux with a slip
frequency (fractions of Hz up to several Hz) passes through
the rotor. However, during the rotor run-up or during a more
significant load, the frequency is large and the iron core losses
are higher. Therefore, a laminated structure of rotors is necessary.
A rotor stack with a diameter larger than one meter is
assembled by stacking up annular segmented steel ring. All odd
lamination layers are stacked to even lamination layers with a half
overlap (see Figure 2). During assembling, the segments are put
on the clamping bolts through the punched-out holes.
Rotor stack is constructed with diameter smaller than the
diameter of the rotor spider. Then it is mounted on the rotor
spider with an overlap achieved by heating up the lamination,
or this method can be combined with super-cooling of the rotor
spider with liquid nitrogen. This gives rise to significant radial
force acting on the rotor even if it is stopped.
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Figure 2 clearly shows that every even layer of lamination
is forced to gape in the direction from the radial wedges on
the spider arms. This is a serious design error which increases
the peripheral stress of the lamination ring by the Fo force. The
size of the segments is influenced by many factors [22]. The
technological clearance between the sheets in one layer within the
contact plane is usually around 0.5 mm. After compression with
the relevant pressure, the rotor stack is clamped with clamping
rings and bolts. The bolts must exert a sufficient clamping force,
thus creating a pre-stressed bolted joint.
Apart from mechanical forces, other forces are also acting
in the rotor, namely electromagnetic forces, dynamic forces and
forces caused by thermal dilatation [22-24].

3. Requirements for bolts tightening torque
Loosening of a lamination segment is prevented by the
friction force between the sheets which is exerted by the clamping
pressure. This pressure is created by continuous pressure on the
lamination stack as early as during the rotor manufacture. In order
to prevent a drop in this pressure as a result of vibrations during
the motor operation, the entire rotor pack is clamped with bolts,
thus creating a pre-stressed bolted joint. The nuts on the bolts
must be tightened with a relevant tightening torque and secured
with a weld to prevent loosening.
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Figure 3 Forces acting in rotating ring

If the friction specified above is not sufficient, lamination
segments are loosened and the bolts experience both tensile
stress and bending stress. This has a negative impact on the rotor
dynamics.
The allowable tightening torque of the bolts themselves is
from the mechanical point of view many times greater, which
means that the mechanical potentialities of bolts are not fully
utilized. Their task is completely different - namely to ensure an
even clamping pressure along the entire perimeter. According to
the required clamping pressure, the number of clamping bolts is
determined. However, although the clamping pressure must make
the stack compact, it should not be too intense, as it could cause
a collapse of ventilation spacers. The stack can be mounted onto
the rotor spider in two ways.
First, by attachment with an interference press fit, where the
clamping force between the spider arm and the rotor stack will
ensure fixing in radial direction. The torque is transferred via
tangential wedges because the clamping itself does not exert any
additional friction force able to transfer the torque.
Second, by attachment without an interference press fit.
Tangential wedges are used for the same reason as above.
However, the pack is not secured in the radial direction. This
paradoxically increases the need for a greater tightening torque
of the bolts.
The large tightening torque is necessary in order to achieve
the resistance of the pack to dynamic shocks. During the rotor
operation, clearances sometimes occur as a result of various
thermal dilatations of the spider arms and the rotor stack. If
the structural clamp of the laminations is insufficient and their
shift within the stack occurs, the rotor becomes unbalanced
and vibrations occur. These vibrations are a further and much
stronger source of dynamic forces, which then, in turn, affect
the stack lamination (known as additive feedback). Therefore,
the calculation of the tightening torque of bolts is the key factor
affecting the reliability of operation of large rotors.

the effects of field of centrifugal forces cannot be neglected.
Moreover, it is a significant source of mechanical loads. The
magnitude of clamping force has to take into account the way how
the stack segments are fixed to each other.

4.1 First insight calculation
Let us assume, the rotor rotates with an operational speed
~ . Further let us suppose a ring with radius r and height h (see
Figure 3). Let us consider an infinitesimal small element of mass
dm wich corresponds with an angular sector which is given by
angle da. The magnitude of the centrifugal force acting on the
assumed element can be then expressed in following form
h k dm . ~ 2 r 2 tbhda .
dFo = ~ 2 a r + 2

The effect of centrifugal dFo has to be balanced by inner
circumferential tensile forces Foa and Fob, which are of the same
size. As for the size of the elementary force dFo, the following
must hold
dFo = Fda .

Rotors of large rotating machines are usually operated
at a constant speed. With respect to rotor stack dimensions,
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(2)

Comparing Equations (1) and (2), one can arrive to the
expression of the inner tensile force
F = ~ 2 r 2 tbh ,

(3)

which causes inner tensile stress
v = F bh = ~ 2 r 2 t .

(4)

The centrifugal forces will cause the circumference of the
revolving ring to increase. In order to calculate the relative
lengthening, the Hook Law can be used, in which the following
holds
f=

4. Analysis of clamping forces

(1)

2
2r ^ r + Tr h - 2rr
Tr = v = ~ t r 2
=
r
E
E
2rr

(5)

The increase in the radius of the rotating ring is expressed
after rearrangements as follows
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Figure 4 Stress analysis of the rotating ring corresponding to the rotor packet

Figure 5 Friction force and tensile force per partial lamination segments
Table 1 Tensile force

Tr =

Calculation approach

Tensile force [MN]

Tensile stress [MPa]

First inside approach

16.08

47

Using stress analysis

12.94 (integral value)

depends on the radial position

Data given by manufacturer

17.49

5.33

(6)

This increase of the radius results in the decrease of the
interference fit and the decrease in the clamping force across the
spider arms.

4.2 Calculation using stress analysis
Further, the rotating rotor packet can be considered as
a rotating ring loaded by centrifugal force F, which causes
following two principal stresses
t~ 2
2
^
h
vr ^ r h = D1 - D
r2 - 3 + v 8 r ,
2
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t~ 2
2
^
h
vt ^ r h = D1 - D
r2 - 1 + 3v 8 r ,
2

~2 t 3
E r .

(8)

where v r ^ r h stands for radial stress and v t ^ r h for tensile
stress in the ring. These two quantities are dependent on the radial
position r [37]. Considering the nominal speed of the investigated
machine, the particular values of the stresses (see Table 1) are
presented in Figure 4 along with the ring view. To determine the
stresses, an infinitesimal element of the ring is used to formulate a
general stress equilibrium. Details can be found in [37].
The manufacturer used an approach for clamping force
determination which led to values presented in Table 2. The
quantities seem to have inadequate values. They are insufficient to
guarantee to compactness of the rotor during its operation.

(7)
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Table 2 Clamping force determination
Calculation approach

Clamping force [kN]

Used bold capacity [%]

First inside approach

166.7

47

Using stress analysis

164.7

46.7

Data given by manufacturer

86.2

24.4

Figure 6 Plastic distortion of the ventilation sheet (see the upper hole)

5. Clamping pressure determination
As bolts must not be subjected to shear stress, the tensile
force given by Equation (7) can be transferred by friction forces
between lamination layers only. The friction coefficient between
varnished sheets has usually a value of μ = 0.1. As the number of
lamination layers is known, it is possible to determine the tensile
force per one overlap of the layer (Figure 5).
The necessary clamping force is expressed as
2F
FT = nO ,

(9)

and the corresponding clamping pressure as
T
p=2F
S ,

(10)

S

where Ss signifies the surface area of one lamination segment.
The tightening torque allowed across the M36 bolt is M36=2456
Nm, which would exert the clamping force F36=352.87 kN in the
bolt. The bolts capacity that will be used, can be determined as
h 36 = FFT
36

(11)

6. Stress analysis of a rotor packet segment
in centrifugal force field
After rotor disassembling, a distortion of the ventilation
sheets has been found (Figure 6). To investigate where the origin
of the distortion is, a limit case has been considered, i.e. it has
been assumed that the ventilation sheet is not fixed by clamping
force and is loaded by the field of centrifugal forces.
This case was modelled by finite element model and the stress
analysis was performed. From the results, it can be seen that, if
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there is almost none clamping force, a radial shift of laminations
and a plastic distortion around the bolt occur. Figure 7 clearly
shows that in the critical areas, the stress exceeds the value yield
strength.

7. Eccentricity due to rotor packet segment sliding
Based on the finding presented above, the mechanism of
eccentricity is caused by rotor segment sliding due to insufficient
rotor packet clamping. As presented in Figure 8, there are two
possibilities of the segment releasing: the first comprises two
segment releasing (Figure 8 left), the second lies in releasing
of three segment (Figure 8 right). These two mechanisms are
coupled and arise mutually.
The resulting value of imbalance of the rotor packet was
determined based on the estimate of the shift of the segments.
The shift is supposed to be 1mm radially into the ventilation gap
of the machine.

8. Vibration source detection in a circulating pump
drive
The objective was to design the model of the machine in such
a way that it could be used to determine the size of vibrations.
Here the source of vibrations is the loosening of several segments
and their radial shift leading to an imbalance. This imbalance
is further affected by a unilateral magnetic pull which causes
a further increase in vibrations. The model must be able to
simulate an arbitrary imbalance in any spot of the rotor (see
Figure 3). The model takes into account the basic properties of
a stator as well.
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Figure 7 Simulation of the stress applied to the ventilation sheet due to centrifugal forces

Figure 8 The mechanism of eccentricity origin - even and odd segments releasing

8.1 Dynamical model of the drive for vibration analysis
The mathematical model of the rotor can be generally
expressed in a matrix form in a non-rotating coordinate system
M R qp R + ^ ~G R + B R h qo R + ^ C R + K R h q R = fR ^ t h,

(12)

where the matrix MR represents the mass matrix, ωGRrepresents
the gyroscopic effect matrix, BR the damping matrix, CR the
circulation matrix and KR the rotor stiffness matrix. The vector qR
corresponds to the vector of generalized coordinates defining the
configuration space in which the mathematical model is created.
The vector fR(t) defines the external load of the rotor. The matrices
listed above are obtained through the finite element method. The
shaft is considered to be a one-dimensional continuum if the
Euler-Bernoulli theory is adopted assuming that the cross-section
area of the shaft is not distorted and remains perpendicular to
the distorted axis of the shaft. This assumption can be employed
in case of small distortions. Here the influence of the circulation
matrix is ignored.
When modelling the rotor of an electric motor, the torsional
and bending stiffness of the lamination pack is taken into
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account. The pack is divided into a suitable number (namely 6)
of stiff discs, among which the torsional and bending stiffnesses
are considered. The discs are mounted at the corresponding
discretization nodes of the rotor.
The mathematical model of the rotor was further
supplemented with the model of the stator so that it was possible
to simulate the vibration of the stator as a result of the imbalance
on the rotor [23-31]. Similarly, with respect to the rotor model,
the mathematical model of the stator can generally be expressed
in the matrix form
M S qp S + B S qo S + K S q S = fS ^ t h,

(13)

where the MS represents the mass matrix, BS stands for the damping
matrix and KS the stator stiffness matrix. The vector qS corresponds
to the vector of generalized coordinates defining the configuration
space in which the mathematical model is created. As the stator is
considered to be a rigid body fixed to the frame flexibly, the vector
of the generalized coordinates is q S = 6 x, y, z, { x, { y, { z@T ,
where the listed coordinates define the deflections of the stator
centre of mass and its angular deflections the relevant coordinate
axes. The vector fR(t) defines the external load of the rotor. The
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Figure 9 Diagram of the arrangement of the machine stator and rotor

matrices of damping and stiffness only take into account the
damping and stiffness parameters of the stator fixing.
The stator and rotor are mutually coupled by means of
bearings. The rotor rests on four radial and two axial journal
bearings. Figure 10 shows the position of the bearings and
their designation. In order to mathematically interconnect the
subsystem of the rotor with the subsystem of the stator, an
overall mathematical model of the system was created in the
configuration space, which is defined by the vector of generalized
T
coordinates in the form of q = 6q TR, q TS @ . Then the complex
mathematical model has following general matrix form
Mqo + ^ B + B L h qo + ^ K + K L h q = f ^ t h .

(14)

Presented matrices can be expressed as
MR 0
~G R + B R 0
E, B = ;
E,
0
BS
0 MS
fR ^ t h
CR + KR 0
E f^ t h = =
G.
K=;
fS ^ t h
0
KS

M=;

(15)

Matrices BL and KL represent the matrices of damping and
stiffness of bearing couplings. As the rotor is placed in a vertical
position, the determination of the stiffness of the radial bearings
is a very sophisticated problem in general. For the first approach,
the stiffness of radial bearings can be estimated based on their
type, their geometrical parameters and the oil viscosity according
to [9]. However, this approach assumes horizontal position of
the rotor and therefore the main load of the bearing is given by
gravity load. Here, the main radial load is estimated based on the
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vertical rotor position and is determined for nominal operating
speed of the rotor.

8.2 Critical speeds determination
In order to analyse basic dynamical properties of the system,
especially the location of the critical speeds, the Campbell diagram
was determined, i.e. the dependency of the natural frequencies on
the rotor speed, see Figure 4 [7, 9, 14]. The diagram shows that
the intersection point of the revolution start-up line and the curve
of the second natural frequency depicted is located near the
operating speed. However, this situation is not dangerous from
the operational point of view because the corresponding natural
shape describes the system vibration in an axial direction and
therefore is not dominantly excitable due to the rotor imbalance
and the unilateral magnetic pull.
The computational model created was used to determine the
upper effective estimations of the radial velocities at measurement
points 1 and 2, as shown in Figure 10. These spots correspond
to the operational measurement points. The speed of rotor is
assumed to be the nominal.

8.3 Steady-state response to imbalance forces due
to rotor packet sliding
The vector of excitation forces f(t) in (14) comprises the effect
of centrifugal forces. The extent of the stack bulging is simulated in
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Figure 10 Campbell diagram of the rotor-stator system

Figure 11 Computational cases of the position of the imbalance within the rotor
Table 3 Determined upper effective estimations of the radial velocities at the reference points of the stator for various configurations of the considered
rotor stack imbalance
Calculation event

Upper Effective Estimation of the Velocity Amplitude in the Radial Direction [mm/s]
point 2: VBrad3

point 2: VBrad4

Location of the packet sliding

1

1.4

5.0

case “A”

2

3.1

10.4

case “B”

3

5.2

16.2

case “C”

4

7.7

22.3

case “D”

5

10.5

28.7

case “E”

a way which makes it possible to calculate the induced imbalance.
Based on the findings on the rotor after its disassembling, the
imbalance is given by the rotor bulging. The rotor was divided into
5 uniform segments and at each segment the imbalance due to
bulging was simulated separately. The imbalance of one segment
is given by the mass Tm 1/5 = 0.328 kg , which results in a
centrifugal force of TF1/5 = 2.83 kN under nominal speed. The
computational cases of the position of the imbalance within the
rotor is displayed in Figure 11. The cases were taken into account
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to determine what vibration level is caused by different amounts
of imbalance and how it corresponds to vibration measurement.

8.4 Evaluation of vibration measurement and calculation
During the rotor operation, a vibration measurement was
performed. The positions, where the vibration were recorded
are designated in Figure 9 as measuring points 1 and 2. The
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Figure 12 Mechanical vibration measurement and FFT analysis

measurement has been used as an indicator of vibration level of
the complex equipment. The recordings (Figure 12) show that the
vibration level measured by the velocity reached up to 5 mm/s,
which has indicated the equipment is not capable to be operated.
The calculations were performed to confirm or disprove the
source of undesirable vibration. Comparing results presented in
Table 3 and measurement in Figure 12 gives good agreement
for the computational case “A”. It can be concluded that the
amount of imbalance is given by bulging of approximately one
fifth of the rotor packet. This conclusion is moreover confirmed
by the frequency analysis of the measured vibration velocity. The
dominant frequency contained in there corresponds to rotor spin
speed frequency which gives the first order frequency (Figure 12
left).

9. Conclusion
The paper proposes a methodology how to investigate the
origin of vibrations in a high performance induction motor. The
methodology is based on vibration measurement and on the
physical findings at the rotor after its disassembling.
In practice, the rotor vibration measurement is continuously
performed on-site within a rotor diagnostic system. The vibration
measurement can detect if the rotor vibration exceeds safety limits
but it is not capable to decide on the vibration origin. Therefore,
after analysis of the recorded vibration signal, it was found out that
the dominant vibration frequency corresponds to rotor spin speed
frequency. Based on that, one can conclude that the vibration
source could correspond to one sided magnetic pull forces or/and
to imbalance force which have the same fundamental frequency.

Based on finding after rotor disassembling, the main problem
consisted in the rotor mounting, especially in its clamping. It has
been found, that the improper rotor clamping resulted in rotor
imbalance which further gave rise to undesirable vibrations which
led to that the rotor had to be put out of operation.
The created mathematical and computational model of the
machine made it possible to simulate an arbitrary imbalance of
the rotor. The output of the model was the intensity of vibrations
of the stator. The model was verified by a practical measurement
and proved to be in very good agreement. In addition, the
loosened ventilation sheet was simulated and the stress acting on
it was calculated. The model predicted possible plastic distortions
which were subsequently confirmed by a finding obtained after
the dismantling of the machine. One of the rotor stacks exhibited
an inadmissible eccentricity and the relevant ventilation sheet
even suffered from a plastic deformation.
The analysis proved that an insufficient clamping force can
lead to put the rotor out of operation which can finally result
in high secondary financial losses, e.g. if the rotor is operated
primary circuit within nuclear power plants.
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COMMUNICATION OF CLUSTER USING CAN BUS
The paper deals with the communication between the infotainment elements and the drive component of the car using the CAN bus. In
the introduction, there is briefly described the communication bus used in cars. It describes its basic features, benefits and utilization. The
main task is graphically programmed and builds a dashboard that will resemble to a real dashboard from a Volkswagen Golf 5. Using the
dashboard built in LabVIEW, it controls the real dashboard.
Keywords: communication, CAN bus, LabVIEW, automotive

1. Introduction
Fieldbuses are now part of every automobile power supply,
which are used for receiving, processing and sending of data
between sensors, actuators and controllers. Sending the
information between devices, for example about the position of
the accelerator, it is preferable to encode the information and
send it through cheap wires (two twisted wires), as in case that
a separate cable will be used for each informative state. The
disadvantage is the need for encoders and decoders, and with that
the associated need for complex, diagnostic tools. However, if the
bus is used in the vehicle, wiring will be simplified, the number
of wires reduced as well as terminal blocks and the speed of
communication increased [1].
Transmission simulating systems are the important annulus
in car factory total assembly workshop automation equipment.
By applying the fieldbus technology, it made more reliable
transmission system operation, maintenance convenience, which
also greatly reduced the overall cost [2].

2. Description of automotive CAN bus
In 1980, Bosch brings to the stage the technical world of
networking controllers called CAN - bus. CAN bus is not used
only in the automotive industry. CAN bus is a system for the
current communication (real time) of control units. It is not used
for the direct connection of sensors or actuators, but only to link
controllers. The other elements of the system, such as sensors and
actuators, are linked by indirect method. In the case of exchange
of information via the CAN data bus, all data is transmitted only
through two wires. Both bidirectional conductors will carry the
same data, regardless of the number of control units and the
amount of transmitted data. Transmission of information through
the CAN bus has meaning only in case when we need to send a lot
of information between multiple controllers [3].

While one unit is connected to the bus transmits data,
other units receive them and evaluate them as well. If the unit
recognizes the important information, further processes them and
sends a signal to actuator. If information is unnecessary, remains
passive. For example, the transmission of the information of the
vehicle speed display: management control unit measures the
value of the speed sensors and the coded sequence to a series
of ones and zeros will send it to the CAN bus control unit of
the instrument panel. The control unit must decode the message
and ensure that it is comprehensible displayed, for example with
a digital position indicator or speedometer [4].
The bus may be in two states - the dominant state (dominant)
or a recessive (recessive), shown in Figure 1. The dominant state
occurs when at least one unit transmits, i.e. “switch is open”,
the voltage on the bus is about 2 V. On the other hand, recessive
condition occurs when the “switch is turned off” and the voltage
on the bus is 0 V, it means the “silent bus”, there is no sending unit,
or any unit can begin transmitting. In case of recessive (silent)
mode, the voltage of both wires (CAN-High and CAN-Low) is
2.5 V to the chassis, against each other to 0 V. The CAN-H has
a voltage of 3.5 V and CAN-L has 1.5 V in the dominant mode.
It is referred differential voltage of 2V. The differential voltage
between conductors is very important; therefore, bus is from this
perspective differential [5].
The most basic data chip versions are: Basic and Full CAN.
In Basic CAN, there is a message identified and controlled by
the processor of connected device. Full CAN has a filter in the
communication chip that decides whether to accept the message
or send it to the processor. Full CAN version burdens less own
processor of connected device [6].
These two different versions are still used today although
not in the exactly same form. Due to the wide range of chips,
it is currently available for more than 60 chips of about sixteen
producers. Full CAN has two variants: variant A, the 11-bit
identifier and variant B (i.e. magnification) with 29 bits. The
versions are not compatible. The rate depends not only on the
variant of the protocol, but also on the length of the bus.
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Figure 1 Voltage level on the CAN

SOF - Start of frame - initialization and synchronization field
RTR - Remote Request - bit, which is dominant in the data frame
SRR - Substitute Remote Request - RTR replaced by the variant B
IDE - Identifer Extension - bit, which allows to distinguish variants of what it is
DLC - Data Length Code - Code for the length of the data field
r1, r0 - reserved bits (complement DLC)
Figure 2 Format data frame

Figure 3 Field data frame

A comparison of variant A and variant B is plotted in Figure 2.
Data frame consists of several fields: Start framework,
decision-making field, control field, data field, a checksum field,
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the confirmation field and end frame. Composition data frame is
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 4 Extended data frame

There are three types of CAN buses that are different data
rates, use and construction (mainly type exciter):
• HSCAN - high speed CAN bus (High Speed),
• LSCAN - low-speed CAN bus (Low Speed).
Their direct connection is not possible; interconnect through
a gateway (gateway). HSCAN is two-wire, control voltage is
between drivers about 2V at the end of the interconnected resistors
120 Ohm, unlike LSCAN, consisting of one active conductor and
ground and recessive voltage of about 4V (use LSCAN is mostly
less intensive systems such as. for comfort electronics.

3. Design and simulation test system dashboard
Implementation of communication was carried out on the
data bus CAN. We have chosen CAN bus, because it is the most
used bus in automotive applications. Loaded progress on the CAN
bus is implemented by using a Pico PC Oscilloscope, sending
broadcast messages is provided by the software of bussmaster,
where are sent only randomly generated messages [7].
The difference between standard CAN 2.0 A and CAN 2.0 B
is the number of bits of the identifier. The standard data frame in
the arbitration field contains of 11 - bit identifier and the RTR bit.
In Figure 4 there is an enlarged data frame which contains the
extended 29 -bit ID, and the RTR bit SRR bit in the arbitration
field [8].
The identifier is randomly selected to 0 x 250, other bits are
gradually complemented by value, as can be seen in the data
frame. This is for showing of data and their generation without
using real elements of the car. Behind 0x250 HEX is 8 bits
sequentially.
Data analysis was carried out using the CAN hardware
Kvaser Leaf SemiPro and software bussmaster. In between each
10 m with a different message is sent over the bus, which sends the
real instrument panel, and is, for example: error codes of missing
sensor, missing immobilizer, the absence of the control unit of
the airbag etc.
In Figure 5 there are shown values of individual bits on the
bus along with identifiers that are purposefully deleted due to
copyright manufacturer. Inspiring information offers a single
interface, where you can record real-time log data without further
attachment.

VOLUME 21

The main task was to program and graphically construct the
instrument panel, which will resemble a real dashboard of the car
Volkswagen Golf 5.
The first report processes data for speedometer, a given
message can be up to 8 bytes and 1 byte can have a value from 0
to 255. If there is needed a larger value, we must use more bytes.
There are needed 2 bytes for simulation of the rpmmeter: the
second byte as eight low-order bits, the third byte as eight upper
bits. Subsequently, the resulting value is divided by four and we
get a real running speed. By dividing with the rest, we determine
whether the bit is zero or unity. If the final bit is zero, the number
is even; therefore, it must be divided by two because of the zero
residues. To find out the remaining bits, we must use the logical
rotation, so the bit, whose value we want to determine, stands at
the end point. In the second report, there are data processed for
the temperature and a fuel gauge.
The fuel gauge is one of the few that is not used for its
function, CAN bus, but it operates analog, thus it was used only
for simulation. The signal for the temperature of the motor is
transmitted by the first byte. The signal must firstly be necessary
arranged; therefore, he is divided by ¾. The temperature can also
be negative; however, we have only positive numbers, so we should
subtract the value of 48.
The pointer of the temperature of engine is non-linearized
because of the constantly moving pointer on the temperature
which is graphically illustrated in Figure 6.

The real temperature of the motor measured by the sensor is
displayed to 90 °C. The temperature between 90 °C and 110 °C
is working temperature of the engine, and so we have not seen
constant movement of a hand for a little change of temperature
this tolerance is continuously displayed as 90 °C on the indicator.
From 110 ° C to 130 °C, the pointer indicates the real value to
avoid overheating of the motor. The curve is easily adjusted by
using the equation of the line:
y=k+q

(1)

90 = 110k-q
130 130k + q =
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Figure 5 Bus data analyzed using the software Bussmaster

Figure 6 Characteristics of the pointer to engine temperature

90 - 130 = 110k - 130k
20k = 40
k=2
90 * 2 = 110 + Q
q = -220 + 90
q = -130
Final, the third report is essential for processing of engine
speed. Motor speed data is transmitted by the second and the
third bytes. The second byte is lower eight bits and the third byte
is upper eight bits of the resulting number. The resulting number
must be divided by 100, so we get speed. Simulated speedometer
is shown in Figure 7. The real instrument alarms from the VW
Golf V were graphically implemented in LabVIEW and associated
with the code.
The real instrument alarms from the VW Golf V were then
graphically implemented in LabVIEW and associated with the
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code. Using CAN analyzer can be analyzed and read messages
saved on the SD card. The necessary data to display speed
and temperatures have been mentioned above. The basis of
these alarms forms a variable speed with the speed of which
is completed by the water temperature and the fuel indicator.
Because the simulated data processing speed according to
predetermined ID instrument manufacturer. In this case, it is
a car manufacturer VW Group. Specific identifiers along with
the necessary bits administration were associated with a virtual
environment and the real-time output. As well as for the engine
speed is used in various identifiers for engine temperature and
speed. In addition to the fuel level indicator going over the bus
all the information, which are needed for the driver. Graphic
visualization of the instrument panel is in Figure 8.
We watered the real dashboard by a regulated power supply.
The value of the resources we have set at about 12 V. The creation
of a network CAN we used industrial computer cRIO containing
the CAN card. Test communication of the virtual instrument
panel with a real instrument panel shown in Figure 9.
For connecting wires CAN-H and CAN-L, we used a modified
connector DSUB9. After starting the communication, we can
see that communication takes place in real time, which means
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Figure 7 Rpmmeter in LabView

Figure 8 Graphic instrument panel in LabView

Figure 9 Dashboard communication test

that if you deviate rpmmeter needle or needle pointer engine
temperature, so we deflect the needle on a real instrument panel.
The function of the speedometer is due to the complexity of the
simulation omitted because real dashboard compares multiple
messages, that structure is complex. The fuel gauge is analogue
and is the only part of the instrument panel which does not use
the CAN bus.

second part of the implementation, the main task was simulation
of the real dashboard of the car Volkswagen Golf 5 by using the
software LabVIEW and controlling of it in real time.
The rpmmeter and engine temperature indicator were
dominated by us. The fuel gauge was controlled analogue, so it
was used only for simulation. Speedometer was not operated by
us due to the difficulty of simulation and the need of the other
control units.

4. Conclusion
Acknowledgements
The aim of the paper was to handle the issue of using of
control and communication systems for automotive applications.
In the theoretical part of the article we dealt with general CAN
bus. From the outset the random data were generated by using
of the software bussmaster and later were sent to the bus. In the
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COMPUTER SIMULATION MODELS FOR CONSIDERATION
OF SEASONAL TRENDS INFLUENCE ON THE STRUCTURAL
DYNAMICS OF BRIDGES
Elimination of seasonality temperature trends in a structural health monitoring of bridges is considered in the article. On example of
a beam bridge, eigenfrequencies are plotted against seasonal fluctuations of environmental temperature. Next, analysis of a time series, formed
from a data of frequency changes in the bridge, was made. To describe the time series, two different methods were implemented: ARIMA model
based on a statistical relationship between the data and LSTM model of a recurrent neural network.
Keywords: computer simulation, seasonality elimination, structural health monitoring, time series, forecast, SHM, ARIMA, recurrent
neural network

1. Introduction
In general, long-term structural health monitoring of
bridges can be described as a process of detecting damage
and strategies for describing structures using mathematical
models. Appearance of damages inevitably leads to a change
in the dynamic response of an object, but this change can also
be related to environmental factors (impacts of temperature,
seasonal changes in soil characteristics and etc.) or even with
dynamic loads (wind pressure, different types of transport),
which also significantly affect the dynamics. For example,
a daily or seasonal temperature change that deforms the
contour of a bridge deck due to heating, or severe, stable wind
that deflects the bridge deck. These changes may persist for
a certain period of time before returning to normal condition.
Standard instruments, such as accelerometers, can give only
instant local vibration, but cannot detect stable deformation
of the bridge deck, so an absolute displacement was left
undetected. Such limitations in detecting an initial condition
of the structure would lead to errors in modal parameter
estimation. Studies of bridges show that environmental
influence leads to deviation of the eigenfrequencies of the
structures to 1.52% [1], which can mask the change in
frequencies due to damage.
Therefore, before determining the presence of damage in
a structure, it is necessary to evaluate an influence of environment
on the dynamic response of a structure. The process of the
damage identification, based on the operational modal analysis
with the filtering of influence, is shown in Figure 1.
Parameter uk represents “white noise”, stationary Gaussian
process across the entire frequency band, xk is a response of
a structure in time, uenvk is an environmental impact, wk is modal
contribution from random loads, vk is a noise from external
sources, yk is measured response of the structure, all arrows
denote signal vectors, and k denotes discrete time index. The

impact of environment and loads on the measured response is
estimated based on the correlation dependence between them, for
example, using the regression models [2]. In addition, influence
of different types of excitation were studied (measured and
controlled harmonic oscillations, hammer impact, recording of
“white noise”) for identification of damages [3].
There are monitoring systems in which an impact of wind
speed and temperature are measured (Wind and Structural Health
Monitoring Systems). As an example, a system is installed on
the Stonecutters Bridge, Hong Kong, China [4]. Such long span
bridges are often a subject to various aggressive environmental
influences, such as ultra-high wind speed or uneven heating. To
prevent detrimental effect on the results of the modal analysis,
the characteristics of the wind flow and temperature of the
heating of elements are fixed on the bridge. Further, using these
data, the modal parameters are adjusted, as well as maximum
displacements of the girder and pylons and forces in pylon
basement. This approach is called “the model update method”
- a process of iterative change in individual parameters of
finite element model to minimize the difference between
experimentally measured and calculated structural response
[5]. However, some studies are aimed to eliminate the influence
of environmental factors without their direct measurement. This
will simplify the monitoring of objects by reducing the number of
measured parameters.

2. Statement of the problem
Influence of environment, in particular the temperature
changes that affect the eigenfrequencies of bridges, was considered
in this paper. As an object for research was chosen an overpass
- large road demountable bridge. The span of the structure
has a length of 53.5 m and a width of 8.6 m, it consists of two
main beams, assembled from six middle and two end sections,
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Figure 1 Sequence of the operational modal analysis process for fault identification

Figure 2 Spatial model of the BARM road bridge, bottom view

interconnected by transverse beams of the I-section. The deck lays
on this system, made in a form of an orthotropic plate.
A spatial model of the structure was created using the Midas
Civil software (Figure 2). The model is made up of beam elements
in the form of I-beams for the main and transverse beams and
I-beams №14 for the flooring. The deck is represented by plate
elements of a given thickness and is rigidly connected to the
transverse beams. Eigenfrequencies and eigenvalues for the model
were calculated.
To study the effect of temperature on dynamic characteristics
of the bridge, a table of average monthly air temperatures is
compiled taking into account the number of sunny days (Table
1). For the temperature influence an assumption was made that
during the sunny weather an additional solar heating of the span
structure takes place, which was calculated according to the
“Recommendations for calculating the temperature effects” [6].
Heat of hydration analysis was made for each month with
and without additional heating. Further, additional stresses in
the main beams of the model due to heating were determined. At
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the next step, those stresses were applied as initial conditions for
calculating the eigenfrequencies of the bridge. As a result, obtained
data on the example of fluctuations of first eigenfrequency of
bridge can be represented in form of the graph in Figure 3. In the
case of annual fluctuations in temperature of the beam, change of
the first eigenfrequency will correspond to the graph of Figure 3.a.
In order to trace the possible patterns Figure 3.b was constructed,
corresponding to change of the first eigenfrequency for 3 years
and the weighted moving average (marked red) was calculated.

3. Creation of the predictive models for the data set
Generated data is represented in form of time series sequentially measured data describing a time-consuming process.
The first thing that needs to be done when analyzing this type
of data is to estimate the stationarity of the time series - the
absence of a trend, seasonality, data releases, etc. According to the
moving average (red in graph in Figure 3.b) there is a pronounced
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Table 1 Average temperature of air and bridge per year and additional influence of solar radiation
month

sunny days in mounth

1
2
3
4

t air, C

additional solar
heating

t of heated bridge, C

-7.5

5.12

-2.38

-4

2.73

-1.27

min, night

max, day

2

-10

2

-7.4

3

-5

-0.4

0.27

-0.13

8

2.7

9.6

6.56

16.16

5

15

10.7

20

13.66

33.66

6

14

13.3

22.7

15.50

38.20

7

17

15.3

25.1

17.14
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Figure 3 Change in the first eigenfrequency of the bridge in a year (3.a) and in three years (3.b)

seasonality of the data - a regular frequency change that repeats
over a period of time, in this case annually. Emissions and stable
trends are absent - moving average does not change from year to
year, since the eigenfrequencies remain unchanged. Therefore,
further processing will be carried out with an emphasis on the
removal of seasonality.
In general, two main methods for creating models for
describing and predicting time series can be distinguished:
mathematical methods based on statistical data processing and
machine learning methods, such as, for example, recurrent neural
networks. Each of them was analyzed separately.
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3.1 Integrated model of autoregression moving average
(ARIMA)
The ARIMA model belongs to the class of statistical models
for analysis and prediction of the time series. The model name
is an acronym, the capital letters of which literally means the
following:
AR: Autoregression is the use of a link between current and
some lagging observations;
I: Integrated - a process that uses the difference between
the current and previous observation so that the time series is
unchanged;
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Figure 4 Decomposition of the initial time series to the trend, seasonality and residuals

MA: The moving average is a model where the relationship
between observation and residual errors from the moving average
model is used in relation to delayed observations.
Each of these components is explicitly specified as a model
parameter. The standard notation used in the ARIMA (p, d, q),
where each of the parameters is replaced by numbers in order to
quickly specify the model being used. Model parameters mean:
p - the number of delayed observations contained in the model,
also known as the order of lags;
d - number of order of difference of time series;
q - the size of the sliding-middle window (the order of the moving
average).
In the case of the ARIMA type models, two main methods are
distinguished in order to remove seasonality and trend in the time
series: differentiation and decomposition [7]. In the generated
data, trend is absent, so it is preferable to use the decomposition
method, so trend would be represented as a horizontal line. In that
case it is convenient to use the abstraction when the time series
decomposes into several components: the remainder (the average
value in a series), trend, seasonality and noise (random variation
in a series). The first three components refer to systematic
components of the time series that are consistent or repeatable
and can be described and modeled. Noise, in turn, refers to the
non-systematic component - it cannot be modeled directly.
According to Figure 3.b, it can be seen that seasonality has
the same frequency and amplitude (width and height of cycles),
that is, the linearity of the seasonal component. Then it seems
possible to use an additive model describing the components
of the time series, where the changes over time are consistently
produced by the same amount:
y(t) = Residuals + Trend + Seasonality + Noise
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(1)

After the decomposition is performed (Figure 4), the next
step is to construct a mathematical model describing a stationary
remainder of the time series. Building a model based on the
ARIMA requires calculation of the parameters p, d, q, which can
be performed in several ways. This article uses the method of
iterative search for the best model by iterating through all of the
basic combinations of parameters; the models are evaluated using
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). This criterion measures
how well the model fits the data, taking into account the overall
complexity of the descriptive function.
A model that accurately describes data using multiple
functions will have a larger AIC indicator than a model that
uses fewer functions to achieve the same accuracy. Therefore,
it is necessary to choose a model that gives the lowest value of
the criterion. After iterative search, coefficients (0, 2, 0) gave
the minimal result AIC:-7965,1. Figure 5 shows a graph of the
time series and residuals description using the generated model
ARIMA (0, 2, 0).

3.2 Model based on recurrent neural networks
From all the types of neural networks, the long-term memory
(LSTM) is allocated to work with time series; it is well suited to
learning on tasks of classification, processing and forecasting
of time series in cases where important events are separated
by time lags with indefinite duration and boundaries [8]. This
recurrent network is trained using the back propagation in
time - an algorithm that is used to update weights with all the
network parameters taken into account. Use of a neural network
can be rephrased as a question of constructing the regression
dependence.
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Figure 5 Description of the original time series and residuals by the ARIMA model

Figure 6 Description of the original time series and residues by the LSTM model

When using the time series, it is important to follow the
order of using the values. The simplest method to use is to split
an ordered set of data into a training and test data sets. The data
was divided into a training data set with 67% of observations that
can be used to train the model, leaving the remaining 33% for
testing the model.
After the original data is modeled and the accuracy of the
describing model is estimated by the training sample, one needs to
get an idea of the
 predictive ability of the model with the new test
data. For regression, this was done by using the cross-validation.
Form a network in which there is a visible layer with 1 input
signal, a hidden layer with 4 LSTM blocks or neurons and an
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output level that makes one prediction value. For LSTM blocks,
the default sigmoid activation function is used. Figure 6 presents
a graph of the time series and remainder description using the
generated model.

4. Conclusion
The article examines two main models of detrending and
forecasting the time series. For the model building process
a general data set was used, containing information about the
dynamic response of the structure during the temperature
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fluctuations. Development of the two models, allowing to predict
the influence of environment on the dynamic behavior of
a structure, is an urgent task in the field of monitoring of artificial
structures. Its solution would lead to reduction in the number of
parameters that require direct measurement and, consequently,
to simplifying the monitoring systems and reducing their costs.
Both models give a good descriptive ability, the root-meansquare error is within acceptable limits. Constraints on the

predictive ability of models are introduced in connection with the
correlation of the data of the numerical experiment; in the future,
with long-term monitoring of real objects, this can be avoided.
Further investigation in this direction would be to combine
the two models and construct one predictor based on the method
of voting (ensemble learning). This combination would improve
the predictive ability, eliminate errors arising due to appearance
of emissions and align the flaws of each model.
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LABORATORY EVALUATION OF RAILWAY BALLAST
CONSOLIDATION BY THE NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING
The property of railway track to resist the irreversible deformation for a long-term operational loading considerably depends on the ballast
layer. The ballast layer is the element of a railway track whose mechanical properties and state are formed in-situ with the help of the ballast
cleaning, tamping and distributing machines. The varied properties of the ballast material to obtain the form during the maintenance and
retain it during the operation are equally important for the ballast layer. The control over the processes of the ballast consolidation and deconsolidation by means of measurement methods could potentially provide great possibilities for improvement of its properties both during the
maintenance and operation. The paper deals with an experimental study of the railway ballast consolidation and deconsolidation processes
under the vibration loading of the sleeper. A non-destructive measurement method is proposed to investigate the distribution of the ballast consolidation along the sleeper. The method is based on the measurement of time of mechanical wave propagation. Modern low-cost sensors and
powerful microcontroller techniques enable creating smart measurement systems for automatic multi-point data acquisition, online processing
and statistical estimation of the ballast consolidation distribution.
Keywords: railway ballast, tamping, consolidation, wave propagation, seismic method, non-destructive measurement

1. Introduction
The operation of the railway track and its maintenance or
construction depend considerably on the ballast layer. The ballast
layer is an element of the track superstructure, where the residual
deformations accumulate most quickly. The reason is that the
ballast is a grained material that poorly absorbs the dynamic
loads from the rolling stock. The occurrence of geometrical
irregularities of the track, as a result of uneven settlements of the
ballast layer, causes dynamic load on the track, which affects the
work of all of its elements. Besides that, the ballast layer is an
element of the track superstructure with the least industrialized
degree of construction and maintenance. Unlike other elements,
such as rails, sleepers, fastenings, the ballast layer formation
occurs directly on the track during its construction. Thus, the
property of the ballast material to easily change its shape during
the construction and at the same time sustainably maintains
a given shape throughout the lifecycle of the track are two
contradictory requirements that are demanded of the ballast layer.
The effect on these properties of the ballast is achieved during its
consolidation. The control over this parameter and knowledge of
its influence on the ballast deformation processes can allow to
significantly optimize the track superstructure, as well as the work
of the ballast tamping machines.
The quality control and the ballast layer influence on duration
of the track lifetime are the subject of numerous studies and
publications in recent years [1-6]. The investigations [7-8] have
discovered a significant effect of the ballast layer consolidation
and ballast filling on the construction of railroad engineering
buildings. A simulation of railway track and turnout geometry

deterioration due to inhomogeneous settlements of ballast layer
is presented in [9-10].
Behavior of the ballast layer under the influence of a number
of factors, including the initial stage of filling, the elasticity of the
subgrade and the vibrational impact of the rolling stock have been
studied in detail by the authors of [11-13]. Authors in [14] present
theoretical analysis of the ballast vibration characteristics and
their influence on a loose contact between the sleeper and ballast
layer that causes a higher settlement of the ballast track.
The experimental determination of the quality of the ballast
layer consolidation of the railway track is the basis of the authors’
research [15-17]. A comprehensive review of the non-destructive
methods of evaluation of the ballast layer consolidation is
presented in [18].
The majority of methods of non-destructive evaluation of
the ballast layer consolidation are based on measurements of
the passage of elastic wave by geophones or accelerometers. The
measurement of wave passage, analysis and determination of soil
properties are the main tasks of a seismic survey. Application
of the seismic survey methods for construction and transport
purposes is based in SASW (Spectral Analysis Surface Waves)
and MASW (Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves) [1920]. Those methods are based on the kinematic and dynamic
interpretation of impact response of surface waves. The advantage
of those methods is the simple arrangement of measuring sensors
on the surface of the soil; the disadvantage is the relatively low
resolution ability in inhomogeneous soil properties determination.
The methods of the wave propagation analysis are
inextricably linked with mathematical methods of information
processing, signal analysis and statistics. The application of
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Figure 1 Structural scheme of the device for measurements of ballast layer consolidation

methods of machine and deep learning allow not only to
automate the processing and interpretation of data, but also
significantly increase the degree of information use and accuracy
of measurements [21-22]. In the study [23] methods of cluster
and discriminant analysis were used to identify the characteristic
features of the ballast layer consolidation.
The purpose of this article is to develop the techniques for
the laboratory determination of the ballast layer consolidation
based on the non-destructive methods of geophysics. The method
of measuring of the ballast layer consolidation should meet the
following requirements:
• The measured value should vary depending on the ballast
layer consolidation within considerable limits with regard to
random fluctuations, providing sufficiently low relative error.
• The spatial separating ability of the ballast layer density
measurement should not be less than a half of the thickness
of the ballast layer; i.e. measurements must be performed
simultaneously by a dense network of sensors.
• Dynamic and kinematic interpretation of the impulse
response is based on the measurements of velocity of the
wave propagation and acceleration.
• The measurement system should provide automatic
measurements, data acquisition and their storing for the
analysis.
Along with development of the method, it is necessary to
determine the effect of the ballast layer consolidation on the
measured velocity of the waves propagation and acceleration.
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2. Development of the method for laboratory
determination of ballast layer consolidation
The basis of the method for determining the ballast layer
consolidation is measurement of velocity of the longitudinal
waves passage through the ballast layer and recording of dynamic
oscillations. The induction of dynamic oscillations and their
registration are carried out by the developed device, the structural
scheme of which is shown in Figure 1. The device consists of two
programmable microcontrollers of type ESP-32, which control
and create impulses, obtain digital signals and digitize analogue
signals from sensors, pre-process, evaluate and store information
with the output of current information about work fulfilment on
the screen. Microcontrollers synchronously perform distributed
tasks under direction of the main unit, which is synchronized
with the Internet time. The elements of the periphery are three
electromagnetic shakers that create a series of impacts in three
points of the ballast layer. Shakers power management is performed
by the program of the main microcontroller with digital control
via Motor Shild L293D. MEMS sound microphones such as
ADMP 401 (M1-M10) and ADXL 335 tri-axle accelerometers are
used as sensors. The analogue information from the microphones
about the time of wave propagation is digitized by the comparator
system and transmitted digitally to the main controller. This
method allows carrying out mass simultaneous measurements
by the network up to 48 sensors per 1 microcontroller unit. The
analogue information of acceleration signals of longitudinal and
transverse waves from six accelerometers is digitized with the
frequency of 15 kHz and is stored on an SD card.
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Figure 2 Sensors and shaker location in the ballast box (bottom: accelerometers (A1-A6) and microphones (M1-M10) under the ballast,
top: location of shakers on the ballast surface, middle: view from the ballast side in the box with glass walls)

Before starting the measurement of the ballast layer
consolidation, the microcontroller is synchronized with the
real time through the server of the global Internet. After the
synchronizing the microcontroller by means of the developed
SeismoDens software, the programmed ESP-32 microcontroller
launches Motor Shild, which controls the operation of shakers.
The source of elastic waves from a shaker is an impact of an
electromagnet on a metal plate with transverse dimensions of
5 cm by 3 cm, which is placed on the ballast after each stage of
the ballast consolidation. The shakers consist of housing and
a built-in electromagnet, which is attracted to the bottom of the
metal housing; it creates an impulse while being powered. Shakers
impulses occur in turn with the start time of the impulse recorder
by means of separate digital channels on the main microcontroller
board. At first, the impact is given by the shaker number 1 (lefthand side of the ballast layer), followed by the shaker number 2
(ballast layer center) and shaker number 3 (right-hand side of
the ballast layer) in Figure 2. Getting statistically reliable data on
time of the waves propagation in a granular ballast environment
is provided by the program of a microcontroller, which creates
a series of impacts from each of the shakers in the amount of 12
times. After fixing the initial wave propagation moment, by means
of MEMS microphones ADMP401, the momentum passage
through the ballast layer is recorded.
In addition to microphones to perform dynamic interpretation
of the ballast consolidation signals, the recording of vibration
accelerations, since the moment of impact, has been done using
acceleration sensors ADXL 335 (accelerometers in Figure 1
have numbers from A1 to A6). The width of the impact of the
shakers is chosen so that the wavelength is greater than the
distance between the transmitter of impact (shaker) and receiving
sensors (microphones and accelerometers). This is a compulsory
condition for correct determination of speed of the sound signal
propagation. After each measurement, the sound and acceleration
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measurements are recorded into a file with the name according to
the recording date and the operating time of the device.
The laboratory bench for studying the degree of ballast
consolidation is the ballast box filled with crushed stone of
the size 1.0x0.17x0.33 m (Figure 2). The side walls of the box
are thick-walled glass slabs to monitor the movement of ballast
particles and perform photogrammetric measurements. This box
is filled with crushed stone of granite fractions 8/16 to a depth of
0.27 m without consolidation. The end walls are capable to fulfil
the longitudinal displacement when the ballast pressure reaches
the friction resistance.
The bottom of the box consists of c-channel profiles where
the signal cables and power supply to the sensors are placed.
Sound sensors and accelerometers are placed in separate parts
of the metal profile with the width and length of 40 mm and the
height of 20 mm. These elements are separated from adjacent
sensors and the base by the noise-isolation material in order to
partially exclude the side-effects from the hydro-pulse. The total
number of separate profiles with sensors is 10 pcs. Six of them
are with common location of ADXL335 acceleration sensors
and ADMP 401 microphones and four profiles are only with
microphones. Microphones in Figure 2 have symbols from M1
to M10, accelerometers have symbols from A1 to A6 and shakers
have symbols from S1 to S3.

3. Experimental studies of the ballast layer
consolidation
The laboratory studies consisted of a sequence of cycles of the
ballast layer consolidation and impact response measurements.
The load was carried out by a servo-hydraulic test machine
ZWICK HB 160. The load was applied to an I-beam placed in the
ballast box that occupied the entire perimeter of the ballast prism.
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Figure 3 The ballast consolidation process in the laboratory experiment (left: initial state in cycle No1, right above: the ballast box
without side enclosure after cycle No2, right below: the ballast settlement after cycle No2)

Figure 4 Load on the sleeper (on the left) and its settlement (on the right) in cycles No2 1 (above), No2 (in the middle) and No3 (bottom)

Figure 3 shows the ballast layer in 3 cycles of the experiment:
before consolidation, intermediate state and after consolidation.
In each cycle of the experiment, static and dynamic loading
were applied to the stamp, while the dynamic settlement of
a sleeper was being measured. Dynamic loads and the results of
a sleeper settlement in three cycles are shown in Figure 4. In the
cycle No1, the constant loading through the stamp was 0.5 kN,
while the residual settlement was almost not observed. During
the cycle No2, a smooth change in loading from 0 kN to 5 kN
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was initially applied, and then the dynamic harmonic loading at
a frequency of 1 Hz, ranging from 0 kN to 10.0 kN, was used. The
overall stamp settlement is 6.7 mm in 25 load cycles. In the third
cycle, the static load remained 5 kN and the total dynamic load on
the sleeper was 15 kN with a frequency of 40 Hz. At the same time
the ballast was completely unloaded. The settlement was 19 mm
per 1000 load cycles.
After each consolidation cycle, measurements of the elastic
oscillation propagation in the ballast layer were made using the
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Figure 5 Measuring the ballast layer consolidation
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Figure 6 Measuring the ballast layer consolidation

developed method for determining the ballast layer consolidation.
A group of shakers alternately created a series of 12 impacts,
which were recorded and analysed by a series of ballast sensors
of acceleration and sound distribution under the ballast. Figure
5 shows the process of measuring the ballast layer consolidation
after the cycle No2 of the consolidation program with removed
sleeper.

4. Analysis of influence of the ballast layer
consolidation on the propagation of elastic
waves in the ballast layer
The analysis of time and speed of waves propagation is carried
out at three ballast consolidation states, namely: unconsolidated
ballast, an intermediate state of the ballast consolidation and
a ballast layer with maximum density of consolidation. The
passage of elastic waves through a granular environment, which
is the ballast layer of the railway, is determined according to the
material and granulometric composition of the grains and, to
a large extent, the number of contacts between grains, that is, the
density of the ballast layer. Thus, measuring the velocity of elastic
waves propagation after the shaker impact initiation, one can
conclude about the degree of the ballast layer consolidation. The
speed is determined by the known formula:
V = Lt ,

(1)

where L - path of a wave propagation from a shaker to
a microphone; t - time of wave passage from the impact (of
a shaker) transmitter to the impact receiver (microphone).
The distance L is determined depending on the thickness of
the ballast layer after each consolidation cycle and the relative
position of the shaker and sensors. Figure 6 shows the scheme of
L paths determination.
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Then, the analysis of the impact of the ballast consolidation
on the time and velocity of wave propagation in the case of shaker
placing in the center of the ballast prism is carried out. The
passage time of waves propagation from shaker No2 to sensors
M3, M1, M2 and M4 at different consolidation cycles are shown
in Figure 7. The passage time of a wave ranges from 1000 to 1500
μs for an unconsolidated state of the ballast and from 90 to 850
μs for maximum densities of the ballast. There is a significant
increase in the passage time of a wave to side sensors, especially
in the consolidated state. For sensors M1 and M2, which are the
closest to the source of impacts, in the unconsolidated ballast, the
average passage time of the wave through the granular medium
is 1131 μs. For intermediate ballast compaction the average time
is 737 μs, and for the maximum density of the ballast (according
to experimental consolidation) the average propagation time
of a wave is 298 μs. Consequently, the increase in the passage
time of a wave through the ballast to a sensor in the ratio of
propagation time of a wave in unconsolidated ballast to maximum
density of the ballast is 3.7 times. Therefore, with increasing
ballast consolidation, the passage time of a wave decreases. So,
according to the time of the wave impact propagation from the
source of impact to the receiving sensor, the degree of railway
ballast consolidation can be assessed. The increase of time of the
wave passage to side sensors is caused by the greater distance of
the wave path.
To verify the method of determining the wave propagation
time according to microphones records, the comparison of
them to results of longitudinal waves records of accelerometers
is performed. Figure 8 shows the records of longitudinal waves
acceleration made by accelerometer A4 from shaker No2 after
three cycles of consolidation, as well as the moment of impact
start. The average propagation time of the pressure wave,
determined by the accelerometer, is numbered after cycles No1, 2,
3, respectively, 1850 μs, 830 μs and 250 μs. Those results, taking
into account the location of the accelerometer and the statistical
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Figure 7 Time of pressure waves propagation with the given impact from a shaker No2

Figure 8 Records of longitudinal waves acceleration by accelerometer A4 from shaker No2
Table 1 Wave propagation velocities for different compaction states
Ballast compaction

Velocity, m/s

low

M3

M1

M2

M4

274

260

284

263

intermediate

333

377

344

289

high

386

732

717

440

spread, are fully consistent with measurements due to the sound
propagation. However, the advantage of the microphone system
is much greater accuracy of time measurement at high level of
consolidation. In this case, according to the records of the wave
passage time made by the accelerometer with the frequency of
13300 Hz at the highest density, the wave passage numbers 12
levels of a digitized signal. Accuracy increase can be achieved by
the frequency increase, which inevitably leads to a proportional
reduction of accelerometers in number and that is a disadvantage
of this method of measurement. Thus, the proposed method of
multisensory simultaneous measurement by microphones is a
promising alternative to traditional methods.
The velocity of sound propagation according to times in
Figure 7 is shown in Figure 9. In the case of impact setting from
the central shaker No2 with unconsolidated ballast, an average
wave propagation velocity to M1 microphone is 260 m/s, with
an intermediate ballast compaction is 377 m/s and with the
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maximum compaction of the ballast is 732 m/s. An average
wave propagation velocity to microphone M2 is 284 m/s, with
an intermediate ballast compaction is 344 m/s and with the
maximum compaction of the ballast is 717 m/s.
The velocity of wave propagation to remote microphones M3
and M4 is 274 m/s and 263 m/s, respectively, with unconsolidated
ballast; with an intermediate ballast compaction is 333 m/s
and 289 m/s, respectively and with the maximum compaction
of the ballast is 386 m/s and 440 m/s, respectively. Results of
measurement correspond to the values range from reference
books [24] for sediment rocks. Results of determining the wave
propagation velocities for three different compaction states are
shown in Table 1.
The peculiarity of velocity distribution in Figure 9, in contrast
to time distribution in Figure 8, is its almost the same indices at
the initial stage. It is explained by the isotropy of ballast properties
and homogeneity at all points of the ballast box. At the same
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Figure 9 Speed of impact waves passage at different stages of the ballast layer consolidation and impulse assignment from shaker No2

time, it is necessary to underline the high level of measured
speeds variations, which grows along with an average speed.
Obtaining reliable values of velocity and consolidation of the
ballast layer requires the use of modern statistical methods of data
processing. Application of the newest powerful programmable
microcontroller systems allows to automate statistical processing
to online evaluation of the quality of measurements and the need
for additional measurements.

5. Summary and subsequent studies
The ballast layer consolidation method has been developed
and applied. It revealed a significant change in properties of
the ballast during its deformation under the sleeper. The study
proved the possibility of using the multi-sensory measurement
by sound sensors in the field of wave front propagation instead

of a complex method based on accelerometers. Results of
measurements showed a significant local increase in the velocity
of the longitudinal waves passage in the ballast layer. These
results are confirmed by many studies that show the presence of
consolidation zones under the sleeper.
The proposed approach will significantly improve the accuracy
of determination of the ballast layer spatial consolidation during
the tamping machines work, as well as in the process of modelling
the operational deformations of the track. A promising area
for further research is the application of computer statistics
and machine learning algorithms for establishing interrelations
between the ballast consolidation and characteristics of the impact
response. Application of the modern sensor and microcontroller
technologies allows simple and effective implementation of
theoretical methods in creation of autonomous systems for
monitoring the technical state of the track and engineering
structures with the ballast layer.
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ESTIMATING THE PARAMETERS OF TRAFFIC FLOWS
ON THE BASIS OF PROCESSING OF LOCALIZATION DATA
ON THE MOVEMENT OF VEHICLES
The article describes the method of estimating the parameters of transport flows using the two-fluid mathematical model of Herman-Prigogine and developed and based on the proposed method of estimating the parameters of the system on the basis of passive processing of
navigation data on the movement of vehicles. The efficiency of the proposed algorithms, mathematical models for estimating the parameters
of road traffic flow and system as a whole was confirmed during its testing using a set of tracks on the main highways of Commonwealth of
Independent States.
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1. Introduction
At present, traffic congestion in road networks is a topical
transport-related issue in most developed countries of the world.
First of all, this problem is typical for the street and road
networks of cities, where most of the fleet of personal vehicles is
concentrated, as well as for key highways and transport corridors,
which carry significant volumes of freight and passenger traffic.
Currently, significant experience in implementing measures
aimed at solving this problem has been accumulated world-wide.
These measures fall into three broad groups:
• measures aimed at increasing the maximum road network
capacity (construction and reconstruction of road facilities);
• measures aimed at increasing the efficiency of using the existing
road network capacity (improving traffic management);
• measures aimed at regulating the volume and structure of
transport demand (introduction of various restrictions on the
movement and parking of vehicles; reducing the need of the
economy and the population for transport through measures
in the field of territorial planning, etc.).
The basis for the development of such measures and
the adoption of scientifically grounded solutions for their
implementation is the application of mathematical modeling
methods for the functioning of the existing and planned transport
systems.
Predicting the effect of various measures aimed at managing
the road network capacity requires solving various problems of
transport modeling:
• predicting the effect of the construction or reconstruction
of road facilities requires modeling the distribution of traffic
flows over the road network;

• evaluating the effectiveness of measures on improving traffic
management as a rule requires modeling the movement of
individual vehicles in the traffic flow;
• evaluating the effectiveness of measures on regulating
transport demand requires modeling the volume and structure
of the need of the population and the economy for driving.
The necessity to use transport models will continue to grow as
transport systems evolve (expansion and increase of connectivity
of the road network, increased role of multimodal transport,
introduction of intelligent transport systems, etc.), and as the
already existing problem of congestion in road networks of major
transport corridors and cities is worsening.
In order to use certain mathematical models to provide
decision-making on the management of transport flows, it is
necessary to correctly choose the criteria and methods for
assessing traffic flows.

2. Choosing the optimal criteria for assessing traffic
flows and the method for mathematical modeling
of transport systems
When estimating street and road networks, a variety of tasks
and situations may arise. This results in the need to use a number
of partial and integral criteria for assessing traffic flows [1].
Partial criteria according to the nature of use can be divided
into those used only as descriptors and those used as parameters
of the management process. The latter include the average and
total delays, the queue length, the leg length minus the queue
length.
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The most significant criterion for the economic evaluation of
the state of the traffic management is often considered to be the
transport operation of the street and road network.
Another criterion is the stability of the street and road
network functioning. This indicator is defined [2] as a property
allowing to not reduce its capacity as a result of full or partial
failure of its individual elements. Failure is considered as a change
in road traffic conditions, which results in this element of the
street and road network being partially or completely excluded
from the transport process.
Criteria based on the magnitude of the delay and the queue
length are also singled out. The duration of the average delay of
the vehicle has been widely used as a criterion for optimizing
traffic control at a separate intersection. It has been determined
that the average delay closely correlates with such indicators as
the total delay, queue length, traffic intensity, parameters of the
traffic control mode.
The queue length means the number of vehicles in the
queue or its length in linear units. This parameter is closely
correlated with the average and maximum delays, traffic intensity,
parameters of the traffic control mode, and affects such indicators
as traffic speed, number of starting and braking per unit of length.
The queue length can be used as an indicator of the degree
of saturation, comparing with the queue length passed per cycle.
When the state of saturated flows is reached, the queue length and
the associated indicators are considered to be the most acceptable
for network management. In this case, the task of management is
to minimize the probability of congestion.
The cost effectiveness of road traffic is estimated according to
several criteria, the most important are the specific delay and the
specific stop calculated per vehicle [2-4].
The density of street and road networks is defined as the ratio
of the total length of streets and roads to the area size. The density
of street and road networks and their traffic load indicators were
considered in the works of A.V. Sigayev, S.A. Vaksman and a
number of other authors. Typically, the subject of the research is
statistical data that include the following indicators: the density
of street and road networks, the length of streets and roads per
capita, the number of registered vehicles per 1 km of streets and
roads, the annual mileage of vehicles per 1 km of streets and
roads, etc.
A number of researches are devoted to establish a connection
between the density and capacity indicators [5]. The most
important drawback of the density indicator and its modifications
is the absence of any specific information about any street and
road sections. In general, the above-mentioned density indicators
are descriptors and give only a general assessment of the state of
the network.
When using partial criteria, the question inevitably arises as
to which indicators can be given preference and in what cases.
It is impossible to find an unambiguous answer to this question.
However, it can be said with sufficient certainty that a
significant number of specialists prefer the average delay value
of vehicles as the most objective indicator of the quality of traffic
control and management.
In case of heavy traffic flows, it is most expedient to estimate
traffic conditions by the magnitude of the vehicle queue at the
intersection or according to the indicators based on it:
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• the queue length to the leg length ratio;
• the leg length minus the queue length.
A constant search for universal integral criteria is made that
would allow evaluating both the quality of road traffic in general
and the quality of its individual properties, since it is impossible
to do this with the help of partial criteria.
D. Drew [6] proposed a valuating integral quality criterion for
road traffic - Level of Service (LOS). The LOS is associated with
such factors as traffic safety, operating speed, driving comfort and
convenience, freedom of maneuvering, flow interruption, travel
costs, etc. The usage of this criterion covers all stages of working
with street and road networks - planning, design, and operation.
Currently, the LOS criterion is used to estimate traffic conditions
in both street and road network modeling programs and in
highly specialized intersection and junction design programs.
One of the drawbacks of the considered criterion is its difficulty
and qualitative assessment as a whole, and sometimes the
impossibility of quantitative assessment of the effectiveness of
individual solutions.
Yu. A. Vrubel [7] proposed a new valuating integral criterion
- “losses in road traffic”. The losses are understood as the socioeconomic value of the unenforced costs of the movement process.
This criterion is applicable for assessing the quality of both
road traffic in general and its individual properties. Quality
assessment is carried out in monetary terms, which makes it
possible to compare not only the quality of individual properties
of road traffic, but also the costs of its accomplishment. This fact
makes the comparison very clear and allows easily and quickly
optimizing solutions for traffic management according to the
criterion of loss minimization.
The variation of the traffic flow operating speed can be viewed
as an integral criterion [8]. A significant variation of speeds is a
distinctive feature of modern traffic on street and road networks of
cities. The speed can range from 60 km/h allowed within the city
limits to 5-10 km/h or less established in cases of congestion. The
variation of the traffic flow operating speed evaluates the influence
of a whole set of factors in a wide range of their changes, starting
from free-flow conditions and ending with congestion situations.
Thus, it is the integral criteria that are the most applicable to
solving problems arising from the evaluation of the street and road
network. When using integral criteria for assessing the quality of
traffic management, it is inevitable that methods of mathematical
modeling should be applied based on macroscopic models of
traffic flow. In this regard, the integral criterion for assessing
the quality of traffic management is developed on the basis of
macroscopic models of traffic flow.
Historically, the first macroscopic model of the single-lane
traffic flow was a model later named the Lighthill-WhithamRichards model [9-10], in which the vehicle flow is regarded as a
flow of a one-dimensional compressible fluid.
The Lighthill-Whitham-Richards model assumes that:
• there is a one-to-one relationship between the speed and the
linear density of the flow;
• the law of conservation of mass - number of vehicles is
fulfilled.
Another version of the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards model
was proposed by Tanaka in 1963 [11].
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The Tanaka model assumes that the vehicle speed cannot
exceed a certain maximum value, and in view of this the density
of the single-lane traffic flow is calculated. This model plays an
important role in the study of traffic flows in terms of traffic safety.
The model developed by Whitham in 1974 takes into account
the fact that drivers reduce speed when the density of traffic flow
moving in front of them increases, and increase speed when the
density decreases.
The Payne model [12] does not raise any assumptions
about the dependence of speed on density, and is written as a
conservation law.
Several drawbacks of the Payne model and many of the
models subsequently proposed were indicated by C. Daganzo
[13-14]. It was shown that with strong spatial in homogeneities
of the initial conditions, negative speed values can appear (the
congestion “dissipates back” as a result of viscosity influence).
For certain parameter values, densities exceeding the maximum
permissible values can occur (“bumper to bumper”). Moreover,
according to these models, the vehicle movement is significantly
influenced by vehicles located behind, which in the case of a
single lane is hardly possible in the real-life traffic flow.
One of the macroscopic model varieties is the two-fluid
mathematical model of Herman-Prigogine. This traffic flow model
considers the nonlinear dependencies between the specific travel
time and the specific time of delays expended per unit of distance.
The scope of use of this model is the street and road network or
its sections.
Due to the fact that the kinetic theory studies multilane
traffic, Herman and Prigogine put forward the theory of two
flows of city traffic. Vehicles in the traffic flow are divided into
two groups - moving vehicles and stopped vehicles. The latter
include vehicles stopped in the flow itself, i.e. vehicles stopped at
intersections, stopped due to a regular congestion, stopped due to
interference to traffic, etc., but exclude out-of-traffic vehicles, for
example, parked vehicles.
An important property of the macroscopic model of Herman
and Prigogine is that two different traffic operating modes can be
displayed [15]. These are individual and collective flows, which
are functionally dependent on the concentration of vehicles - flow
density. With a low flow density, traffic moves in the individual
flow mode. When the flow density increases, traffic starts moving
in the collective flow mode. In this case, the flow becomes largely
independent of the desires of individual drivers in the choice of
the driving mode.
The two-flow model is based on two initial assumptions:
• the average operating speed along the street and road network
is proportional to the fraction of vehicles in motion;
• the duration of delays of a vehicle moving along the street
and road network is proportional to the number of vehicles
stopped at a given time.
The studies confirmed the provisions of the two-fluid
mathematical model of Herman-Prigogine [16]. Simultaneously,
it was established that urban street networks can be characterized
by two parameters of the model - n and Tm. These parameters
were calculated on the basis of experimental data obtained from
surveys of cities around the world.
The Herman-Prigogine model is very attractive for practical
use, as it is easily applicable when conducting regular surveys of
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traffic conditions in comparison with other macroscopic models.
The uniqueness of the model is that when assessing the impact
of the street and road network load on traffic conditions, it is not
necessary to determine the load level, i.e. to determine the traffic
flow intensity and the capacity of the elements of the street and
road network. To assess the n and Tm parameters, only the data
on specific indicators of the travel time T and the standing time
Ts are needed.
The Herman-Prigogine model can be applied:
• to compare street and road networks of different cities or to
compare sections within one street and road network;
• to compare the peculiarities of behavior of drivers and the
movement of certain types of vehicles;
• to give a detailed assessment of the influence of geometric
and other parameters of the street and road network on traffic
conditions;
• in the modeling of traffic flows in order to assess the projected
traffic conditions.

3. Description of the traffic flow model
The parameters used in the Herman-Prigogine model [15]
consisting of two flows (moving and standing vehicles) represent
the average data determined on the scale of the whole street and
road network for a given period of time.
In accordance with the above provisions, the traffic flow in
the street and road network at any time consists of two parts: fr moving vehicles; fs - standing vehicles. In this case, the condition
fr + fs = 1 is observed, and the fraction of standing vehicles fs is
determined by the ratio:
fs = T1 ,
S

(1)

where Ts - specific time expenditure caused by delays, min/km.
The average specific time expenditure T (min/km) is the sum
of the average specific travel time Tr (min/km) and the specific
delay time Ts (min/km):
T = Tr + Ts .

(2)

The average speed of moving vehicles Vr is defined as the
product:
Vr = Vm $ f nr ,

(3)

where Vm - the average maximum operating speed in the street and
road network or in its considered section;
n - an indicator characterizing the quality of functioning of the
street and road network or its considered section, which indicates
how the speed decreases in the street and road network as the
load increases.
Taking into account the delays, the average operating speed
in the street and road network or its considered section V is
calculated as
V = Vm $ f rn + 1 .

(4)
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Taking into account the balance equation fr + fs = 1, Equation
(4) can be represented in another form:

In order to use linear regression, Equation (13) is transformed
as follows:

V = Vm $ f nr + 1 = Vm $ ^ 1 - fs hn + 1 ,

ln Ts = ln Tm + n ^ ln T - ln Tm h .

(5)

Taking the travel time per unit of length to be T, the travel
time per unit of length to be Tr, and the average delay time for the
passage of a section of the unit length Ts, we obtain the relations:
T = V1 ;

(6)

Tm = V1 ,
m

(7)

where V - the average operating speed in the street and road
network including the delays;
Tm - the average minimal time for the passage of a section of the
unit length.
The Tm parameter characterizes the minimum specific time
expenditure for moving in the free conditions, i.e. at a very low
level of network load, in which there is no interaction between
vehicles in the flow.
In turn, the n parameter, called the Herman-Prigogine
criterion, reflects the influence of the load level on the decrease
in the operating speed of traffic flows. It can be considered as an
indicator of the quality of service of traffic flows in the street and
road network.
The second initial provision of the two-fluid model asserts
that the duration of delays of a vehicle moving along the street and
road network is proportional to the number of vehicles stopped at
a given time. In accordance with this, the second assumption of
the model is mathematically represented as
T
fs = ts .

(8)

Equation (5) can be reformulated in order to estimate the
travel conditions according to the specific time expenditure as
follows:
T = Tm ^ 1 - fs h-

^n + 1h

;

(9)

T -^ n + 1 h
;
T = Tm a 1 - Ts k
Tr = T

1
^n + 1h
m

$T

1
^n + 1h

(10)

.

(11)

The general formula of the Herman-Prigogine model becomes
as follows:
1

1

Ts = T - T m^ n + 1 h $ T ^ n + 1 h ,

(12)

The model and the Herman-Prigogine criterion n represented
above make it possible to obtain a systematic assessment of the
transport situation in the street and road network as a whole, i.e.
to quantify the sensitivity of traffic conditions to a change in the
load of the street and road network.
The logarithmic transformation of Equation (12) is as follows:
ln Ts =

1

^n + 1h

$ ln Tm +
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(13)

(14)

The linear dependence equation simplifies the procedure of
regression analysis and allows using standard statistical methods
for estimating the traffic flow parameters.
The classification of road networks based on the parameters
included in the Herman-Prigogine model allows predicting the
traffic speed and the time expenditure for travel at any given
section of the road network. The classification can be constructed,
for example, using the clustering analysis of the experimentally
established values of the travel time parameters T and the
standing time Ts.

4. Implementation of the traffic flow parameter
assessment system
An integrated assessment of the quality of traffic management
can be made on the basis of the Herman-Prigogine model using
the data obtained from navigation equipment.
Satellite monitoring of transport is used for dispatch control
and management of passenger transport, for solving problems of
transport logistics in transportation management systems and
automated fleet management systems [17]. Satellite monitoring
of transport is a system for monitoring mobile objects, which
is built on the basis of satellite navigation systems, cellular and/
or radio communication equipment and technologies, computer
technology, and digital maps [18].
The principle of monitoring is to track and analyze the spatial
and temporal coordinates of a vehicle. Two monitoring options
are available: “on-line” - with remote transfer of coordinate
information, and “off-line” - information is read upon arrival at
the dispatch center. A mobile module is installed on the vehicle,
which consists of the following parts: a satellite receiver, storage
and transmission modules for coordinate data.
Data on specific indicators of the travel time and standing
time can be collected in an active way, using a specially equipped
vehicle for driving through the examined sections of the street
and road network.
A passive system can also be applied, in which specific
indicators are calculated on the basis of navigational data
collected from various vehicles participating in road traffic. Such
data can be obtained from various sources, for example, from
transportation company servers. Using a passive approach to
data collection allows increasing the accuracy of the system,
since more data can be examined that are collected from different
vehicles controlled by different drivers.
The passive experiment methodology, along with the use
of the Herman-Prigogine model, allows assessing the traffic
flow parameters and constructing a decision-making support
system for controlling transportation, selecting traffic routes, and
assessing possible changes in the transport system.
Using the two-fluid model of Herman-Prigogine, a software
system has been implemented that allows making quantitative
assessment of traffic parameters using navigation data, as well as
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Figure 1 System architecture

Figure 2 Composition of the client and server subsystems

their visualization using the Google Maps geographic information
system.
The software system is designed to collect and analyze
navigational data with further application in the assessment of
traffic flow parameters on the basis of the two-fluid model of
Herman-Prigogine [16, 19, 20]. The data are collected using
a large number of navigation modules installed on vehicles or
smartphones of users. Data analysis is performed centrally on a
high-performance computer, as it requires a considerable amount
of calculations.
The software package proposed for the solution of these tasks
is implemented on the client-server architecture basis (Figures
1 and 2). Thus, data received from clients are transferred to
the server end for further storage, as well as for processing and
analysis of these data.
The client end is represented by two types of devices a built-in navigation module integrated in the vehicle or a
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mobile application based on the Android OS. The built-in
equipment automatically sends data on the vehicle location
to the transportation company, which performs preliminary
data collection with subsequent provision to the system under
consideration. The second case is a client application installed on
the user’s mobile device.
In order to send tracks, users must have the GPS receiver
activated on the smartphone or the vehicle, and data transfer
must also be enabled. When driving over a certain period of time,
users receive their current location. Also, an attempt is made
to obtain the name of the street for the current coordinate. The
client end of the application analyzes this information, calculating
the following parameters on its basis: time, speed, coordinates.
User data are sent to the cloud server Parse.com for further
storage and exported in the required format. The Parse.com
library was used to work with data for Parse.com.
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The implementation of the client end is represented by a
mobile software system for data collection. This system was
developed for the Android platform using the Java programming
language. The user interface of the system was developed in
accordance with the requirements of Google [4] for the interface
of Android applications.
The server end of the system is a web application. The web
application is used for:
• loading tracks from a file;
• processing tracks according to the Herman-Prigogine model;
• visualizing the obtained results with overlay on the Google
Maps cartographic service [21];
• clustering sections of the street and road network according
to the parameters of the Herman-Prigogine model.
After preliminary processing and storage in the cloud service,
the data are uploaded as a file for further analysis. The file in the
CSV format is sent to the server end of the system. The server
end of the system at this stage receives all tracks from the file,
processes and verifies them. The file in the CSV format containing
tracks is sent to the input for analysis. After receiving all tracks
for a particular street, the number of tracks, the standing time,
and the average speed for this section of the road are determined.
Every parameter is assigned a threshold value in advance, on the
basis of which it is determined whether a track belongs to the
group of unreliable tracks.
After passing the verification, the data are sent to the
Herman-Prigogine module for calculating parameters. The
following algorithm is used to implement the Herman-Prigogine
model. All tracks for a particular street are selected from the
track database, and information on time and speed at each point
in time associated with obtaining of the location is extracted
from them. Information on time allows calculating the total travel
time, and the speed allows determining how much of this time is
spent standing. Thus, two components are obtained, which are
necessary for the Herman-Prigogine model. After receiving the
data, a linear regression is constructed using the total time and
the time in motion in order to solve an equation of the y = kx + b
type. After solving the linear regression, the k and b parameters
are calculated, which are used for calculating the parameters of
the Herman-Prigogine model.
After calculating the parameters of the Herman-Prigogine
model, the data are transferred to the clustering module input.
The FOREL algorithm [22] is used for clustering the obtained
results. This algorithm is based on the idea of combining objects
into one cluster in the areas with the most concentration. This
algorithm was chosen because it does not need specifying the
number of clusters in advance. After clustering of the entire
sample, the application displays the charts and routes on the map,
and then compiles a report in the TXT format.
The implementation of the server end is represented by a
special system developed for the web platform [23-25]. Python
was used for the development as the main programming language.
The Flask framework [26] was used for displaying in the web
environment. The cartographic service Google Maps v3 [27]
was used in this system. The JavaScript programming language
[23] was used for manipulating the map: constructing points
and routes. ORM SqlAlchemy [28] and the SQLite database
management system [25] were used for working with the database.
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The use of this DBMS is rational within this work in view of the
mobility of deployment and maintenance. In the future, when
developing this system, it will be necessary to use more powerful
DBMS, as the increased amount of data will lead to limitations of
the existing solution.
Thus, the hardware of the software package for assessing
traffic flow parameters includes:
• mobile device for collecting traffic information - a navigation
module integrated in the vehicle or a mobile device with a
GPS receiver (Android OS 4.0 and higher) with the data
transfer function enabled;
• software products of transportation companies that provide
navigation data in the CSV format;
• automated workstation (AWS) of the operator that includes
a personal computer running the Linux family operating
system. The virtual environment was used to develop the
AWS, as well as the Flask framework [29], and the web
application was developed using the Python programming
language [30].
• SDK Parse.com [31] for Android OS - a library that simplifies
the work with the Parse.com platform on mobile devices;
• Parse.com cloud service [31] for storing data transmitted
from customers.

5. Testing the software package for the assessment
of traffic flow parameters using experimental data
The working efficiency of the proposed algorithms,
mathematical models for the assessment of traffic flow parameters,
and the system as a whole was confirmed during its testing,
using a set of tracks on the main highways of Belarus. Similar
calculations were made for the city of Minsk, where streets that
function at the limit of their capabilities were identified.
To verify the functioning of the Herman-Prigogine model as
part of the software package for the assessment of traffic flow
parameters, the routes received from one of the transportation
companies of the Republic of Belarus with the volume of
5,000,000 entries were used. A list of tracks for each street or
route was used, which was obtained beforehand. Next, it was
necessary to calculate the parameters of the Herman-Prigogine
model for each street.
The parameters were calculated as follows:
1) two types of time were distinguished for each track: total
travel time and standing time. In order to determine what
state the vehicle was in - moving or standing, a speed limit
of 5 km/h was adopted. If the speed was below this limit, the
vehicle was considered standing, and if the speed was higher,
the vehicle was considered moving;
2) after receiving the time of all tracks, the data was sent to
the Herman-Prigogine model, after which the result was
obtained. The result is a report file that contains the following
information for each route:
• route number - position number of the route in the list of
streets or routes;
• address - street, city, country for the current route;
• starting point and end point - route boundary;
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Figure 3 Visualization graph of calculation results according to the Herman-Prigogine model

Figure 4 Clustering of routes with a radius of 7 units

• straight-line distance - distance between points in
a straight line;
• road distance - distance between points along the road in
compliance with traffic rules on this route;
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• speed - minimum average speed obtained as a result of
the analysis;
• table with intermediate data - table containing all the
tracks for this route in the form of the total travel time,
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Table 1 Characteristics of the obtained clusters
Cluster
number

Number of
streets

Range n

1

48

2

16

3
4
5

4

6

1

Range T

Brief description

[0.04; 3,36]

[61.51; 74.70]

Moderate response to increased street load

[0.12; 1.74]

[74.91; 84.30]

Weak response to increased load

4

[0.45; 1.76]

[86.60; 93.09]

Weak response to increased load

9

[0.52; 1.76]

[57.21; 59.39]

Weak response to increased load

[1.26; 6.07]

[42.86; 48.76]

Maximum response to increased load

[0.26; 0.26]

[101.17; 101.17]

No response to increased load

Figure 5 Color differentiation of routes by classes

as well as the standing time. The table also contains
intermediate computational values;
• adjustable parameters for y = kx + b - adjustable parameters
k and b obtained during solving of the linear regression;
• parameters of the Herman-Prigogine model: the HermanPrigogine indicator, the average minimum travel time,
and the average minimum specific travel time.
As a result of testing of the subsystem for model calculations,
data of the n and Tm parameters were obtained, which characterize
the quality of traffic management in this section.
Having obtained the results of calculating the parameters
of the Herman-Prigogine model for specific streets of the city of
Minsk, the points of the minimum average specific travel time
Tm and the indicator n of Herman-Prigogine for these streets
were plotted in the graph (Figure 3). As seen here, the points are
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located irregularly, forming street clusters according to the quality
of traffic management.
The FOREL algorithm was chosen for the clustering of this
data set, since the number of clusters that should be obtained at
the output was not known in advance. This algorithm requires
specifying only the initial size of the expected clusters. By
specifying the radius experimentally, the obtained output was
a list of points with automatically generated cluster classes. The
obtained clusters with a radius of 7 units are shown in Figure 4.
The illustration shows that the routes were divided into 6
clusters, each with a different number of streets. The parameters
of each cluster are given in Table 1.
A brief description of road conditions is given for each
cluster, which was determined on the basis of comparison
with the indicators of other cities. Comparing the indicators of
different cities, a conclusion can be made on the characteristics
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Table 2 Distribution of the streets of Minsk by clusters
Cluster
number
1

Street name
Igumensky trakt, Rokossovskogo ave., Radialnaya str. part 1, Akademicheskaya str., Kozlova lane, Svislochskaya str., Plekhanova
str., Denisovskaya str., Partizansky ave. part 1, Partizansky ave. part 2, Partizansky ave. part 3, Tolstogo str., Sverdlova str.,
Nezavisimosti ave. part 1, Nezavisimosti ave. part 2, Nezavisimosti ave. part 3, Nezavisimosti ave. part 4, Kizhevatova str., Kazintsa
str., Aerodromnaya str., Zhukova ave., Maksima Bogdanovicha str. part 1, Maksima Bogdanovicha str. part 2, Nemiga str.,
Dzerzhinskogo ave. part 1, Dzerzhinskogo ave. part 2, Pritytskogo str., Kalvariyskaya str.,
Pobediteley ave. part 1, Pobediteley ave. part 2, Pobediteley ave. part 3, Masherova ave. part 1, Masherova ave. part 2, Masherova
ave. part 3, Timiryazeva str. part 1, Timiryazeva str. part 2, Timiryazeva str. part 3, Klary Tsetkin str., Kozlova str., Dolgobrodskaya
str. part 1, Kuybysheva str., Surganova str, Vaneyeva str., Vaupshasova str. part 1, Vaupshasova str. part 2, Trostenetskaya str.,
Dolginovsky trakt, Volodko str.

2

Radialnaya str. part 2, Aranskaya str. Mogilyovskaya str., Brilevskaya str.,
Pushkina ave., Maksima Goretskogo str., Pritytskogo str., Storozhyovskaya str.,
Timiryazeva str. part 4, Ulyanovskaya str., Pervomayskaya str., Kuybysheva str.,
Smolenskaya str., Maksima Bogdanovicha str. part 3, Kuntsevshchina str., Volgogradskaya str.

3

Yanki Luchiny str., Stoletova str., Surganova str., Platonova str.

4

Mayakovskogo str. part 1, Tashkentskaya str., Kabushkina str., Mayakovskogo str. part 2, Zhukova ave., Kharkovskaya str.,
Pobediteley ave., Filimonova str.,
Yakuba Kolasa str.

5

Moskovskaya str., Yanki Kupaly str., Dolgobrodskaya str. part 2, Dolgobrodskaya str. part 3

6

Korzhenevskogo str.

of traffic management in Minsk. Also, the degree of influence of
the traffic flow load on the quality of service was determined in
the “Brief description” column of Table 1.
The resulting route clustering was applied when plotting the
routes on the map in different colors depending on the route class.
This allows visually identifying road sections with different road
conditions. The visualization results are shown in Figure 5.
The distribution of the streets of Minsk by clusters is given
in Table 2.
Thus, the classification of the streets of Minsk according
to the quality of traffic management was obtained, problematic
streets were identified, and the results were visualized.

6. Conclusions
Mathematical modeling plays an increasingly important
role in methodological support of the development and
implementation of any measures to manage the road network
capacity. The application of mathematical models in the planning
of management activities in the field of transport offers an
opportunity:
• to assess the quality of traffic management;
• to predict the operational efficiency of management activities
and their combinations based on the obtained estimates;
• to predict possible negative consequences of the
implementation of management activities.
These predictions and estimates allow significantly improving
the quality of management decisions in the transport sector.
The widespread introduction of navigation systems in
transport opens up wide possibilities for collecting information
on traffic flows. There are mathematical tools that continue
to improve, which provide a solution for current problems of
transport modeling and the assessment of traffic flow parameters.
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Thus, for successful application of mathematical modeling
methods for the transport system, recommendations for transport
modeling, as well as programs for optimizing the road network
capacity should be developed.
As part of this work, a software system has been developed
that includes modules for collection of navigational data, storage
and verification of track data, management of street and road
data, calculation of the Herman-Prigogine model indicators, and
classification of streets according to these parameters on the basis
of passive processing of navigational data on vehicle traffic on
transport highways and street and roads networks of cities.
The main advantages and novelty of the developed system
are as follows:
• cloud computing (using to store large amounts of cloud
storage data);
• availability of a mobile client application for the Android
OS for collecting data in addition to the ability to work with
already collected navigation data from the navigation and
information center and other sources;
• support for formats of modern GPS trackers;
• use for calculating and processing the data of modern web
technologies;
• scalability and customizability of the system.
As a result of testing of the developed software, results
confirming the working efficiency of the proposed algorithms were
obtained. Also, as a result of using the navigational data collected
in the Republic of Belarus, in particular in the city of Minsk, the
ability of the software system to distinguish street classes with
different conditions of traffic management and the influence of
the traffic flow load on the capacity was demonstrated.
The obtained results of the assessment of traffic flow
parameters can be used to improve the efficiency and quality of the
activities of state bodies, services, and companies in the transport
sector in order to support the decision-making on accounting and
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redistribution of traffic flows within transport highways and street
and road networks, on analyzing the transport load, on providing
optimal traffic management, and when upgrading the existing
road networks and designing new road networks. Moreover, this

tool can be used to analyze transport corridors, main highways,
and city streets in order to find sections that primarily require
upgrading and improving.
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INCLUDING CONTAINERS WITH DANGEROUS GOODS
IN THE CARGO MIX PROBLEM FOR CONTAINER VESSEL
STOWAGE
The Cargo Mix Problem (CMP) chooses and distributes types of containers to load into bay subsections of a container vessel. In this paper,
we extend existing Mixed Integer Programming models for the CMP by considering containers with dangerous goods. We show that our model
can be optimally solved in reasonable time using standard software.
Keywords: integer programming, container stowage, Cargo Mix Problem, dangerous goods

1. Introduction
Maritime transportation has been, and still remains, the
backbone of global trade. The introduction of containers in
the maritime transportation have played an important role in
modernization of the industry. The majority of containers is
transported by container ships, which are specifically designed
to carry containers. These ships are owned by different shipping
companies. Except during the 2009 world economic crisis,
the demand for sea transport has been increasing. However,
the demand for efficient and cheap transportation and a fierce
competition have driven shipping rates down. So, shipping
companies are forced to utilize their vessels as efficiently as
possible. Theoretically, the shipping companies know the nominal
intake capacity of their container ships. The nominal intake
capacity cannot be reached, unless the stability of the container
vessel is perfect. This is a daily problem for a stowage coordinator.
Stowage coordinators are the planners of the cargo, and have to
find a load configuration (stowage plan) which not only suits the
current cargo to be loaded, but also guarantees that the vessel
can be utilized to its maximum in future ports. However, the ship
size and available cargo mixes in different ports makes this work
difficult.
The focus of this paper is the Cargo Mix Problem (CMP),
which determines the cargo mix needed for a vessel to maximize
its utilization on a given service. Differing from stowage planning,
where a list of pre-selected containers must be stowed on the
vessel, the Cargo Mix Problem aims at selecting the number
of containers of each type that should be loaded on a vessel
to maximize its intake. Moreover, standard stowage planning
approaches only consider the current port, whereas the Cargo
Mix Problem considers a cyclic service with multiple ports. The
problem was introduced in the PhD thesis by Delgado [1] (in this
work, the problem is referred to as the Container Composition
Problem) and the paper by Christensen et al. [2]. The models
presented in these works, however, did not take IMO containers
into consideration.

The main contribution of our paper is that we include
containers with dangerous goods, so-called IMO containers (IMO
- the International Maritime Organization) in our model. We have
not been able to find other research on the Cargo Mix Problem
dealing with IMO containers.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
2 we provide a description of the Cargo Mix Problem. Section
3 gives a brief literature review. Our mathematical model is
presented in Section 4, while we present computational results in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Problem description
The Cargo Mix Problem requires understanding of the
container ship architecture, and the shipping industry as a whole.
Liner shipping companies transport containers between ports on
a fixed cyclic schedule. A container is a metal box in which goods
can be stored. The most commonly used container heights are
8’6’’ and 9’6’’, and lengths are 20’, 40’, and 45’. A 9’6’’ container
is called a high-cube container. High-cube 20’ containers are rare
and we assume that they do not exist when modeling the Cargo
Mix Problem. Reefer containers are containers which should
be kept cool and must be supplied with electricity. Containers
carrying dangerous goods are referred to as IMO containers and
should follow the respective segregation principles.
The longitudinal view of a container ship (container vessel)
is shown in Figure 1. A container ship is partitioned into bays.
Each bay is also partitioned into on deck and below deck parts
using hatch covers which are metallic, flat, water proof structures
which allow containers to be placed on top of them, and which
can be removed during loading/unloading containers into/from
the below deck part of the vessel. Furthermore, the below deck
part of the ship is physically divided into several cargo holds by
upright walls within the hull of the ship called bulkheads, which
are indicated by the bold vertical lines in Figure 1.
Container ship capacity is measured in TEU. Both the
on-deck and below deck parts of the vessel are partitioned into
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Figure 1 The longitudinal view of a container ship
The numbering of TEU and FEU bays are shown at the top [3]

Figure 2 Locations in a bay with three (left) and seven (right) hatch covers

cells which contain two Twenty foot Equivalent Unit (TEU) or
a single Forty foot Equivalent Unit (FEU) containers each. The
cells are divided into two slots, a fore and an aft slot. A slot is
described by three parameters called bay, row, and tier.
Most cells can hold one 40’ or 45’ container, or two 20’
containers. 45’ containers can only be loaded in cells meant for
such containers or on the upper tier (on-deck) of an FEU bay, and
some cells may be restricted to either 20’ or 40’ containers. Due
to the physical layout of the vessel, there exist odd cells that hold
only one 20’ container.
Containers stowed in a row form a stack, which is one
container wide, and is composed of two TEU bays and a single
FEU bay. A location is a bay section, which consists of a set of
stacks that are either on or below deck. The stacks are adjacent,
and they coincide with the same hatch cover for bays with three
hatch covers, or they coincide with two or three adjacent hatch
covers for bays with seven hatch covers, as depicted in Figure 2.
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This definition of locations is different from the definitions in [2,
4], and we handle the problem according to the definition given
here. Any location has a maximum TEU capacity, a maximum
reefer container capacity, maximum capacities for different types
of IMO containers, and weight limits.
Containers on a container ship are stowed one on top of the
other in vertical stacks. As a result, a common situation is that, in
the current port, a container with a downstream port as port of
destination (POD) must be unloaded and reloaded in the current
port in order to access the container below it, which has the
current port as POD. This stowage configuration is called overstowage, and costs both time and money for shipping lines. Two
types of over-stowage are normally considered: when a container
is unloaded, the containers above it in the same stack must be
unloaded first. This situation is referred to as over-stowage within
location. If the container is stowed below a hatch, all containers
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Figure 3 Segregation table, adopted from [7]

above this hatch must also be unloaded in order to open the hatch;
this is called hatch over-stowage.
When a container ship is ready to leave a port it must be
declared seaworthy, which means that all loaded items, i.e.,
cargo, ballast water, fuel, etc., must be distributed along the vessel
such that its stability is acceptable, all stress forces are within
limits and the draft, trim and metacentric height of the ship are
also within limits. We direct interested readers to [4], [5, 6] for
a more detailed description of how vessel stability is computed
and modelled. The constraints related to stability in this paper are
similar to those in [6].

2.1 IMO classes and stowage rules
According to the International Maritime Dangerous Goods
Code (IMDG Code), there are nine classes of dangerous goods,
some of these are divided into subclasses, currently making
up a total of 17 classes. Detailed information can be found
in [7]. Due to their properties, many of these substances are
incompatible to each other, and thus a minimum distance has to
be kept between them. For this purpose, the IMDG Code provides
a number of segregation rules as indicated in Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 3, there exist four specific segregation
principles that must be followed for the stowage of dangerous
goods, each of them giving detailed rules for how to separate
pairs of containers holding incompatible goods: 1) Away from,
2) Separated from, 3) Separated by a complete compartment
from, and 4) Separated longitudinally by an intervening complete
compartment or hold from.

are considered here. The cells marked ‘X’ in Figure 3 refer to
combinations of goods where the concrete substances will lead to
a certain principle (1, 2, 3 or 4) to be applied.
Principle 2) Separated from
This principle means that the containers cannot be placed
in the same stack (row), unless separated by a deck, while
they can be stowed horizontally (in both longitudinal and
transversal directions) separated by one container space. If there
is a bulkhead between them, one container space is not necessary.
For instance, given two incompatible IMO containers stowed
according to principle 2, if one container is stowed in bay 15, row
09, tier 10, the other can be stowed in bay 17, row 09, tier 10, as
illustrated in Figure 4.
Principle 3) Separated by a complete compartment from
This principle means that two containers on deck cannot be
placed in the same stack, while they can be stowed longitudinally
separated by one container space and transversally separated by
two container spaces. For example, given two incompatible IMO
containers stowed according to principle 3, if one container is
stowed in bay 19, row 03, tier 88, the other cannot be stowed in
on-deck locations of rows 02, 01, 03, 05, or 07 of bays 17, 19 or
21 as illustrated in Figure 4. Below deck, two containers stowed
according to principle 3 cannot be placed in the same stack,
horizontally they must be separated by a bulkhead. For instance,
given two incompatible IMO containers stowed according to
principle 3, if one container is put below deck in any row of bay
19, then the other cannot be put in any below deck locations
belonging to bays 17, 19, 21 or 23 as illustrated in Figure 4. Note
that there is a bulkhead between bay 14 and bay 18.

Principle 1) Away from
Principle 1) only affects the stowing of open top containers,
which are not included in this paper, thus only principles 2-4
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Figure 4 A container stowage configuration of two different incompatible groups of IMO containers following principle 2
(one group in yellow and the other group in green) and one incompatible group of IMO containers following principle 3 (in red)
in three adjacent even bays. The setup is based on Figure 1, thus there is a bulkhead between bay 14 and bay 18

Principle 4) Separated longitudinally by an intervening complete
compartment or hold from
This principle means that in on-deck locations, two containers
cannot be placed in the same stack, longitudinally they require
a minimum of 24 m (four 20’ containers spaces1) separation,
including a complete bay. Incompatible IMO containers stowed
according to principle 4 in below deck locations in addition require
a bulkhead separation. For example, given two incompatible IMO
containers stowed according to principle 4, if one container is
stowed in any location in bay 19, the other cannot be stowed
in any location (both on-deck and below deck) of bay 13, 15,
17, 21, 23, or 25. The separation principles described above are
summarized in Table 1, which is taken from [8].

2.2 Our version of the Cargo Mix Problem
In this paper, we focus on the Cargo Mix Problem. Our model
is based on the mixed integer programming models presented by
Christensen et al. [2] and Ambrosino et al. [6]. Christensen et
al. [2] consider 20’ dry and reefer containers, 40’ dry and reefer
1

containers both normal height and high-cube. A block stowage
requirement is strictly enforced in their Cargo Mix Problem, thus
the containers in each location must have the same discharge port.
The model presented in Ambrosino et al. [6] is for the Multi Port
Master Bay Planning Problem (MP-MBPP). Even though these
two problems are different, the constraints regarding with stability
are the same for both problems. Ambrosino et al. [6] considers 20’
and 40’ dry and reefer containers with three weight classes.
Our version of the Cargo Mix Problem extends these models
by including 20’ and 40’, reefer and IMO containers as discussed
above with three weight classes, and by splitting the locations as
outlined in Figure 2. This definition of locations helps us to handle
hatch over-stowage in a more realistic way, as there is no need to
remove containers from more than one hatch cover to get access to
a given below deck container for container ships with three hatch
covers in each bay and there is no need to remove containers from
more than three hatch covers to get access to a given below deck
container for container ships with seven hatch covers in each bay.
A feasible solution for the Cargo Mix Problem must then satisfy
the following rules.

The open space between two consecutive even bays is 3 m.
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Table 1 Separation principles
Principle

Vertical

Horizontal
On deck

1
2
3
4

One on top of another allowed

Below deck

Fore and aft

No restrictions

No restrictions

Athwardship

No restrictions

No restrictions

Not in the same vertical line
unless separated by deck

Fore and aft

One container space

One container space

Athwardship

One container space

One container space

Not in the same vertical line
unless separated by deck

Fore and aft

One container space

One bulkhead

Athwardship

Two container spaces

One bulkhead

Not allowed

Fore and aft

Minimum horizontal
distance of 24 m

One bulkhead and minimum horizontal
distance of 24 m, at least 6 m from bulkhead

Athwardship

Not allowed

Not allowed

R1: For each location and each port, the number of containers
of length 20’ and 40’ must be within the TEU and FEU
capacity limits of the location, respectively.
R2: For each location and each port, the number of reefer
containers must be within the reefer capacity limit of the
location.
R3: For each port, the numbers and positions of incompatible
IMO2, IMO3 and IMO4 containers must be according to the
separation rules given in Table 1.
R4: For each location and each port, the total weight of
containers must be within the limits of the location.
R5: For each port, the transversal, and longitudinal stability must
be secured when loading is completed.
The objective function of the Cargo Mix Problem is to
maximize the weighted sum of stowed containers based on
the group value of their type and length, and to minimize the
weighted sum of the costs of hatch over-stowage, the makespan
of the cranes along the trip, and stowage of non-reefer containers
in reefer slots.
The mathematical formulation and its description in Section
4.2 gives a more precise and formal description of our version of
the Cargo Mix Problem.

3. Literature review
The number of publications on the Cargo Mix Problem is
limited. The earliest formal description was presented in the
PhD thesis by Delgado [1], where a mixed integer programming
model was presented. The author considered standard and reefer
containers of length 20’ and 40’. A decomposition approach,
similar to stowage planning work in [4], was applied to achieve
scalability. Christensen et al. [2] consider 20’ dry and reefer
containers, 40’ dry and reefer containers of both normal and highcube height. The block stowage requirement is strictly enforced
in their Cargo Mix Problem, thus the containers in each location
must have the same discharge port. The authors developed
a matheuristic to solve the problem. The method combines
a 3-phase decomposition with variable fixing and heuristic
assignments. The method finds high-quality solutions in seconds,
and they also claim that it can scale to industrial size instances.
However, their model and solution method do not consider IMO
containers.
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Since the literature on the Cargo Mix Problems is scarce,
we also consider literature related to stowage planning, as the
Cargo Mix Problem can be viewed as a generalization of other
stowage planning problems. Literature on stowage planning can
be divided into two main categories: single phase and multi-phase
approaches. Single phase approaches represent the stowage
planning problem in a single optimization model, whereas multiphase approaches decompose the problem into two or more
phases.
Within the category of single phase approaches, integer
programming models have been developed by Ambrosino et al. [6,
9-11] and Li et al. [12]. The binary integer programming model in
[9] considers 20’ and 40’ standard containers with three weight
classes. Over-stowage is modeled as constraints rather than as part
of the objective, and containers with special requirements, such as
reefer and IMO containers, are not included. The model considers
only the current port, and the objective is to minimize berthing
time. Li et al. [12] proposes a binary integer programming model
for the multi-port stowage planning problem, aimed to determine
the exact location of each container. Similar to [9], only standard
containers of length 20’ and 40’ are considered. This work,
however, does consider over-stowage as part of the objective, but
does not consider weight limitations for individual containers.
The objective minimizes re-handles and maximizes the stowage
space utilization. The authors solve the model for different
instances of a small vessel of 800 TEUs capacity. Ambrosino et
al. [10] presents a mixed integer programming model for finding
stowage plans for each port visited by the ship by taking into
account the hatch covers and the irregular keel of a container
ship, while minimizing the total berthing time, the number of
unloaded containers, and over-stowage. Similar to [9, 12], only
standard containers of length 20’ and 40’ are modeled, and the
model is tested only with small instances. Ding and Chou [13]
developed a heuristic algorithm which can generate stowage plans
with a reasonable number of shifts (over-stowage) for the stowage
planning problem. They handle the transversal and longitudinal
stabilities similar to [6, 9-12]. Their algorithm can make a stowage
plan based on the loading information of current port only, and
also considers only 20’ standard containers.
Multi-phase or decomposition approaches are commonly
applied to solve stowage planning problems. The earliest
decomposition approach that presented promising results was
the work of Wilson and Roach [14] and Wilson et al. [15], where
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the block based decomposition was introduced. In these works,
a methodology for generating a stowage plan for a container
ship on a multi-port journey is presented by decomposing the
decision process into two planning phases: a strategic (Master
Bay Planning) phase and a tactical (Slot Planning) phase. The
strategic objective function includes minimizing over-stowage,
imbalanced crane work, the cargo space occupied by each
destination, and the cargo block (the set of stacks in a bay section
i.e., location) occupied by containers.
Ambrosino et al. [11] introduce two mixed integer
programming models for the MP-MBPP, dealing with practical
and operational aspects of the problem: minimizing unmet
demand, crane imbalance, and number of re-handles. Similar
to [9-10, 12], only standard containers of length 20’ and 40’ are
modeled. To solve the problem, the authors propose two different
heuristic approaches based on the solution of relaxations, where
all integer variables are relaxed to real values, whereas the binary
variables remain constrained to {0,1}. These heuristics are tested
using real life instances, and the authors claim that the models
are applicable in real operations, even though the models do not
consider containers with special requirements such as reefer
and IMO. Ambrosino et al. [6] presents a new mixed integer
programming model for the MP-MBPP that takes into account
standard, reefer and open top containers of lengths 20’ and
40’, and hatch cover positions in the ships. The objective is to
minimize the number of re-handles and imbalanced crane work.
Unlike [9-10, 12], Ambrosino et al. [6, 11] assigns containers to
the bays of the container ship i.e. only dealing with the Master
Bay Planning problem. In the models presented in [6, 9-12], the
constraints dealing with transversal and longitudinal stability are
constructed by forcing the weight on the right side of the ship to
be equal to the weight on the left side of the ship within given
tolerances, and the weight on the stern of the ship to be equal
to the weight on the bow of the ship within given tolerances.
In addition, the constraints dealing with vertical stability and
metacentric height are constructed by forcing containers to be
stowed in ascending order of weight from the bottom to the top
in the same stack.
Kang and Kim [16] present a two phase decomposition
approach of the stowage planning problem: in the first phase
they assign groups of standard containers of length 40’ to
the locations of the ship, in the second phase they determine
the loading sequence of containers in each location aimed at
minimizing the total berthing time at each port along the route.
The constraints in the first phase are dealing with the stability of
the ship, all containers in the load list must be loaded, and the
containers loaded in a location must be within the capacity of
the location. The authors propose heuristic methods to solve the
problem. A decomposition of the multi-port stowage planning
problem into two phases is also presented by Wei-Ying et al.
[17], aimed at minimizing over-stowage and the number of bays
occupied by containers at each port. In the first phase, containers
are aggregated into homogeneous groups based on their type,
length, height, weight and port of destination, the groups are
then assigned to bays. This phase is solved using a bin packing
algorithm where bays are regarded as bins, the number of slots
in each bay are taken as capacities of bins, and containers with
different characteristics (homogeneous container groups) are
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treated as items to pack. Pacino et al. [4] solve the stowage
planning problem by decomposing it hierarchically into two
phases: the Multi-Port Master Bay Planning Problem and the Slot
Planning Problem. In the MP-MBPP, an integer programming
model that assigns groups of different container types (standard
light, standard heavy, reefer light and reefer heavy) to locations of
the container ship is presented. This model is then solved after
relaxing some of the variables. The Slot Planning Problem is
solved by a constraint programming and local search procedure.
Pacino et al. [4] develop a linear integer programming model
with ballast tanks which leads to variable displacement for
the MP-MBPP. They present a linearization approach for the
center of gravity and hydrostatic data tables of the vessel, to
formulate stability and stress constraints that can handle variable
displacement. The objective is to minimize the changes in ballast
water.
In Azevedo et al. [18], the problem is modelled as
a 3D-stochastic stowage planning problem, and the authors
propose a three-level solution to minimize unnecessary container
movements and ship instability, but their assumptions are probably
not fully applicable in a real world situation.
Parreno et al. [19] develop a binary programming model and
a GRASP algorithm to solve the Slot Planning Problem where
handling of IMO containers is included. To our knowledge, this
is the only paper in the literature dealing with IMO containers.

4. A mathematical model for the Cargo Mix Problem
The Cargo Mix Problem (CMP) chooses and distributes types
of containers to load into locations of a container vessel. We now
introduce our mixed integer programming model formulated to
solve the CMP.

4.1 Notation
In this subsection, we present the notation used in the model.
Sets are listed in Table 2, constants are given in Table 3, and
variables are listed in Table 4.
Containers are divided into groups by length (20’ or 40’),
weight classes (heavy (H), Medium(M) or Light (L)), type of
container (S, R, IMOC1, IMOC2, IMOC3, ..., IMOC|D|),
this grouping is used for different purposes in the model. IMO
containers are split into different IMO classes (1, 2, 3, ..., |D|).
As shown in Figure 3, there are currently 17 classes of dangerous
goods. We consider the containers containing one class of
dangerous goods as one IMO container type. The IMO containers
of each class are incompatible with other IMO containers by
respecting one of the segregation principles, so the incompatible
containers must be stored according to the stowing rules for the
given principle.
We include only FEU bays in the set B, as there is no need
to keep track of the fore and aft parts of each bay in the Cargo
Mix Problem.
Locations are also grouped based on different properties,
the rules for separating IMO containers make it necessary to
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Table 2 Sets
Notation

Explanation

W

weight classes of containers (light(l),medium (m),heavy (h))

CL

lengths of containers (20‘, 40‘)

D

classes of dangerous goods

S

segregation principles {2, 3, 4}

T

container types (standard, reefer, imoc1, imoc2, …., imoc|d|)

TR

reefer container types (reefer )

Td

container types for dangerous goods of class d(IMOCd)

j
d

T

H
HADJ
B
BEX
BIN

container types following segregation principle j with respect to containers of type Td
bulkheads
pairs of adjacent bulkheads {(1,2),(2,3),...,(|H|-1,|H|)}
even bays {2, 6, 10, ... }
pairs of exclusive adjacent bays, each bay is included in two consecutive pairs of bays
{(2,6), (10,14), ...}
pairs of inclusive adjacent bays, each bay is included in only one pair of bays
{(2,6), (6,10), ...}

V

set of positions for locations {WS,C,PS}

L

locations

L

on-deck locations

LU

below deck locations

O

L

U
hhl

below deck location below on-deck location l

L

EX
b

water side locations (all locations to water side of a ship)

L IN
b

port side locations (all locations to the port side of a ship)

L

aft locations (all locations to aft part of the ship from its center)

LF

fore locations from its center (all locations to fore part of the ship)

L Uhhl

below deck locations between two adjacent bulkheads h and h’

L bEX

locations in pair of exclusive adjacent bays

L IN
b

locations in pair of inclusive adjacent bays

A

P

ports to be visited by the vessel

R

transports, represented by a load-discharge port pair (pi ,pj)

Rp

transports with containers on the vessel at departure from port p

R bA

transports loaded or unloaded in port p

R OV
p

transports which over-stow containers to load or unload in port p

keep track of below deck and on-deck locations and locations in
adjacent bays.
A transport is a pair of load-discharge ports (pi , pj) where
containers are transported from port pi to port pj, and port pi is
visited before port pj.
The xα variables are the decision variables of the problem,
assigning the number of 20’ and 40’ containers of each type to
be stowed in each location of the container ship during each
transport. The binary variables δ indicate hatch over-stowage.
The variables yO calculate the amount of hatch over-stowage. The
variables yT and yR calculate crane makespan and reduced reefer
container capacity, respectively.

4.2 Formulation
The mixed integer programming model is formulated as
follows:
max / / / / V rawt / x arlwt r ! R p t ! T w ! W a ! C1
l!L
(1)
- / / ^ C O y Opl + C R y Rpl h - / C T y Tp
p!P l!L

p!P

subject to

/// /

K a x arlwt # C Tpl, p ! P, l ! L

(2)

/// /

K a x arlwt # C Rpl, p ! P, l ! L

(3)

/// /

x arlwt # z dpl M, p ! P, l ! L, d ! D

(4)

r ! R p t ! T e ! W a ! C1

r ! R p t ! T w ! W a ! C1

r ! R p t ! T w ! W a ! C1
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Table 3 Constants
Notation

Explanation
TEU capacity of location l in port p

C

T
pl

C

R
pl

reefer container capacity of location l in port p

C

a
pl

capacity of length α containers in location l in port p

C pljd

capacity of containers incompatible with containers in Td following segregation principle
j in location l in port p

L ar t

number of available containers of length α and type t in transport r

W Tpl

maximum weight of all containers in location l in port p

W aw

average weight of length α and weight class w

QT

maximum cross (transversal) equilibrium

QL

maximum horizontal (longitudinal) equilibrium

V

the value of container type t length α, and weight class w of transport r

awt
r

K a ! " 1, 2 ,

TEU coefficient of a container with length α

CO

cost of one hatch over-stowing container

CR

cost of one unit reduction of reefer container capacity

CT

cost of one time unit of crane makespan

C

average crane time needed to load or unload a TEU unit

Time

M

big number

M3

sum of the TEU capacity of the locations in L Uhhl

M4

sum of the TEU capacity of the locations in L IN
b

Mhh‘

number of locations in L Uhhl

Mb

number of locations in L IN
b

R Dpl

number of TEU units to be discharged from location l in port p

R OV
pl

number of over-stowing TEU units in location l in port p

R Apl

number of TEU units to be loaded or discharged in location l in port p

Table 4 Variables
Notation

x

awt
rl

d pl
z
m

d
pl

d
^ hhlhp

Explanation
number of containers with length α, weight w of type t stowed in location l during transport r
1 if there are containers to load or discharge in port p below on-deck location l, 0 otherwise
1 if there are containers containing dangerous goods of class d in location l when the vessel leaves port p, 0 otherwise
1 if there are containers incompatible with class d following segregation principle 3 in under deck locations between two adjacent
bulkheads h and h’ when the vessel leaves port p, 0 otherwise

{ dbp

1 if there are containers incompatible with class p following segregation principle 4 in locations in pair b of inclusive adjacent bays
when the vessel leaves port p, 0 otherwise

y Opl

number of hatch over-stowed TEU units to load or discharge in location l in port p

y Tp

crane makespan in port p

y Rpl

reduction of reefer TEU capacity in location l in port p

/ / / /

r ! R p t ! T j w ! W a ! C1
d

x arlwt - ^ 1 - z dpl h M # C pljd,

p ! P, l ! L, d ! D, j ! S
/ / / / / x arlwt # m^dhhlhp M 3,

r ! R p l ! LU t ! T3 w ! W a ! CL
d
hhl

p ! P, d ! D, ^ hhlh ! H ADJ
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/

d
^ hhlhp

z dpl

+ M
# 1, p ! P, d ! D, ^ hhlh ! H ADJ
^ hhlh
U

l ! L hhl

(5)

m

(6)

r ! R p l ! L IN t ! T 4 w ! W a ! C L
b
d

/ / / / /

(7)

x arlwt # { bd p M 4,
(8)

p ! P, d ! D, b ! B IN
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Table 5 Proportion of container types to be loaded in the Cargo Mix Problem. The column ‘Principles’ indicates the principles following the IMO
containers in the given scenario
Scenario

ST

R

IMOC1

IMOC2

IMOC3

IMOC4

Principles

S1

70

10

7.5

7.5

3.5

1.5

2,3,4

S2

71.5

10

7.5

7.5

3.5

0

2,3,4

S3

75

10

7.5

7.5

0

0

2

S4

82.5

10

7.5

0

0

0

-

S5

90

10

0

0

0

0

-

S6

100

0

0

0

0

0

-

Table 6 Overview of instances: the columns under Vessel present ship dependent data: Loc is the total number of locations, Tot Cap is the total capacity of
the ship in TEU and R Cap is the reefer capacity of the ship. Port indicates the number of ports along the route. The columns under Available containers
to load presents the number of available containers of lengths 20’, and 40’, which will be loaded at current port and downstream ports. Transports is the
total number of active transports, and the two rightmost columns show the maximum and minimum number of integer (binary) variables in the model
Vessel

Available containers to load

ID

Loc

Tot

R

Cap

Cap

1

66

2376

250

6

2

120

3600

370

6

1018

1018

3

234

7800

800

6

2898

1920

4

300

10000

1000

6

2898

1920

5

276

18032

1680

6

4022

5990

/
{ dp +

Port

Current port

///

x

awt
rl

40’

20’

40’

800

1962

1962

15

1496

1962

15

56546 (9740)

11160 (360)

7960

3984

15

91156 (10408)

21086 (468)

7910

3984

15

117035 (13725)

27026 (600)

7960

13868

15

116221 (12627)

25142 (552)

(9)

a
pl

x rlawt # L ar t, a ! C L, t ! T, r ! R

(11)

l!L w!W

/// /

W aw x arlwt # W Tpl, p ! P, l ! L

(12)

r ! R p t ! T w ! W a ! CL

/// /c/

r ! R p t ! T w ! W a ! CL

l ! LWS

W aw x arlwt m # Q T

/ / / / c / W aw x arlwt - / W aw x arlwt m

r ! R p t ! T w ! W a ! CL

/

U
ll ! L l

d R pll +
D

R OV
pl +

l ! LA

r ! R Ap

t ! T w ! W a ! CL

/ // /

t ! T w ! W a ! CL
r ! R OV
p
O

(13)
# QL

(14)

l ! LF

/// /

O
x arlwt
l
n # Md pl, p ! P, l ! L (15)

K a x arlwt - M ^ 1 - d pl h # y Opl,

(16)

p ! P, l ! L
C Time

/ /

r ! R Ap l ! L bEX

b R pl + /
A

/ /

t ! T w ! W a ! CL

K a x arlwt l # y Tp,

(17)

p ! P, b ! B EX

/// /

F tpl K a x arlwt - C Rpl # y Rpl, p ! P, l ! L

(18)

r ! R p t ! T w ! W a ! CL

x arlwt ! N , " 0 ,, a ! C L, w ! W, t ! T, r ! R, l ! L

(19)

d pl ! " 0, 1 ,, p ! P, l ! L

(20)

{ dbp ! " 0, 1 ,, p ! P, b ! B IN , d ! D

(21)

z dpl ! " 0, 1 ,, p ! P, l ! L, d ! D

(22)

m^dhhlh p ! " 0, 1 ,, p ! P, ^ hhlh ! H ADJ, d ! D

(23)
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Max

Min

28480 (7200)

6230 (132)

y Opl ! N , " 0 ,, p ! P, l ! L

(24)

y Tp, y Rpl $ 0, p ! P, l ! L

(25)

(10)

# C , p ! P, l ! L, a ! C L

r ! Rp t ! T w ! W

//

No of variables
Integer (binary)

20’

# 1, p ! P, d ! D, b ! B IN

Mb

Tran
sports

800

z dpl

IN

l ! L Bh

Downstream ports

The objective function (1) maximizes the weighted sum of
stowed containers based on the group value of their type and
length, minus the weighted sum of costs of hatch over-stowage, the
makespan of the cranes along the trip, and stowage of non-reefer
containers in reefer slots.
The constraints in (2), (3) and (5) ensure that location
capacities are not violated. Constraints (2) and (3) ensure that
TEU and reefer container capacities of each location in each port
are respected.
Constraints (4) set the binary variables z dpl to 1 if there are
containers with dangerous goods of class d to load, or already
loaded, in port p in location l. Constraint (5) ensures that the
number of incompatible containers following principles 2 and 3
in each location (for principle 3, only on-deck locations) never
exceed the given limits.
Constraints (6) set the binary variables m^dhhlhp to 1 if there
are containers incompatible with containers containing dangerous
goods of class d following principle 3 to load, or already loaded,
in port p in the under deck locations between two adjacent
bulkheads h and h’.
Constraint set (7) ensures that incompatible containers
following principle 3 in below deck locations are separated by
a bulkhead.
Constraint set (8) sets the binary variables { dbp to 1 if there
are containers incompatible with containers containing dangerous
goods of class d following principle 4 to load, or already loaded, in
port p in locations in pair b of inclusive adjacent bays.
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Table 7 CMP results with one hour run time. The first and second columns are the instance Scenario and ID, respectively, the third column is the best
found objective value. The fourth column shows the number of hatch over-stowing containers along the route. The fifth column is the run time used
by the solver to find the best solution, and the last column is the optimality gap. We have used a maximum cross (transversal) equilibrium (QT) and
maximum horizontal (longitudinal) equilibrium (QL) of 60 tons, which is equal to two 40’ heavy containers
Scen

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

ID

Obj (103)

HOS (TEU)

Runtime (s)

Gap (%)

1

849.26

0

2990

0.13

2

1145.48

0

2400

0.08

3

2965.26

1

360

0.02

4

3067.08

0

3400

0.00

5

6788.77

10

2700

0.23

1

848.65

0

3500

0.22

2

1145.91

0

1500

0.04

3

2965.16

0

2070

0.00

4

3066.68

0

280

0.00

5

6790.52

1

3470

0.23

1

848.30

0

2680

0.24

2

1145.52

0

3180

0.07

3

2965.22

0

1430

0.00

4

3066.78

0

440

0.00

5

6801.53

0

2740

0.04

1

849.40

0

2680

0.10

2

1144.67

0

480

0.03

3

2964.87

3

1890

0.02

4

3066.70

0

370

0.00

5

6800.79

0

2700

0.06

1

850.17

0

1600

0.02

2

1144.24

0

1870

0.00

3

2965.30

0

180

0.00

4

3066.65

0

180

0.00

5

6796.20

0

2600

0.04

1

872.10

0

2780

0.00

2

1187.44

0

410

0.00

3

2919.98

0

2780

0.00

4

3028.38

0

65

0.00

5

6721.24

0

1350

0.03

Constraint set (9) ensures that incompatible IMO containers
following principle 4 are separated by at least two even bays
longitudinally, including a complete compartment. When
incompatible IMO containers following principle 4 are stowed in
below deck locations, additional bulkhead separation is needed,
but there are always enough bulkheads with two even bays
separation.
Constraint set (10) ensures that the number of containers
of each length in each location is within the location’s capacity.
This constraint set is quite similar to (2), but if a location has two
odd cells, the constraints in (10) are needed to ensure that it is
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possible to load two 20’ containers, but not one 40’ container, in
these two cells. The constraints in (11) ensure that the number of
loaded containers in all transports do not exceed the number of
available containers. Constraint set (12) ensures that the weight
of all containers in each location is within the weight limit of the
location.
The constraints (13) and (14) control the stability of the
container ship in each port visited. The stability conditions are
described in terms of the longitudinal and transversal equilibrium.
This means that the difference of the weights of the water side
and port side should be within the transversal equilibrium, and
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Table 8 CMP results with different values of QL and QR in one hour run time. For each pair of values for QL and QR, the table shows the best found
objective value, the optimality gap and the run time
Scen

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

ID

QL = QT = 30 tons

QL = QT = 90 tons

Obj (103)

Time (s)

1

849.71

1850

2

1146.07

940

3

2964.14

2490

0.06

2964.21

1840

4

3067.00

1216

0.00

3067.04

1449

5

6796.09

2960

0.12

6801.00

3540

1

849.73

2212

0.06

850.08

Gap (%)

Obj (103)

Time (s)

0.10

849.00

3200

0.03

1146.26

2920

QL = QT = 120 tons
Gap (%)

Obj (103)

Time (s)

Gap (%)

0.16

849.64

2290

0.09

0.00

1145.69

2060

0.06

0.05

2964.63

3464

0.04

0.00

3066.96

164

0.00

0.05

6801.75

2750

0.04

3510

0.02

849.08

1380

0.18

2

1146.28

2370

0.00

1146.42

650

0.02

1146.14

2650

0.02

3

2964.79

3000

0.02

2958.83

2410

0.23

2956.66

3480

0.30

4

3066.72

1505

0.00

3066.70

2252

0.00

3066.72

720

0.00

5

6759.54

3190

0.66

6784.55

3400

0.29

6783.57

2380

0.30

1

849.59

2960

0.11

849.70

2190

0.07

849.32

3430

0.12

2

1146.28

2800

0.00

1146.36

1950

0.00

1146.28

1690

0.00

3

2964.79

2050

0.02

2965.23

1134

0.00

2965.34

1910

0.00

4

3066.72

190

0.00

3066.67

526

0.00

3066.63

300

0.00

5

6800.03

2920

0.06

6800.06

2810

0.06

6774.04

3080

0.44

1

849.59

2510

0.08

849.57

3520

0.08

849.62

3060

0.08

2

1144.30

390

0.06

1144.78

3580

0.02

1144.92

1810

0.00

3

2964.82

3390

0.02

2964.85

583

0.02

2965.12

670

0.01

4

3066.76

580

0.00

3066.80

310

0.00

3066.78

58

0.00

5

6799.83

2690

0.07

6799.15

1890

0.08

6801.37

2410

0.05

1

849.93

1410

0.05

850.11

1900

0.02

850.08

3105

0.03

2

1144.16

1320

0.00

1144.20

1580

0.00

1144.24

354

0.00

3

2964.83

2880

0.02

2964.80

170

0.02

2965.08

190

0.01

4

3066.64

36

0.00

3066.56

44

0.00

3066.64

25

0.00

5

6785.81

1710

0.20

6797.22

1960

0.03

6795.73

3560

0.06

1

872.06

410

0.00

872.13

2420

0.01

872.05

1891

0.01

2

1187.44

52

0.00

1187.34

158

0.00

1187.38

1051

0.00

3

2919.97

2800

0.00

2920.90

60

0.00

2920.11

1550

0.00

4

3028.38

80

0.00

3028.24

23

0.00

3028.28

17

0.00

5

6721.14

560

0.03

6721.77

2150

0.02

6721.42

480

0.02

the difference of the weights in the aft and fore parts should be
within the longitudinal equilibrium. Since the expressions in the
absolute values in (13) and (14) are linear, and since the RHS of
both constraint sets are constant, each of the constraint sets are
equivalent with two sets of linear constraints.
Constraints (15) - (18) compute values for some of the
variables in the objective function. Constraint set (15) sets the
binary variables δpl to 1 if there are containers to be handled in
port p in the location below a given on-deck location l. Constraint
(16) then calculates the number of hatch over-stow containers in
on-deck location l in port p.
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Crane makespan is the amount of time needed for the cranes
to perform all loading and unloading operations, this is calculated
by constraint set (17). In the Cargo Mix Problem, stacking rules
are not taken explicitly into account. For this reason, some
Slot Planning instances may be infeasible. A possible source of
infeasibility is reefer containers, since they can only be stowed
in slots with power plugs, which might be occupied by other
container types. This is handled by reducing the capacity of reefer
containers in a location by a proportional factor F tpl , where
C Rpl
F tpl = T for all non-reefer containers and a factor 1 for all
C pl
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Table 9 CMP results with different optimality gaps. For each gap, the table shows the optimality gap and the run time. A 0.00 in the Gap column
means that the default Gurobi optimality gap of 0.01% or less was reached. The values for QT and QL are the same as their values in Table 7
Scen

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

ID

1% Gap

0.5% Gap

0.1% Gap

Gap (%)

Time (s)

Gap (%)

Time (s)

Gap (%)

Time (s)

1

0.79

100

0.43

135

-

-

2

0.84

66

0.25

320

0.10

710

3

0.83

60

0.02

350

0.02

350

4

0.76

160

0.01

570

0.01

570

5

0.51

1830

0.29

2380

-

-

1

0.96

111

0.42

335

-

-

2

0.23

305

0.23

305

0.06

535

3

0.21

350

0.21

350

0.04

1950

4

0.89

72

0.01

285

0.01

285

5

0.73

2522

0.46

2524

-

-

1

0.95

62

0.45

193

-

-

2

0.43

238

0.43

238

0.10

2582

3

0.51

107

0.08

450

0.08

450

4

0.50

41

0.50

41

0.08

441

5

0.38

364

0.38

364

0.10

859

1

0.79

41

0.36

66

0.10

2690

2

0.47

103

0.47

103

0.05

151

3

0.91

50

0.11

170

0.06

340

4

0.14

77

0.14

77

0.00

376

5

0.53

583

0.23

747

0.06

2707

1

0.67

14

0.46

19

0.10

1570

2

0.08

44

0.08

44

0.08

44

3

0.71

65

0.19

143

0.03

189

4

0.01

35

0.01

35

0.01

35

5

0.96

239

0.17

369

0.10

725

1

0.56

7

0.43

9

0.09

309

2

0.09

9

0.09

9

0.09

9

3

0.04

41

0.04

41

0.04

41

4

0.01

27

0.01

27

0.01

27

5

0.92

57

0.05

153

0.05

153

reefer containers. Constraints (18) set the values for the variables

5. Computational results

y Rpl , i.e., the reduction of the capacity of reefer containers within
locations, which makes stowing non-reefer containers in reefer
slots more costly.
Finally, constraints (19) - (25) give domains for the variables.
The mathematical formulation and the short explanation
given here may be a bit hard to read and understand. A less formal
and more understandable description of the objective and the
constraints can be found in Section 2.2.
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In this section, we present the results from our computational
experiments. Neither industrial contacts nor other researchers
have been able or willing to share instances with us, so we have
generated random instances, which we believe correspond closely
to real world scenarios for the CMP related to container ships
with capacities from 2376 to 18032 TEUs.
An overview of the considered container ships are reported in
Table 6, in the columns under vessels.
The container demand has been randomly generated such
that for each transport (origin-destination), there should be
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a positive demand for standard, reefer, and IMO containers. In
particular, six scenarios with different percentages of standard
(S), reefer (R) and four classes of IMO (IMOC1, IMOC2, IMOC3,
IMOC4) containers have been generated as listed in Table 5.
The weight classes we use for both 20’ and 40’ containers are
the same as the weight classes used in [6]. In [6], containers of
length 40’ belong to light, medium and heavy classes corresponding
to weights of 10, 20 and 30 tons, respectively, whereas the same
classes are associated with 7, 14 and 21 tons for 20’ containers.
We assume that the considered route has six ports, and, for
each origin port, the possible destinations will be all downstream
ports.
The proposed model was implemented in Pyomo [20] and
solved with the MIP solver Gurobi 7.50 [21]. All the tests were
executed on a Linux machine with Intel Core i7-5600U, CPU
2.60GHz x 4 and 16 GB of memory, no parallelism was used.
In the tests reported in Table 7, all instances have been solved
by considering the transversal equilibrium (QL) and longitudinal
equilibrium (QT) of 60 tons (equivalent to two 40’ heavy
containers). A time limit of one hour has been assigned to the
solver. As shown in Table 7, 13 instances are solved to optimality
with the default Gurobi optimality gap of 0.01%. The remaining
instances are solved with an optimality gap of less than 0.5%.
In particular, 12 of the instances are solved with an optimality
gap less than or equal to 0.\%, and the remaining five instances,
which belong to Scenario S1 (containing six container types and
following all principles) and S2 (containing five container types
and following all principles) are solved with an optimality gap
greater than 0.1%, but less than or equal to 0.5%. As expected,
Scenario S1 and S2 seems to be more difficult to solve, whereas S6
(containing only standard containers) is easy to solve.
In order to evaluate the robustness of the model, we tested
with different values for transversal (QL) and longitudinal (QL)
equilibriums, ranging from 30 to 120 tons. As can be seen from

Table 8, most of the instances are solved with an optimality
gap less than 0.1%, the remaining instances are solved with an
optimality gap less than 1% within the time limit.
Finally, we have run the instances with larger optimality
gaps to see how long time is needed to find a solution within the
given gap, and how good this solution is compared to the “true”
optimal solution. The results of these runs are given in Table 9.
As expected, the run times decrease with increasing optimality
gaps. With an optimality gap of 1% or 0.5%, almost all instances
are solved within ten minutes (only two instances needed more
than ten minutes with the given gaps). With 0.1% optimality gap,
17 instances are solved in less than ten minutes, but five instances
are not solved with the given gap within one hour.
The results show that by increasing optimality gaps, the
solution times can be brought down to quite acceptable levels
without giving away much in terms of solution quality. Which gap
to use and which amount of time to be regarded as “reasonable
time” will depend on the situation, this has to be decided by the
problem owner who is going to use the solution for planning.

6. Conclusions
This paper considers the Cargo Mix Problem (CMP), which is
an important optimization problem in liner shipping, particularly
for the efficiency of loading and unloading of container ships. We
have extended existing models for the CMP by including IMO
containers holding dangerous goods.
The proposed model was implemented in Pyomo and solved
with Gurobi 7.5 for 30 instances with four different transversal
and longitudinal equilibriums. The computational experiments
show that our model can be solved to optimality or near
optimality in reasonable time using a standard MIP solver.
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NOVICE CZECH DRIVERS’ ABILITY AND WILLINGNESS
TO OFFER THE FIRST AID AFTER TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS:
THE POSITIVE EFFECT OF THE FIRST-AID TRAINING
The first aid is an important tool to save people’s lives after traffic accidents. Drivers are the most-likely bystanders, who might help injured
people at the traffic accident site. The current research aims to explore Czech learner drivers‘ knowledge and attitudes towards the first aid
and to evaluate whether the first aid education increases the likelihood that a driver will provide the first aid for injuries resulting from traffic
accidents. A questionnaire survey was conducted in 2015 among a sample of 370 Czech learner drivers at driving schools. The two groups
of student drivers were compared - those who had attended the first aid classes (FAC) and those who had not. The learner drivers who had
attended an FAC are more likely to know how to treat burns and serious injuries, contain external bleeding, and unblock the respiratory track.
Those who had not attended an FAC would more often hesitate to provide the first aid because they resisted taking a leadership role to organize
the scene, or they did not have suitable equipment. This supports the idea that increasing the quality of the first aid training for Czech student
drivers would improve the traffic safety in the Czech Republic.
Keywords: traffic accident injuries; the first aid education; learner drivers; driving schools

1. Introduction
Importance of the first aid training for improving safety has
been acknowledged for a long time [1]. There is a great effort to
provide the adequate first aid to people in need [2]. Since the first
aid classes are included in the regular education [3], people are
better trained to be able to provide the first aid, which increases
its quality. Therefore, training people in the first aid is a way to
improve the pre-hospital care for injured [4].
Not all the people know how to administer the first aid. For
example, in Jordan, 72% of university students know how to treat
a spinal fracture, but only 45% know how to check respiration and
37% to treat a burn [5]. Even people who might need it in their
profession do not know how to provide the first aid: less than
20% of Slovenian kindergarten teachers know how to provide
cardiopulmonary resuscitation or know what to do in the case of
intoxication [6]. In Norway, where the first aid tends to be taught
from the primary-school level [7], 90% of the population surveyed
by Bakke et al. [8] had received the first aid training and 72% of
the population felt that they would be able to provide the first aid
in case of an emergency. Of those who had had an opportunity to
use the knowledge learned in an FAC, 78% felt that the training
had prepared them well. People who had attended an FAC were
more knowledgeable about the necessity of providing the first aid
after a traffic accident.
Witnesses of accidents where the first aid is necessary might
feel helpless and unable to provide the first aid [9]. They might
feel too physically weak or that they lack enough knowledge
to provide the first aid. They might also hesitate to provide the
first aid because of the unpleasant circumstances, like patient
vomiting, obesity or blood. The fear of an infectious disease might

also lead to hesitation [10]. According to Bakke et al. [8], some
people have reservations regarding providing the first aid - 12% are
“unwilling to perform certain first aid measures” (p. 4) and one
third of those (4% of the total sample) have these reservations
because of a fear of infection. Reservations regarding the first aid
are not related to presence or absence of the first aid training [8].
Driver training and the ability to provide the first aid vary
around the world. In Nigeria, 76% of professional drivers know
how to make sure that a patient is breathing properly, 90% know
how to stop bleeding and 76% know how to treat fractures [11].
Only 32% of Ethiopian taxi drivers can identify the correct first
step for providing the first aid, 28% know how to unblock an
obstructed airway, 12% know how to apply direct pressure to
serious bleeding, and 20% know how to transport an unconscious
patient [12]. Larsson et al. [13] report that 7% of Swedish drivers
trained in the first aid actually used their knowledge after a traffic
accident. Over 80% of Polish drivers would offer the first aid in
the case of an accident, 60% of Polish drivers would hesitate to
offer the first aid because of their lack of competence, 20% would
hesitate because they are afraid of their own health and 10%
would hesitate because of possible legal consequences. About 40%
Polish drivers know how to unblock the respiratory track, 24%
know how to make the chest compressions and 60% know how to
treat a person with a spinal injury [14]. The ability to provide the
first aid might also be influenced by the fact that traffic accidents
mostly happen when drivers are tired [15], so the witnesses may
also be tired.
Research generally shows that when drivers attend an FAC,
it increases their ability to provide the first aid. Adelborg et al.
[16] compared the first aid knowledge of Danish learner drivers
before and after they took an FAC. Knowledge to prioritize the
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treatment among several casualties increased to 95% from 62%;
how to control arterial bleeding to 75% from 30%; how to relieve
a foreign body from airway construction to 97% from 68%; how
to offer the first aid for a neck injury to 89% from 77%; and for
shock to 71% from 50%; while the knowledge of how to offer
the first aid for a concussion did not increase (84% before, 80%
after). In a Polish sample, 8% of drivers would not offer help
because they were afraid that they might harm the patient [17].
When the knowledge of drivers who had attended an FAC was
compared with those who had not, the knowledge about checking
for consciousness was 60% for the former and 47% for the latter;
for checking the breathing it was 42% and 27%, respectively and
for how to synchronize chest compression with rescue breaths
62% and 47%, respectively [17]. Vakili et al. [18] collected
a sample of 500 professional Iranian drivers who had encountered
a traffic accident and gave them the first aid training. Before the
training they asked whether they had provided the first aid in the
accident(s) they had encountered. Six months after the training
they asked those drivers who had encountered a new accident the
same questions and compared whether the percentage of those
who provided the first aid had improved. The percentage of those
who administered the first aid increased to 96% from 65% for
airway management; to 98% from 79% for control of bleeding; to
97% from 71% for fracture management; and to 92% from 55% for
putting the injured person in a recovery position.
In this study the focus was on the first aid skills of Czech
learner drivers. Children in Czech primary schools have about
4 hours of the first aid classes every year from the 5th to the 9th
grade. Czech learner drivers additionally have four hours of the
first aid classes during their driving course. Nevertheless, those
classes consist only of watching videos and students do not
practice the skills. Only about 60% of Czech drivers would give
the first aid after a traffic accident [19]. This situation might be
improved if additional first aid training is incorporated into Czech
driving courses [20]. This research aims to assess Czech drivers’
ability to provide specific types of the first aid and the obstacles
they might feel when deciding to administer it. While Kureckova
et al. [20] compared different types of the first aid training for
learner drivers, the aim here is to show that any type of training
is efficient in comparison to absence of training: The differences
between drivers who have attended the first aid classes (FAC)
and those who have not were compared through a questionnaire.
In this way the intention was to bring additional evidence that the
first aid training increases the traffic safety in the Czech Republic.

2. Study
Sample
Hundred and twenty driving schools in the South Moravian,
Vysocina, Olomouc, and Prague regions of the Czech Republic
were contacted. They were asked whether they would distribute
a questionnaire to their students. Six of the schools agreed to
do so, two in Brno, two in Trebic, one in Olomouc, and one in
Prague. We distributed the questionnaire among their students in
the end of 2013 and the first half of 2014. The sample consisted
of 400 participants, however, 30 questionnaires were excluded
for too many missing answers resulting in having data from 370
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subjects - 312 men, 53 women and 5 did not provide their gender.
The mean age of the participants was 21.2 (SD = 7.2). More than
a half of the participants (n = 189, 52%) took the first aid course,
the rest (n = 181) had no experience with the first aid course.
Measure
The questionnaire was created by Adelborg et al. [16], which
was translated to the Czech language by professional interpreter.
The questionnaire contains questions about gender and age;
whether the participant had experience with providing the first
aid, had ever attended some first aid course and had witnessed
a traffic accident. It contained the 5-point Likert scale (rating
scale with five rankings: certainly yes, rather yes, I don’t know,
rather no, certainly no) items about whether the subject was able
and willing to provide the first aid after a traffic accident, what
kind of the first aid the participant thought they would be able
to offer and how satisfied they were with the first aid education
in their driving school. There were several 4-point Likert scales
(certainly yes, rather yes, rather no, certainly no) about why the
participant might hesitate to offer the first aid (the reasons for
refusing the first aid are in Table 3).

3. Results
This study aims to determine whether groups of those who
attended the first aid course and those who did not differ in their
declared knowledge of the first aid and the willingness to provide
it. The t-tests for independent samples were used for analysis of
obtained data. All reported probability values are two-tailed. For
all analyses, an alpha of .05 or .01 was used. The assumptions of
normality and the homogeneity of variance were examined and
met. The percentages in the text below mean how many people
answered “certainly yes” or “rather yes” on the Likert scales.
The majority of participants (n = 287, 78%) did not have
experience with providing the first aid. The length of the traffic
aid course was an average of 4.8 hours (SD = 8.4). A quarter of
the participants (n = 102, 28%) had witnessed a traffic accident.
The majority of participants (n = 226, 62%) felt that they
would be able to provide the first aid after a traffic accident. Those
who had attended the first aid course felt more confident about
their ability than those who had not (t = 2.8, p < .01).
The majority (n = 282, 78%) knew how to stop large-scale
external bleeding; those who had attended an FAC knew how to
contain it more often than those who had not (t = 2.2, p < .05).
Participants (n = 211, 58%) also knew how to treat burns; those
who had attended an FAC knew more often than those who had
not (t = 2.0, p < .05). Only one third of the participants (n = 123,
34%) knew how to treat a spinal or neck injury; those who had
attended an FAC knew it more often (t = 2.7, p < .01). Over three
quarters (n = 286, 78%) knew how to provide chest compressions.
Three quarters (n = 273, 75%) knew how to unblock the
respiratory track; those who had attended an FAC knew it more
often (t = 2.0, p < .05). More than a half of participants (n = 190,
52%) knew how to treat a serious injury; those who had attended
an FAC knew it more often (t = 3.0, p < .01). Nearly all of the
participants (n = 349, 96%) knew how to call for help. See Tables
1 and 2 for details.
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Table 1 Descriptions of participants who had and had not attended the first aid course (FAC)
Certainly yes or rather
yes
Item
Feels able to provide the first aid after a traffic accident

Certainly/ rather yes and
attended the FAC

Certainly/ rather yes and
did not attend the FAC

n

%

n

%

n

%

226

61.8

128

68.4

93

55.4

282

76.2

153

81.8

121

72.0

Knows how to…
Stop large external bleeding
Treat a burn

211

57

119

63.6

86

51.2

Treat a spinal or neck injury

123

33.2

70

37.6

47

28.0

Provide chest compressions

286

77.3

146

78.1

135

80.4

Clear the lungs/unblock respiratory track

273

73.8

144

77.0

124

73.8

Prioritize serious injuries

190

51.4

107

57.2

75

44.6

Call for help

349

94.3

178

95.2

161

95.8

N = 370

N = 187

N = 168

Table 2 Differences in the first aid knowledge between participants who had and had not attended the first aid course (FAC)
Item

M1

M2

t

p

d

Feels able to provide the first aid after a traffic accident

2.18

2.39

2.8

0.006

.29

Stop large external bleeding

2.02

2.21

2.2

0.032

.23

Treat a burn

2.30

2.49

2.0

0.044

.22

Treat a spinal or neck injury

2.85

3.16

2.7

0.007

.30

Knows how to…

Provide chest compressions

1.90

1.96

0.5

0.590

Clear the lungs/unblock respiratory track

1.89

2.08

2.0

0.042

.22

Prioritize serious injuries

2.40

2.70

3.0

0.003

.32

Call for help

1.20

1.17

-0.5

0.630

Note: M1 - mean for those who had attended FAC, M2 - mean for those who had not attended FAC, t - Student’s t - test value, p - statistical significance,
d - Cohen’s d
Table 3 Descriptions of participants who had and had not attended the first aid course (FAC) for a question: which of the following situations would
stop them from providing the first aid
Certainly yes
or rather yes
Item

n

Certainly/ rather yes
and attended the FAC

Certainly/ rather yes and
did not attend the FAC

%

n

%

n

%

The following situation would stop me from providing the first aid:
Someone else will help or helps

96

26

36

19.3

56

33.1

Someone else would see me, it is embarrassing

29

7.8

14

7.5

14

8.3

I would not dare to organize others to provide help

123

33.2

57

30.5

63

37.3

When no one else is helping there is no need to provide help

57

15.4

19

10.2

36

21.3

I do not have suitable equipment

79

21.4

34

18.2

43

25.4

I have suitable equipment but I do not know how to use it

71

19.1

29

15.5

39

23.1

I have the first aid kit but I do not know how to use it

35

3.7

11

5.9

23

13.6

I cannot ensure my own safety

197

53.2

109

58.3

82

48.5

Injury looks repulsive

131

35.4

61

32.6

67

N = 370

Regarding the reasons someone would not offer the first
aid after a traffic accident, 8% (29/357) said they would feel
ashamed with someone observing them. One third (123/364,
34%) would not because they would not dare organizing others
to help; however, this would be a lesser obstacle for those who
had attended an FAC than for those who had not (t = -2.5, p <
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N = 187

40.1
N = 169

.05). One quarter of the participants (79/362, 22%) would not
offer the first aid because they feared that they might not have
suitable equipment; this would be less of an obstacle for those
who had attended an FAC (t = -2.5, p < .05). For 20% of the
participants (71/361), the lack of knowledge about how to use
the first aid equipment would be a reason not to offer help; again,
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Table 4 Differences between participants who had and had not attended the first aid course (FAC) for question which of the following situations
would stop them from providing the first aid
Item

M1

M2

t

p

d

Someone else will help or helps

3.18

2.83

-3.2

.002

-.36

Someone else would see me, it is embarrassing

3.56

3.51

-.64

.520

I would not dare to organize others to provide help

2.91

2.68

-2.5

.014

-.26

When no one else is helping there is no need to provide help

3.54

3.2

-3.7

.000

-.39

I do not have suitable equipment

3.23

3.02

-2.5

.013

-.26

I have suitable equipment but I do not know how to use it

3.24

3.01

-2.6

.009

-.27

The following situation would stop me from providing the first aid:

I have the first aid kit but I do not know how to use it

3.10

3.20

-1.1

.230

I cannot ensure my own safety

2.29

2.48

1.8

.07

Injury looks repulsive

2.83

2.74

-.88

0.38

0.2

Note: M1 - mean for those who had attended FAC, M2 - mean for those who had not attended FAC, t - Student’s t-test value, p - statistical significance,
d - Cohen’s d

this would be more common for those who had not attended an
FAC (t = -2.6, p < .01) and other participants (35/179, 20%) did
not know the contents of the first aid kit in their car. Half of the
participants (197/360, 55%) would not offer help when they could
not guarantee their own safety. One third (131, 37%) would not
offer help when an injury was grotesque or disgusting. See Tables
3 and 4 for details.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
Over one quarter of surveyed Czech student drivers had
experience with a traffic accident and one fifth had provided some
kind of the first aid. This is quite a large proportion of drivers
and, given that they were not well informed about treating several
types of injuries, this shows that improving the first aid training of
Czech drivers is an important step to increasing the traffic safety.
The presented results support the argument that an FAC is
associated with the ability to provide the first aid. Participants
who had attended FACs felt more able to provide the first aid
and more often knew how to treat specific health issues. The only
exception was for the chest compressions: FAC students did not
know more than those without an FAC. Additionally, the FAC
also reduces some reservations that block people from helping.
People with FAC experience would hesitate less to offer help
because of a fear about not having the suitable equipment and
being unable to organize others.
The sample and method that were used has several limitations.
First, our sample was not randomly selected. This enhances
probability of a sample bias. Second, the large number of

statistical comparisons were performed, so the probability of type
1 error increased. Third, the sample represents only central and
south eastern part of the Czech Republic and it is questionable
whether the results could be generalized to the whole country.
Obtained results support the hypothesis that the first aid
training is important for boosting self-confidence for providing
the first aid. Health educators should provide the best possible
first aid training to learner drivers. With increased training, the
number of people who actually would help will probably increase
and many human lives could be saved. The recommendation is
to increase the number of the first aid lectures for the learner
drivers with the aim of improving the traffic safety. The first aid is
more important after the traffic accidents for the elderly patients,
because they die before reaching the hospital more often than
the younger people [21]. It would be beneficial if the first aid
training was organized for older drivers who might more often
have the opportunity to save other elderly patients’ lives. The first
aid training makes people behave safer in their normal life [22].
Training learner drivers in the first aid might help to increase the
general safety of society.
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Errata: Communications - Scientific Letters of the University of Zilina, 21(1), 2019, Passsenger Ride Comfort and International
Roughness Index Specifications in the Slovak Republic, p. 15-22.
Authors have identified incorrect results in their paper [1]. Trend removal of measured acceleration signal in Matlab code
was inadvertently not turned on. This caused incorrect and overstated acceleration RMS values after acceleration data processing
(predominantly on the seat surface). Further, the correct multiplying factors in Equation (1) should be kSx = kSy = 1.4. Presented
incorrect results of total vibration av in [1] were substantially higher than the correct values. The authors would like to apologise for
any inconvenience caused.
Corrected text, figure and tables should read as follows:

6. Whole-body vibration and IRI road classes
…
Median av value (P50) exceeds the lower bound of expected
“fairly uncomfortable” human reaction (av = 0.5 m/s2, Table 1)
for two IRI road classes (#2 and #3) and motorways and three
IRI road classes (#3–#5) for the 1st and 2nd class roads (Table 4).
For IRI road class #3 and motorways and IRI road class #3–#5
and the 1st and 2nd class roads a lower bound of “uncomfortable”
level (av = 0.8 m/s2) was exceeded by the 90th percentile (P90) of
av (Table 4).
The median values of av are shown in Figure 3. Comparison
shows higher vibration total value av by 16 %, 20 % and 9 % for
motorways in the same IRI road class.
On motorways, 27.1 % of processed segments induced
passenger’s vibrations higher than the lower bound of expected
“fairly uncomfortable” human reaction (0.5 m/s2) and 2.9 %
segments exceeded the lower bound of “uncomfortable” level. On
the 1st and 2nd class roads it was 55.8 % (“fairly uncomfortable”)
and 22.8 % (“uncomfortable”).

Figure 3 Median of the passenger vibration total value av as a function
of IRI road class and road category

Results in Table 5 may be commented as follows:
Negligible portion of sections falls in the worst comfort
likely reaction levels “very uncomfortable” and “extremely
uncomfortable”.

Table 3 Fitting parameters of function IRI = f(av,v) [Equation (2)] as a function of road category
Road category

N

Length (km)

b1

b2

b3

RMSE

R

R2

Motorways

3808

380.8

2.099

1st class roads

4684

468.4

4.237

-0.0056

1.226

0.50

0.538

0.290

-0.0377

3.886

1.01

0.719

0.517

2 class roads

5462

546.2

3.664

-0.0368

5.210

1.42

0.545

0.297

1st and 2nd class roads

10146

1014.6

4.605

-0.0445

4.675

1.34

0.682

0.465

nd

Table 4 Vibration total value statistics as a function of IRI road classes and road category
N

Length
(km)

IRI

v

road

(km/h)

class

mean

std

Vibration total value

IRI (mm/m)
min

max

mean

av (m/s2)
std

mean

std

P10

P25

P50

P75

P90
0.560

Motorways
2940

294

1

118.3

14.4

0.65

1.89

1.2

0.32

0.405

0.124

0.281

0.321

0.380

0.461

837

83.7

2

118.5

14.5

1.9

3.28

2.3

0.34

0.561

0.167

0.345

0.442

0.558

0.672

0.771

31

3.1

3

111.5

14.0

3.31

4.31

3.7

0.38

0.643

0.321

0.274

0.313

0.674

0.883

1.096

3808

380.8

All

118.3

14.4

0.65

4.31

1.5

0.60

0.441

0.153

0.287

0.332

0.403

0.518

0.654

1st and 2nd class roads
601

60.1

1

81.1

14.7

0.71

1.88

1.5

0.28

0.339

0.098

0.229

0.270

0.327

0.392

0.465

2604

260.4

2

76.7

16.9

1.9

3.29

2.6

0.40

0.484

0.142

0.323

0.381

0.464

0.562

0.678

3468

346.8

3

71.8

18.1

3.3

4.99

4.2

0.49

0.644

0.209

0.400

0.497

0.619

0.766

0.909

3375

337.5

4

68.2

19.1

5

9.94

6.2

1.02

0.770

0.274

0.423

0.575

0.755

0.942

1.122

98

9.8

5

48.7

10.1

10.03

16.47

11

0.95

0.877

0.320

0.399

0.658

0.957

1.102

1.224

10150

1015

All

72.2

18.5

0.71

16.47

4.4

1.84

0.629

0.254

0.343

0.438

0.586

0.779

0.970
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Table 5 Percentage of travelled sections in comfort level according to the ISO 2631-1 as a function of IRI road classes for motorways
av (m/s2)

IRI

IRI

(mm/m)

road
class

min

max

1

0

1.9

< 0.315

0.315-0.63

0.5-1

not

a little

fairly

uncomfortable

uncomfortable

uncomfortable

22.4

72.3

0.8-1.6
uncomfortable

1.25-2.5

>2

very

extremely

uncomfortable

uncomfortable

0.1

0
0

Motorways
17.1

1.2

2

1.9

3.3

6

60.6

61.3

7.8

0

3

3.3

5

29

16.1

48.4

32.3

6.5

0

All

0.65

4.31

18.9

69.2

27.1

2.9

0.1

0

0.2

0

0

1st and 2nd class roads
1

0

1.9

46.6

52.2

6.3

2

1.9

3.3

3

3.3

5

8.4

77.2

38.9

3.1

0

0

2.1

49.8

68.9

20.4

0.7

0

4

5

5

10

10

2.5

29.6

64.8

43.4

4.6

0.1

–

2

22.4

35.7

64.3

8.2

0

All

0.71

16.47

6.5

50

55.8

22.8

1.9

0

Comfort levels “a little uncomfortable” and “fairly
uncomfortable” prevailed for all road categories.
Higher percentage of road segments in the same IRI road
class corresponds to “fairly uncomfortable” (by 28.7 %) and
“uncomfortable” (by 19.9 %) levels for the 1st and 2nd class roads
than for motorways. The comparison is influenced with an
unequal number of segments N in groups and higher mean speed
by 30 to 40 km/h on motorways on the section of the same road
class.
Road class #1 for motorways and road class #2 for the 1st
and 2nd class roads indicate similar percentage of acceleration
response in “uncomfortable” category (1.2 % vs. 3.1 %).
Road class #3 for motorways and road class #4 for the 1st
and 2nd class roads indicate similar percentage of acceleration
response in “uncomfortable” category (32.3 % vs. 43.4 %).
…

Using Equation (2) to compare IRI thresholds, the correction
factor in relation IRI(130) = f(IRI(90)) would be lower at about
0.30-0.35.

7. Conclusions
…
3. Indication of comfort levels “very uncomfortable” and
“extremely uncomfortable” was very rare. Comfort levels
“a little uncomfortable” and “fairly uncomfortable” prevailed.
About fifty percent of all the processed sections exceeded
a lower bound of expected “fairly uncomfortable” reaction
(av = 0.5 m/s2). About 1.9 % of all the processed sections of
the 1st and 2nd road class exceeded a “very uncomfortable”
level.
4. Different passenger’s WBV was identified for the same IRI
road classes between motorways and the 1st and 2nd class
roads. For the same IRI road class, the median total passenger
vibration was about 10-20 % higher on motorways.
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